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Abstract
Over the past decade, formal methods have been remarkably successful in 
their application to the analysis of concurrent systems. The vast bulk of work 
to date has been concerned only with safety properties and liveness properties 
however have not yet been mastered to the same degree.
Broadly speaking, approaches to analysis of concurrent systems have fallen 
into two camps: model checking and theorem proving. Although both of them are 
rather successful, they suffer from their own deficiencies—that is, model checking 
is superior in checking a finite system automatically; theorem proving however 
can reason about systems with massive or infinite state spaces.
In the thesis we present an embedding of the stable failures model of CSP in 
the theorem prover PVS. Our work, extending Dutertre and Schneider’s traces 
embedding [14] in PVS, provides a platform for the formal verification not only 
of safety specifications, but also of liveness specifications of concurrent systems in 
theorem provers. Such a platform is particularly good at analysing infinite-state 
systems with an arbitrary number of components.
We have demonstrated the power of the CSP embedding by using it to con­
struct formal proofs that the asymmetric dining philosophers problem with an 
arbitrary number of philosophers is deterministic and deadlock-free, and that an 
industrial-scale example, a ‘virtual network’ [71], with any number of nodes, is 
deadlock-free. Also we use such an embedding to prove the correctness of the 
fairness property of the Zhou-Gollmann protocol.
We discuss a potential way to widen the applicability of formal methods, along 
with developing a tool to automatically transform PVS scripts into FDR scripts, 
in order to unite the automatic nature of model checking and the generality of 
theorem proving.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
We live in a world full of concurrency, which consists of many components that 
may run independently and simultaneously, and may interact each other. For 
example, as an individual component, each person plays a different role in the 
real world and the combination of ways in which he or she can interact may 
introduce phenomena not present in sequential systems. We possibly fall into 
deadlock when we are waiting for facilities which have yet been occupied by 
others; we might get an unexpected outcome when we offer an interaction to an 
arising issue.
Looking around our lives, we have been closely associated with concurrent 
systems such as flight-booking systems, on-line payment systems, networking 
security protocols and so on. Designing such systems, of course, requires them 
to execute under control since some of unexpected actions might ruin the whole 
systems. However, since concurrent systems are often complex, proving properties 
of these systems is often a difficult task and constructing proofs of correctness by 
hand is also arduous and error-prone.
Over the past decade, formal methods have been remarkably successful in their 
application to the analysis of concurrent systems. Broadly speaking, approaches 
to analysis of concurrent systems have fallen into two camps: model checking 
and theorem proving. Although both of them are rather successful, they suffer 
from their own deficiencies. Model checking is subject to the state explosion, but 
superior in checking in a finite system automatically; theorem proving however 
can reason about systems with massive or infinite state spaces, admittedly at the 
cost of sacrificing automatic proof.
Model checking is completely automatic, and usually fast, at least in com­
parison to theorem proving. One of the highly successful examples in the model- 
checking camp is FDR (Failures-Divergence Refinement) [17], which is a powerful
1
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model-checking tool providing automated analysis and verification of CSP pro­
cess descriptions. CSP, Communicating Sequential Processes, is one of best lan­
guages for describing concurrent systems and their interactions. For a long time 
CSP was an algebra that was reasoned about only manually, subsequently the 
development of FDR moved our concentrations from small, academic examples 
to practical problems. In conjunction with many advanced techniques including 
data independence [27] and hierarchical compression [55], FDR can in many cases 
efficiently deal with processes with vast or even infinite state spaces. However, 
most classes of infinite-state processes are out of reach of model-checking with 
current techniques. Data independence allows model-checking of systems that 
have an infinite state space on account of an infinite datatype, but not of systems 
with an arbitrary number of concurrent processes. The alternative is to take a 
theorem-proving approach, which allows us to reason about arbitrary processes.
Theorem proving based on deductive technologies have been considered as an 
efficient way to handle the state explosion problem long before. However, it does 
not mean that we can tackle such tricky problems with ease. For all that, the 
good scalability of theorem proving may allow us to verify correctness of systems 
with infinite state spaces or even arbitrary numbers of components. PVS [10,11], 
the Prototype Verification System, is an interactive theorem prover based on a 
form of higher order logic. It provides an environment for constructing precise 
specifications, and for efficient mechanized verification. Although it is similar in 
many ways to other systems such as Isabelle/HOL [44] and IMPS [16], it supports 
a richer type system and checks semantic consistency for a PVS specification.
Safety properties and liveness properties are two broad categories of concur­
rent systems’ properties. Generally speaking, safety properties are of the form 
‘something bad will not happen’ , whereas liveness properties are of the form 
‘something good will happen’ . The vast bulk of work to date has been concerned 
only with safety properties no matter using model-checking approaches or us­
ing theorem-proving approaches, and liveness properties however have not yet 
been mastered to the same degree. For example, the combination of CSP and 
FDR [31,52,56] has proved to be an excellent tool for modelling and verifying 
safety properties of security protocols such as authentication and confidential­
ity; the embedding of the CSP traces theory and the rank function theory in 
PVS [14] allows us to construct general proof of certain safety properties of a 
security protocol.
In Chapter 2 we give the background material necessary for understanding 
the new research presented in later chapters. Apart from the introduction of all
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the theoretical work on which the thesis is based, we provide a brief overview 
of use of the model-checking tool FDR and the theorem-proving tool PVS. To 
begin with introducing the notation of CSP and the denotational semantics of 
the stable failures model, we shall discuss the concept of concurrent systems and 
their properties, as well as introducing the basic knowledge of security protocols.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed description of how to embed the denotational se­
mantics of the stable failures model of CSP in the theorem prover PVS. Our work 
extends Dutertre and Schneider’s PVS traces embedding [14] to the stable fail­
ures model, introducing along with the new operators and laws of CSP that we 
will require. Such an embedding provides a platform for the formal verification 
not only of safety specifications, but also of liveness specifications of concurrent 
systems in theorem provers.
Chapter 4 builds up some strategies such that we may check properties of 
various infinite-state systems, especially for liveness properties which cannot be 
analysed in the traces model. Our first step in this direction is the verifica­
tion of some general properties such as deadlock freedom and determinism. We 
have demonstrated the power of this embedding by using it to construct for­
mal proofs that the asymmetric dining philosophers problem with an arbitrary 
number of philosophers is deterministic and deadlock-free, and that an industrial- 
scale example, a ‘virtual network’ [71], with any number of nodes, is deadlock-free. 
Such properties of these systems have already been proved by hand, our success­
fully mechanized proofs however may confirm the consistency of the ’hand-made’ 
proofs.
In Chapter 5 we give another demonstration that we apply our CSP embed­
ding to the analysis of security protocols. We model and verify the fairness of the 
Zhou-Gollmann non-repudiation protocol in a model checker FDR and in a theo­
rem prover PVS respectively. Fairness is a liveness property which requires that 
neither of two parties can establish evidence of origin or evidence of receipt while 
still preventing the other party from obtaining such evidence. The verification 
in the model checker can help us to automatically find hidden attacks, however 
the formal proof constructed in the theorem prover can prove the correctness of 
fairness so that we might extract some general understanding of how to design 
such a kind of protocols.
Chapter 6 proposes a novel approach to the analysis of security protocols using 
the process algebra CSP to model such protocols and verifying security proper­
ties using a combination of the model checker FDR and the theorem prover PVS. 
Obviously, the approach is also suitable for modelling and verifying various prop­
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erties of the other concurrent systems. Although FDR and PVS have enjoyed 
success individually in this domain, each suffers from its own deficiency. There­
fore, using FDR and PVS together makes for a practical and interesting way 
to attack problems that would remain out of reach for either tool on its own. 
To combine PVS and FDR, we develop a translating tool which can automati­
cally translate CSP-oriented PVS specifications into FDR scripts. We will give a 
detailed description of how to develop such a tool using flex and bison.
Chapter 7 introduces other CSP embeddings which mechanize different se­
mantic models of CSP or take advantage of different theorem provers. Moreover, 
some of other approaches to formal protocol analysis are introduced. In order to 
compare with our approach, we largely discuss the CSP-based approaches which 
broadly fall into two categories: model checking and theorem proving. In addi­
tion, the introduction of two hybrid systems is given with regard to our shallow 
attempt of combining PVS and FDR.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary and gives some directions for 
future work.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter is concerned with background material necessary for understanding 
the new research presented in later chapters. Apart from the introduction of all 
the theoretical work on which the thesis is based, we provide a brief overview of 
use of the model-checking tool FDR and the theorem-proving tool PVS.
In Section 2.1, we introduce CSP, the process algebra that we shall formal­
ize its semantics in a theorem prover and make use of it to model and verify 
various concurrent systems throughout the thesis; then we shall discuss the con­
cept of concurrent systems and their properties, as well as introducing the basic 
knowledge of security protocols.
Finally, Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 cover the overview of the operation and 
use of FDR and PVS which can assist readers in understanding certain imple­
mentation details during an analysis.
2.1 CSP
Communicating Sequential Processes, or CSP is an event-oriented language for 
describing concurrent systems and their interactions. Strictly speaking, CSP is 
not a programming language. It is indeed a mathematical notation. From the 
CSP’s viewpoint, a system consists of processes that are independent entities with 
particular interfaces through which they engage in events to interact with their 
environments. The complexity of the systems arises from the nature of possible 
interactions.
With regard to modelling a system, we usually ignore many of inessential as­
pects of the system to perform analysis in an abstract level; on the other hand 
we have to carefully abstract against overlooking some crucial facts. Along with
5
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a solid semantic foundation, CSP is quite suitable for describing concurrent sys­
tems. It provides a rich notation and large numbers of algebraic laws, which allow 
us to analyse systems as precise as possible.
The development of CSP can be traced back to the early of 1980s by Tony 
Hoare at the University of Oxford. His book [21] provides a solid introduction 
to this subject. However, in a modern treatment of CSP, a number of things 
have changed in the way that CSP was handled since its birth. In fact, nearly 
all changes are in accord with the implementation of FDR. For this reason, we 
recommend readers to consult the recent [53] and [60].
2.1.1 Events and processes
In the CSP view of the world, processes, regarded as independent self-contained 
entities, interact with their environment through their particular interfaces. The 
interface or alphabet of a process will be described as a set of events. An event is 
an atomic action that can be performed by the process. Two processes or more 
are usually composed into a larger process by basic CSP operators. For example, 
when describing a simple vending machine, we may be interested in the events 
coin, tea and coffee, representing insertion of coins and the appearance of a cup 
of tea and a cup of coffee. To describe this machine as a process VM , we might 
decide that
aVM  =  {coin, tea, coffee}
where the alphabet or interface of a process VM is written as laVM\
A system may contain single or multiple processes, and the entire set of events 
that may occur in the system is denoted by E. An event may be a compound 
event such as c.v, presenting values v being communicated along channel c. If the 
channel c is given the type T, then the set {c.v  | v £ T } will be the set of events 
associated with the channel c. Certainly, one channel may deliver multiple values 
which might be denoted as c.v.w. In this thesis, such events are extensively used.
2.1.2 Notation
A system can be regarded as a process that might be hierarchically composed of 
many smaller processes. An individual process can be combined with events or 
other processes by CSP operators such as prefixing, choice, parallel composition, 
and so on.
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The full syntax of CSP we use is described by the following grammar:
P ::= STOP \ a -> P \ P1 □ P2 | □ .  rPi \P1 n P 2 \ n . Pii€l id
Pi Ip2  I Pi J B P2 I ||”=1(ft> A ) I f t  HI f t  I | | |je/ Pi
fjtX.P | P \ A | / (P )  I Pi; P2 I STOP I DIV  
where a is an element of E; A and B are subsets of E.
STOP
The atomic process STOP is a stable deadlocked process that never engages in 
any event. Its behaviour is to do nothing.
Event prefix
The process a —> P, pronounced ‘a then P5, denotes that it behaves like P after 
performing the event a. So far, we have been able to model the process mentioned 
in the previous section. We may define one of possible actions as follows:
VM — coin —» coffee —> STOP
A notation of input and output can be introduced here when we consider 
compound events. The output c\x —+ P describes a process which is initially 
willing to output x along channel c, and then behave as P. The input clx  \ T —> 
P(x) denotes that it is initially ready to accept any value x of the finite type T 
along channel c, and subsequently behave as P(x).
External choice
The process Pi □ P2 may behave either like Pi or like P2 which depends on 
what events the environment initially offers. It is called external choice because 
the environment, instead of themselves, determines which way they follow. For 
example, we may write
VM 1 =  coin -> (tea -+ STOP □ coffee -> STOP)
which denotes that either a cup of tea or a cup of coffee comes out after inserting
coins. If I  is an indexing set then an indexed external choice □  Pi can behaveiei
as one of the indexed processes P».
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Internal choice
Like external choice, the internal choice Pi fl P2 can behave either as Pi or as 
P2 as well, but it is out of control of its environment. No matter what events 
its environment offers, it is not predicted whether the process behaves like Pi or 
P2 • The implementation may randomly choose between the two; it may always 
behave like Pi and prevent P2 from happening for ever. There is similarly an
indexed internal choice f l  Pi-
i d
Parallel composition
The process Pi | P2 is the process where all events in the set A must be synchro-
A
nized, and events outside A can perform independently— that is, if Pi is going to 
perform an event in A , it has to wait until P2 is ready to perform the same event. 
If Pi and P2 are ready to perform different events in A , the whole process reaches 
a same state with STOP. This kind of parallel calls the interface parallel.
Regarding the vending machine, for example, a customer may behave as fol­
lows:
OUST =  coin -+  tea STOP
then, the interactions of the vending machine and the customer can be described 
using the following interface parallel:
SYS =  V M1 | OUST
{coin, tea, coffee }
finally, we have the result that SYS =  coin —> tea —> STOP , since the event 
coffee can not be synchronized, and therefore only the event tea can happen.
The interleaving and alphabetized parallel operators might be defined in terms 
of the interface parallel:
Pi HI P2 =  Pl II P2 
0
Pi a \\b p 2 =  (Pi I STOP) I (P2 I STOP)
S \A  A n B  S \ B
An interleaving of two processes Pi ||| P2 executes each part entirely indepen­
dently and is equivalent with Pi | P2. The alphabetized parallel is quite similar
0
with the interface parallel. On the synchronization of two processes Pi and P2 
whose interfaces are given as A C E and B C E, Pt performs events only in the 
set A, P2 performs events only in the set B, and they must simultaneously engage 
in events in the interaction of A and B.
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The indexed forms of alphabetized parallel and interleaving are. written as
||n (P{, AA and 111 P*.Ib=iv *’ *' l ibel  *
Recursion
It is possible to define recursive processes that may execute for a infinite number of 
steps. For example, we may define a disordered vending machine by the following 
equation:
VM — tea —* VM fl coffee —» VM
which allows the events tea and coffee to happen indefinitely. We also may write
down a recursive process without using its name. For example, the above process
can be defined as follows:
fiX .tea  —> X  n coffee —> X
where the operator jjl denotes that the above form has the ’least’ solution accord­
ing to the CSP semantic models. We will detailed discuss it in Section 3.3.1.
Hiding and renaming
The process P \ A will pass through the same performance with P, but events in 
the set A become be invisible. The backslash is called hiding operator, we may 
write
( a ^ P ) \ { a }  =  P \ { a]
where the event a is no longer observed. Obviously, hiding might cause many 
changes for processes such as nondeterminism.
The renaming operator f (P )  can execute f (a)  whenever P can performed a 
where /  is a transformation function /  : S —» E. For example, considering a 
process P =  a —> b —> STOP and a function /  where f (a)  corresponds to an 
event c, we then may write
f (P )  =  c _> b -► STOP
The simplest renaming is injective, or 1-1 renaming which keeps all properties 
of a original process but changes the names of events associated in the function 
/ .  In the thesis, we only consider injective or bijective renaming.
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SKIP and sequential composition
The process SKIP is used to denote successfully termination, and it expresses 
this by means of the termination event / ,  which is not a member of E.
The sequential composition Pi, P2 passes control to P2 when Pi terminates 
successfully. Of course, P2 will never happen if Pi is stopped. For example, the 
process Pi is defined as Pi =  a —> STOP, and if Pi is sequentially composed 
with process P2 =  b —» SKIP then the result is
Pi; P2 =  (a -> STOP)\ (b -> SKIP)
=  a ^  STOP
DIV  is a process which does nothing except divergences. We will discuss it 
more in Section 2.1.4. We have introduced the operators that are used in the 
thesis and more operators of CSP can be found in [21,53,60].
2.1.3 Traces
Traces of a process are simply a set of finite sequences of engaged events. For the 
above process VM, its traces are
traces (VM) =  {(), (coin), (coin, coffee} }
A trace is described as a sequence of events so that it holds all properties of a 
sequence as well. The concatenation of two traces ti and is described by ti ^  t2 
in which events in ti is followed by those in t2. If there is a trace t such that 
t i^  h — t, then ti is a prefix of t, written ti ^  t. For the traces of VM, we may 
write
(coin) ^  (coin, coffee)
The projection of a trace t onto a set A of events extracts a new trace whose all 
elements are in the set A, written as t \ A. For instance, we may write
(coin, coffee) \ {coffee} =  (coffee)
Thus, since STOP never performs any events, it contains only the empty trace.
traces(STOP) =  { ( ) }
If a process in CSP records traces only, called the traces model, we may 
immediately find two properties of this kind of model: any set of traces is non­
empty because it must contain the empty trace; it is also prefixed closed that if a
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process can perform a trace, then it can be observed to perform any prefix of the 
traces. The semantics of the two properties for a general process P  is concluded 
as following:
() 6 traces(P) (non-empty)
t\ ^  t2 A to, 6 traces(P) =+ ti 6 traces(P) (prefix closed)
The traces model is the most simple model in CSP, but it has been able to 
model and verify safety properties of a system. Safety properties are generally of 
the form ‘something bad will not happen’ . In the traces model, the control for 
a process is obtained by its environment; in other words, its environment may 
make a particular event occur by offering to cooperate or always prevent the event 
from happening by refusing interactions. Therefore, we may specify a restricted 
environment to block ‘bad things’ occurring by observing only the traces of a 
process. For example, an external choice process Pi =  a —> STOP □  b —* STOP 
may perform both a and b, but neither of the two events is guaranteed to occur 
unless its environment provides a particular one. We may always make a happen, 
while prevent b for ever.
The traces model is not competent to verify all properties of processes such 
as liveness properties which are of the form ‘something good will happen’. For 
example, a internal choice process P2 =  a —> STOP fl b —> STOP has the 
same traces with Pi but provides different possibilities. No matter which one its 
environment refers to interact on, neither of the two events a and b is guaranteed 
to occur. This process is also a kind of nondeterministic process1. Supposing 
that the event a is a good thing, but we can not be sure of whether it will happen 
or not. However, observing the process P2 with another views such as failures, we 
find that P2 can refuse to interact if only a is offered to it, or only b, but cannot 
refuse if both a and b are offered at the same time. Obviously, the traces model 
gives a far from complete picture of the way in which a process behaves.
2.1.4 Failures and divergences
Traces tell us about what a process can do, but nothing about what it can refuse 
to do so that we cannot distinguish the two processes above, Pi and P2. However, 
such problems can be solved in the stable failures model since it records stable 
failures as well as traces. A refusal set is a set of events that a process can fail to
lA  nondeterministic process may behave differently when give exactly the same inputs
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Figure 2.1: The refusal sets of two transition systems
accept anything from no matter how long it is offered, for example, refusals(P) 
is the set of P ’s initial refusals. A failure is defined as a pair ( t ,X ), where 
t £ traces(P) and X  £ refusals(P/1) in which P/t represents process P after the 
trace t. If the trace t can make no internal progress (r action), this failure is called 
a stable failure. As its name suggests, the stable failures model records stable 
failures since a process may include unstable states; for example, the process P2 
shown in Figure 2.1 has no stable failure in its initial state because it performs 
internal r  actions.
In terms of the stable failures, we can spot the difference occurring between 
the processes Pi and P2. As shown in Figure 2.1, the stable failures with maximal 
refusal sets of Pi and P2 may write as:
failures(Pi) =  {((), { } ) ,  ((a), {a, b}), ((b), {a, b})}  
failures (Pf) =  {((>, {b}) ,  ({}, M )>  ( (a)> {«> &})> (W » b} ) }
where we assume E =  {a, 6} and r  denotes an invisible transition. The stable fail­
ures show us that the process Pi — a —► STOP □ b —» STOP is unable to refuse 
either a or b in its initial state, but can refuse both of these events after it has per­
formed something; the initial state of the process P2 =  a —> STOP n b —» STOP 
is unstable since there are two internal transitions, but each of these leads to a 
stable state where either a or & is possible.
The hiding operator gives rise to not only non-determinism, but also diver­
gences. The introduction of internal actions (r actions) makes it possible that a 
process is able to perform an infinite sequence of internal events so that it cannot 
reach a stable state. Such that, the process is said to be divergent. For example, 
the atomic process DIV  diverges from the initial point, and then will not respond 
to any offer that its environment makes to it; in other words, the process stays
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in a state where it will neither do anything useful nor refuse any events from 
E. We thus easily conclude that DIV  does not have stable failures at all, or 
failures (DIV)  — { } .
Although we do not know what is happening after a process diverges, we are 
able to know the finite sequence of events reaching a divergent state. Thus, we 
record divergent traces as well as the stable failures in the failures/divergences 
model which perhaps gives us a complete diagram of how processes behave no 
matter that processes are deterministic or nondeterministic.
In general, there are usually four models—the traces model, the stable failures 
model, the failures/divergences model and the failures/divergences/infinite traces 
model—used in CSP. The current aim in the thesis is to embed the stable failures 
model of CSP into PVS, and we will not here further discuss other models. The 
semantics of the stable failures model will be given in Section 2.1.5 and more 
detail about CSP can be found in [21,53,60].
2.1.5 Semantics of the stable failures model
There are three main kinds of semantics - operational, denotational, algebraic 
semantics - which present what a CSP program means.
• The operational semantics of CSP interprets programs as a LTS (labelled 
transition system); for example, as Figure 2.1, it uses visible or invisible 
actions for describing transitions between various states. In implementa­
tion, operational semantics is traditionally presented as a logical inference 
system in accordance with firing rules2. In practice, operational semantics 
is widely used in FDR to implement a CSP refinement.
• The denotational semantics generally interprets the meaning of a CSP pro­
gram as functions or as domains. For instance, it maps the CSP language 
into some abstract models all based on things like traces, failures and di­
vergences, and presents the value of a CSP program in terms of some com­
binations of its sets of these things.
• The algebraic semantics consists of a set of algebraic laws regarded as the 
basic axioms to prove processes equivalent. However all laws in the algebraic
2The firing rule indicates under which conditions a transition may fire, and the detailed 
firing rules of CSP refer to [53].
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semantics are axioms, whereas ones in the denotational semantics must be 
deduced from semantics.
In this thesis, we formalize the denotational semantics of the stable failures model 
of CSP along with a great number of algebraic laws.
The stable failures model records the stable failures as well as the traces of a 
process. Note that recording only stable failures is not enough because it is not 
guaranteed that every process has one. For instance, after a process diverges— 
that is, after it reaches a state from which it can perform an infinite sequence of 
internal events—it may never reach a stable state, and hence has no more stable 
failures. Therefore, it is necessary to record traces separately in the stable failures 
model and each process is represented as a pair (traces(P) , failures(P) ) .
As defined in [53], the stable failures model consists of all those pairs ( T tF) (T  C
E*^ and F  c f y x  P(E'O)
3 that satisfy the following conditions:
T is non-empty and prefix closed (SF1)
(*, X)  e F  =+ t e  T (SF2)
(*, X)  e  F  A Y  C A  (t, Y) E F (SF3)
(t, X)  E F A (V a e  Y)(t  ~  (a) T =» (t, X  U Y) e  F) (SF4)
t ~ ( S ) e  T => (t,E) e  F  (SF5)
T = > ( t r>( S ) , X ) e F  (SF6)
The stable failures model deliberately ignores divergences; in many cases 
where divergence is not an issue, this brings considerable convenience in the form 
of reduced complexity of the model. For instance, if we know that a process is 
divergence-free in advance, using the stable failures model can greatly reduce the 
complexity of the refinement (regardless of whether we are doing theorem-proving 
or model-checking).
Each CSP process expression is represented by its traces and stable failures. 
As mentioned in the previous sections, a process might be composed by atomic 
processes and smaller processes, and then the behaviours associated with a com­
posite process is determined by means of the behaviours of its components. The 
definitions of the traces and the stable failures associated with processes and
3E* is the set of all finite sequences over E and E *^  =  E * U { s ^ ( / )  | s €  E *} ; =  E U { / }
and P fE ^) is a powerset
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traces(DIV) = { ( ) }  failures(DIV) =  { }
traces (ST OP) = { ( ) }  failures (ST OP) =  {((), X ) | I C S }
traces (SKIP) = {(> ,< /> } 
failures (SKIP) = { (( ) ,  X ) \ X  C E} U { ( ( / ) ,  X )  | X  C E^} 
traces(a —*■ P) = { ( ) }  U {(a ) ^  tr \ tr £ traces(P)} 
failures(a —* P ) = { (( ) ,  X ) | a /  X }  U { ((a)  '~s tr, X )  \ (tr, X ) £ failures(P)} 
traces (Pi □ P2) =traces(Pi) U traces(P2) 
failures(Pi □ P2) = { (( ) ,  X ) | ((), X ) £ failures (Pi) f] failures (P2)}  U
{(ir , X)  | tr /  () A (tr, X ) £ failures (Pf) U failures(P2)}  U 
{((), I ) | I C E A  ( / )  £ traces(Pi) U traces(P2)} 
traces(Pi n P2) =traces(Pi) U traces(P2) 
failures (Pi n P2) —failures(Pi) U failures(P2)
traces(Pi | P2) = { ir  | 3  tri, tr2 • tri £ traces(Pi) A tr2 £ traces(P2) 
x
A tr £ tri | tr2] 
x
failures(Pi | P2) = { ( t r , X i U X2) | 3 tri, tr2 • tr £ tri | tr2 A X\\X^ =  X2\X^ 
x  x
A (tri, Xi) £ failures (Pi) A (tr2,X 2) £ failures (P2)}  
traces(P \ A) —{tr \ A \ tr £ traces(P)} 
failures(P \ A) = {(£r \ A, X )  | (tr, X  U A) £ failures(P)} 
traces(f (P)) = { f ( t r )  \ tr £ traces(P )} 
failures(f(P)) ={(.f ( t r ) , X ) | ( t r , f~l (X) )  £ failures(P)} 
traces (Pi; P2) =(traces(Pi) D E*) U
{tri ^  tr2 | tri ^  (X) £ traces(Pi) A tr2 £ traces(P2)} 
failures(Pi\ P2) = {(tri, X ) \ tri G E* A (tri, X  U { / } )  G failures (Pi)}  U 
{(tri ^  tr2,X) | tri ^  (X) £ traces(Pi) A (tr2, X ) £ failures(P2)}
Figure 2.2: The semantics of traces and stable failures
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various operators are given in Figure 2.2. Note that in Figure 2.2 the symbol \ 
denotes that, for example, X\Y  keeps only the elements of the set X  which are 
not in the set Y .
Although the alphabetized parallel can be defined in terms of the interface 
parallel and STOP, we often directly use its denotational semantics in our em­
bedding, written as:
traces(Pi A||B P2) —{tr  \ tr \ A'*' £ traces(Pi)
A tr \ B^ £ traces(P2) A cr(tr) C (A U B)^}  
failures (Pi A\\B P2) = { ( t r , X )  \
3 X u x 2 m X n ( A u B y  =  ( Xi  n  a / ) u  ( x 2 n  b ^ )
A (tr \ ,X {) £ failures (Pi)
A (tr \ ZK, Xi) £ failures(P2) A a(tr) C (A U B )^ }
Detailed semantics of the stable failures model can be found in [53].
2.1.6 Specification and refinement
The main purpose of CSP is to describe communicating and interacting processes. 
Furthermore, the purpose of constructing the descriptions of processes is to verify 
the properties of these processes. A specification is some conditions that we hope 
a modelled process to satisfy. In practice, we specify properties of a process with 
stipulating some conditions which all possible behaviours must satisfy. For exam­
ple, in the traces model a process P and a specification R are usually presented as 
traces predicate, if R(tr) holds whenever V tr £ traces(P), then we write P sat R. 
In the stable failures model, for example, we may write
P  sat R <£7 V tr £ traces(P) • R(tr) A
Y(tr, X ) £ failures(P) • R (tr, A )
For the properties we are considering, if R satisfies the property specification we 
are verifying, then P  also holds such a property.
Form another point of view, we may specify R as a process, then anything 
that P allows must be allowed by R. We may write
R \ZT P =  traces(P) C traces(R)
which says that the specification R can do anything that the process P  can do, 
and possibly more.
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In the stable failures model, we say P  ‘refines’ R if the traces and failures of 
P  are subsets of the traces and failures of the other:
R \ZF P =  traces(P) C traces(R) A failures(P) C failures (R)
Of course, the equivalence of two processes is represented as
P — f  R =  traces(P) =  traces(R) A failures(P) — failures(R)
Obviously, the ‘C ’ relation between processes is a sort of partial orders, then 
there are three properties it must have to hold as follows:
reflexive : P Q P
transitive : P Q Q A Q C R = $ > p i Z R  
antisymmetric : P Q Q a Q Q P = > P = Q
2.2 Live ness
Safety properties and liveness properties are two broad categories of concurrent 
systems’ properties. Generally speaking, safety properties are of the form ‘some­
thing bad will not happen’ , whereas liveness properties are of the form ‘something 
good will happen’ . The vast bulk of work to date has been concerned only with 
safety properties no matter using model-checking approaches or using theorem- 
proving approaches, and liveness properties however have not yet been mastered 
to the same degree.
In general, using the traces model has been able to describe safety properties 
of a concurrent system. Safety properties are usually the primary conditions that 
the designers want to make the systems satisfy. For example, a program may 
not generate a fatal error; a security protocol may not release secret information 
to illegitimate users. Such ‘bad things’ can be captured by means of observing 
traces of the systems.
However, there do exist some properties that traces are too coarse to assert. 
For example, termination is an example of a liveness property, asserting that a 
program is able to terminate successfully. Considering a system, there are two 
very important liveness properties, determinism and deadlock, which are also 
demonstrated in the case study of the thesis.
2.2.1 Determinism
A deterministic process always behaves in the same way when offered exactly the 
same inputs. The most obvious practical benefit is that this kind of processes
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Figure 2.3: Two processes for deterministic and non-deterministic
are testable because their behaviours do not vary unless the external inputs are 
changed. Of course, only processes known to be divergence-free can be verified 
in the stable failures model since the stable failures model deliberately ignores 
divergences which may usually introduce nondeterminism. A divergence-free pro­
cess P  is deterministic if and only if it satisfies the following condition:
(a) G traces(P) =7* (£, {a })  £ failures(P)
It clearly shows that a deterministic process cannot refuse to perform an event 
and is willing to accept it at the same time.
Figure 2.3 shows the reason that determinism cannot be analysed in the traces 
model; for example, two processes, written as follows,
P1 =  a -> (b STOP □ c -> STOP)
p2 =  (a -> b -> STOP □ a -> c -> STOP)
have same traces, but P2 is a nondeterministic process since P2 may accept and 
refuse b and c respectively after performing the event a.
2.2.2 Deadlock
One of the most important concepts concerning concurrent systems is deadlock, 
which arises when no further progress can be made. Deadlock is a kind of liveness 
property, so we cannot detect or reason about it using traces alone. For example,
traces(P) =  traces(P n STOP)
The two processes appear to be the same if only observing their traces, but the
right-hand side can deadlock no matter how P  is defined.
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The stable failures model, however, is quite suitable for describing dead­
lock freedom since divergences are considered deadlock-free in the stable fail­
ures model, while it is not deadlock-free in the failures/divergences model. The 
definition of deadlock freedom in the stable failures model is given as follows:
(V £)((£, S) £ failures (P))
There are two basic facts which are extremely useful in the analysis of deadlock 
freedom in the stable failures model:
• P is deadlock-free if and only if P \ X  is (for any A C E ) ;
• P  is deadlock-free if and only if f (P )  is (for any bijection / ) .
These two facts underpin the definition of deadlock freedom since it shows that 
deadlock means that reaching a state where no further progress is possible re­
gardless of whether the actions are renamed or hidden.
2.3 Security Protocols
Security protocols, also known as cryptographic protocols, are typical examples 
of concurrent systems, providing various security services across a distributed sys­
tem such as ensuring secrecy, the authentication of agents and so on. Apart from 
involving the exchange of messages between agents, security protocols usually 
make use of many cryptographic mechanisms, such as symmetric and asymmetric 
encryption, hash functions and digital signatures. We here give the preliminary 
knowledge of security protocols used in the thesis.
2.3.1 Cryptography
Historically, cryptography is an ancient discipline of ensuring privacy of sensitive 
information that they send to each other. Its implementation is largely based 
on encrypting a readable message (plaintext) into a form (ciphertext) that is 
unintelligible to anyone who does not process the password or does not know the 
involved encrypting mechanism. Later, only the privileged one can decrypt the 
encrypted message back into its original form.
Modern cryptography no longer relies on the secrecy of the encrypting and 
decrypting procedures, but only on the secrecy of the passwords (or keys). It 
strength derives from the immensely computational complexity of certain mathe­
matical operations—that is, without knowing a key, one can not computationally
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recover intelligible information from an encrypted message within a reasonable 
period of time.
For a comprehensive overview of cryptography, the reader is advised to refer 
to [61,65]; less mathematical exposition, but a good introduction with plenty of 
historical background can also be found in [63].
Symmetric cryptography
Symmetric-key cryptography, also called private-key cryptography or shared-key 
cryptography, is characterized by the fact that the same key that is used to 
encrypt the plaintext is also used to decrypt the ciphertext. If we use {m } f  to 
denote the encryption of a message m under a key k and use { m } f  to denote the 
decryption, we then may write the following algebraic equality:
( W f } f  =  ™
The secrecy of the message m is achieved by keeping the key k private since 
anyone knowing this key will be able to decrypt messages that someone else has 
encrypted under the same key.
The advantage of symmetric-key cryptography is that it is fast and efficient. 
However, a problem arises from how to ensure that both agents, a sender and a 
receiver, can share the key safely, since someone may be eavesdropping on their 
conversation.
The DES (Data Encryption Standard) [2] developed by IBM is the best-known 
symmetric-key cryptography. Further security can be achieved, for example, by 
encrypting the plaintext three times with DES, known as Triple-DES [6]. To 
replace DES in the future, the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) [41,42] is 
imposed to provide a higher-level security.
Asymmetric cryptography
Asymmetric-key cryptography, or public-key cryptography is characterized by 
the fact that two different keys are used to perform the cryptographic operations. 
Usually, an agent has a private/public key pair: the public key is not secret and 
may be made available to the public at large; the private key is used to decrypt 
the ciphertext that is encrypted under the corresponding public key. Of course, 
such a private key should be kept safely. To decrypt a ciphertext, one must 
use the key which corresponds to the key of a pair that is used to generate the 
ciphertext; that is, it is impossible to use one key to encrypt the plaintext and
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then decrypt the ciphertext back to the original one. If we use pk to denote a 
public key and use sk to denote a private key then we may write
{{»"}&}£ = ™ or {Wfjpt = ™
The principal advantage of asymmetric-key cryptography is that key distribution 
is easier since only the owner of the private key can decrypt the ciphertext that is 
encrypted under his or her public key. However, for encrypting a large message, 
it takes many hundreds of times as long as using symmetric-key cryptography 
to encrypt a same message. In reality, asymmetric cryptography therefore is 
usually used to deliver the symmetric key which then can guarantee the secrecy 
of their conversation. In practice, RSA [51] is the most well-known asymmetrie- 
key cryptography.
Hash function
The purpose of a Hash function, or a one-way function is to produce a ‘fingerprint’ 
of a message to check whether the message has been altered during transmission. 
For a variable-length message m and a hash function H, we denote the hash 
value of m as H(m).  A good hash function is required to satisfy the following 
properties:
• it is computationally inexpensive to generate the hash of any variable-length 
messages and the size of hash value should be quite small since it is often 
sent together with the message m;
• H is a one-way function—in other words, given an arbitrary hash value 
H(m),  it is computationally infeasible to recover the message m;
• H is strongly collision-free, which is to say that, ideally, it is impossible to 
find two different messages, m-i and m2 such that fZ(m1) =  II (mf).
There are some hash functions reaching the above criteria such as SHA [40], 
MD2 [23], ME 4 [49] and ME5 [50]. However, some of them later have been found 
that collision-free is not strong enough; for example, SHA, published in 1993, has 
been replaced by its successor SHA-1, or a stronger one, SHA-2.
Digital signatures
The signing of a contract is an important process in traditional commercial ac­
tivities, involving implicit security mechanisms; for examples, the whole signing
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procedure is witnessed by all parties and the signatures are rather hard to coun­
terfeit. However, many problems may arise with the blossoming of electronic 
commerce where contract signing is over a medium such as the Internet. There­
fore, we need a brand-new approach to maintain these security aims, known as 
‘ digital signatures’ .
Digital signatures make use of public-key cryptography as its security mech­
anism. Suppose Alice, whose public key is pk(A) and private key is sk(A), wants 
to ‘sign’ a message m to prove that it comes from her. With such a purpose, 
she can now encrypt the message with her private key to produce a ciphertext as 
then anyone who receives the ciphertext can understand it on account 
of Alice’s public key, but the message is a genuine message generated by
Alice (such an message is possibly not generated for the purpose of this exchange) 
since only Alice possesses the private key sk(A).
More typically, a digital signature is usually used in combination with a hash 
function. Since it is rather expensive to produce a digital signature of encrypting a 
big-size message under Alice’s private key, the message m can be sent in plaintext 
along with the encryption { H(m) }pk(A) of a shorter hash. By decrypting the 
hash with Alice’s public key, the recipient can verify the hash H(m) with the 
plaintext.. If these computations are matched, the recipient can then confirm 
that the message is genuine.
2.3.2 Security properties
Here we introduce some of the most important properties that security protocols 
may be required to provide. Security protocols can also be classified according 
to providing different properties.
The cryptographic techniques described above are very powerful, but need to 
be applied with much care. Note that, in general, the encryptions used in security 
protocols are assumably unbreakable. However the security protocols might still 
be breached by malicious agents, called intruders in the thesis.
Secrecy
Secrecy, or confidentiality, is generally to prevent an intruder from being able to 
recover the plaintext of messages passing through legitimate agents. For example, 
an intruder may be able to tell that Alice has sent a message of sensitive infor­
mation to Bob and possibly intercepts the message, but the intruder is unable 
to read its contents. For a compromised security protocol where encryption is
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even applied in every step, an intruder might still breach secrecy by deriving the 
sensitive information from improper message exchange. A property of this kind 
can be formulated as a safety property in the traces model.
Authentication
Authentication is concerned with that an agent should be sure of the identity 
of the other. An authentication protocol aims to provide agents with guarantee 
that those agents involved in the protocol really are who they claim to be. For 
example, suppose Alice completes a run of an authentication protocol, apparently 
with Bob; then the protocol provides authentication of Alice to Bob if Bob is 
convinced that some communications have occurred with Alice, or vice versa.
Typically, authentication is established by means of the authenticated agent 
demonstrating knowledge of a particular piece of information. For instance, au­
thentication of Alice to Bob might be achieved by Bob generating a random 
number (nonce) and encrypting it with Alice’s public key, and then requiring 
Alice to prove the holding of her private key by sending the nonce back. Further 
knowledge about authentication can be found in [35].
Non-repudiation
When considering non-repudiation, we are concerned with protecting one honest 
party against possible cheating by his or her interlocutor. Thus a non-repudiation 
protocol enables parties such as a sender Alice and a responder Bob to send and 
receive messages, and provides them with evidence so that neither of them can 
deny having sent or received these messages when they later resort to a judge for 
resolving a dispute.
There are two basic types of non-repudiation: Non-repudiation of Origin 
(NRO) provides Bob with evidence of origin that unambiguously shows that Alice 
has previously sent a particular message, and Non-repudiation of Receipt (NRR) 
provides Alice with evidence of receipt that unambiguously shows that Bob has 
received the message. Unforgeable digital signatures are usually the mechanism 
by which NRO and NRR can be obtained.
Usually we want to ensure that the protocol is fair.
• Fairness guarantees that neither Alice nor Bob can reach a point where he 
or she has obtained non-repudiation evidence, but where the other party is 
prevented from retrieving any required evidence that has not already been 
obtained.
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Fairness is naturally described as a liveness property so that it is best formu­
lated in the stable failures model.
One example of commonly used non-repudiation protocols can be found in 
Chapter 5. The thesis is concerned with the analysis and verification of non­
repudiation protocols to some extent.
2.3.3 How it works?
A security protocol consists of a sequence of interactions between agents designed 
to achieve one or more security goals. The conventional notation for describing 
a protocol comprises a numbered sequence of messages in a protocol run, along 
with sender/receiver information. The content of a message may consist of nonces, 
agent identities, various keys and plaintexts; a component of the message may 
be not encrypted, or encrypted under certain keys; a component may also be 
formed by some smaller components. The sender of the first message is called 
the initiator and the agent who responds to the sender is called the responder. 
Some agents, such as trusted third parties and servers, may be also involved in 
the protocol run.
We here use the well-known three-message version of the Needham-Schroeder 
Public-Key Protocol [43] as an example to demonstrate that how it provides 
authentication that the protocol claims to as well as how such authentication is 
breached by a subtle intruder. The protocol is often applied as a typical example 
when a new method of analysis comes out.
The protocol aims to provide mutual authentication—that is, to make two 
agents convince that their interlocutors are really who they claim to be. The 
authentication is achieved by requiring one agent to send back a nonce generated 
by the other. The protocol is described as follows:
1. A —> B : {A.NA}pk(B)
2. B —> A : {N A.N s}pk(A)
3. A —*■ B : {Ns}pk{B)
Suppose Alice and Bob involved in a protocol run that Alice starts with gener­
ating a fresh nonce Na, encapsulating it with her identity encrypted under Bob’s 
public key and sending the message to Bob; Bob decrypts the nonce Na using his 
private key, and then packs Na together with his nonce NB under Alice’s public
key and returns the message to Alice; so far Alice has known that the responder
should be Bob since only he knows what she ever sent, providing the authenti­
cation of Bob to Alice; to prove her identity, Alice sends the NB back encrypted
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under Bob’s public key; if Alice is who she claims to be, Bob should find NB is 
genuine; finally, they reach the aim of mutual authentication.
However, after seventeen years since the Needham-Schroeder Public-Key pro­
tocol was proposed, the following attack was discovered by Gavin Lowe [30]. The 
attack consists of an intruder, here called Eva, involved simultaneously in two 
runs of the protocol, which we label as a  and (3. Note that Eva is a dishonest 
agent, but is a valid agent of the network indeed. In the run a , Eva acts a normal 
responder running a conversation with Alice. As long as she possesses enough 
knowledge, Eva impersonates Alice to initiate a new run (3 of the protocol with 
Bob, as well as open the run a . By continually switching her roles between two 
runs, Eva successfully makes Bob believe that it is Alice initiating the run with 
him. The attack may write as follows:
a .l A 
(3.1 E(A)
(3.2 
a.2  
cu.3
B
E
A
(3.3 E(A)
E
B
E(A)
A
E
B
{ A.NA}pk(E)
{ A. NA}pk(B) 
{ N A . NB }pk(A) 
{ NA-NB} pk(A) 
{ N B }pk(B)
• { K B }pk(B)
where E(A)  represents that Eva impersonates Alice. In the procedure of attack­
ing, Eva does not know Alice’s private keys, but still obtains the nonce NB by 
cheating Bob to encrypt NB under Alice’s public key and transmitting the mes­
sage {Na .Nb } piz(a) to Alice. Thus, Alice is actually used to assist Eva in holding 
the nonce generated by Bob, so that Bob always believes that he is talking to 
Alice.
Such an attack could cause unexpected consequences if the protocol is put to 
any real-world use where security is important. Therefore, we need an efficient 
method to spot underlying weaknesses and subtle flaws of security protocols at 
the designing stage. For more knowledge of attacks on security protocols, the 
reader is advised to consult [8,30,32,33,38].
2.4 Model-checking with FDR
The Failures Divergences Refinement Checker, or FDR, is a general-purpose 
model checker developed by Formal Systems (Europe) Ltd for carrying out au­
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tomatic analysis of CSP processes. FDR is based on a machine-readable form of 
CSP, aiming to check whether or not one CSP process refines another. It pro­
vides surprisingly powerful refinement mechanism that FDR can respectively im­
plement refinements in the traces, stable failures and failures/divergences models 
of CSP, as well as allow analysis for particular common properties such as de­
terminism, deadlock and divergence. We only introduce the basic knowledge of 
FDR here, along with demonstrating two toy examples. More complex examples 
will be discussed in Section 5.4.
2.4.1 Machine readable CSP
The machine-readable CSP (CSPat) is a combination of the process algebra CSP 
with an expression language, providing direct supporting for sequences, sets, 
booleans, tuples, pattern-matching and so on. With the introduction of the ex­
pression language outside CSP, CSP at can efficiently and precisely describe even 
a rather complex system. All of CSP’s main operators are listed in Table 2.1 with 
the standard CSP syntax and the CSP at syntax.
Operation CSP C SPM
Stop STOP S T O P
Skip SKIP S K I P
Prefix a —> P a  -> P
External choice Pi □ Pi P I  [ ]  P 2
Indexed external choice u * , p'id [] i  :I@P(i)
Internal choice Px n P2 P I  | ~ |  P 2
Indexed internal choice n.CIPiid r i i : I @ P ( i )
Interface parallel Pi II P2
A
P I  [ | AID P 2
Alphabetized parallel P* a \\b  P% P I  [ A M B ]  P 2
Interleave Pi III P2 P I  M l  P 2
Hiding P \ A P \ A
Renaming f(P) P [ [a<-b]]
Sequential composition Pl\ P2 P I  ; P 2
Table 2.1: Operators in CSP at syntax 
In a CSP script, a process consists of channels, operators and smaller pro-
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cesses or atomic processes. All events and channels that are used by any CSP 
process must be declared explicitly. For example, if consider channels only, their 
declarations of the vending machine mentioned in Section 2.1.2 may then write 
as follows:
c h a n n e l  c o i n ,  t e a ,  c o f f e e
then, we may give values in the channels to represent lOp, 20p and 50p, written 
as:
c h a n n e l  c o i n : { 1 0 , 2 0 , 5 0 }  
c h a n n e l  t e a ,  c o f f e e
furthermore, we sometimes need to define our own datatypes like the following 
example:
d a t a t y p e  d r i n k  =  t e a  I c o f f e e  
c h a n n e l  c o i n  
c h a n n e l  f o o d : d r i n k
Finally, we have a complete CSP script to describe the interactions between 
the vending machine and a customer, as follows:
c h a n n e l  c o i n ,  t e a ,  c o f f e e
V M  =  c o i n  - >  (  t e a  - >  S T O P  [ ] c o f f e e  - >  S T O P )
C U S T  =  c o i n  - >  t e a  - >  S T O P
S Y S  =  V M  [  { c o i n , t e a , c o f f e e } I 1 { c o i n , t e a }  ] C U S T
However, such a script does not make sense in FDR since the main operation 
of FDR is refinement checking. To make it useful, we should give a specification 
to verify whether the above process satisfies our requirements.
2.4.2 How FDR checks refinement?
FDR checks refinement claims of the form SPEC C IMP, where SPEC is a 
process-oriented specification and IMP is the modelled system that we are going 
to check. For example, we carry on the CSP script of the vending machine given 
in the last part of Section 2.4.1; if we expect that such a system can meet a 
condition that a customer must get a cup of tea after inserting coins, we may 
write the following specification and assertion:
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Figure 2.4: The labelled transition digrams of SPEC and SYS
S P E C  =  c o i n  - >  t e a  - >  S P E C  
a s s e r t  S P E C  [ T =  S Y S
where [T= denotes that the refinement checking is executed in the traces model. 
If a check is successful, then this is reported with a green /  in the front of the 
verified assertion; if the check fails, it is reported with a red x , along with a trace 
(as well as refusals and divergences where appropriate) which reaches the state 
where the implementation process violates the assertion. For this example, the 
assertion fails since the event coffee is unsynchronized so that coffee may happen 
after the customer inserts coins. To correct it, we have to add coffee into the 
alphabet of the process CUST.
The implementation of refinement checking is based on operational seman­
tics of CSP and labelled transition systems. FDR respectively constructs two 
transition diagrams for SPEC and IMP , exploring the state spaces given by the 
operational semantics, and checking for each state whether all events possibly 
happening in the implementation IMP are allowed by the specification SPEC. 
For example, observing two labelled transition diagrams listed in Figure 2.4, we 
can easily spot the state violating the specification and we then gain the trace 
reaching such a state by tracing back to the starting state.
Of course, to make refinement checking efficient, FDR applies a number of 
advanced techniques such as normalization of transition systems, hierarchical 
compression and so on. Therefore, FDR can also deal with complex systems such 
as security protocols in which the number of states may be enormous. The reader 
who is willing to understand deep principles underneath the FDR is recommended 
to refer to [17,53].
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2.5 Introducing PVS
This section provides a very simple introduction to the PVS verification system to 
help readers understand our embedding of CSP better. Of course, many aspects 
of PVS are not covered in the thesis and a detailed tutorial on using PVS as well 
as many examples can be found in [10,11].
2.5.1 Overview
PVS stands for Prototype Verification System, which provides an interactive en­
vironment for writing a formal specification and checking the formal proof. PVS, 
built on over 20 years experience at SRIA, mainly consists of an expressive specifi­
cation language, a number of predefined theories, a powerful theorem prover. Al­
though it is quite similar in many ways to other systems such as Isabelle/HOL [44] 
and IMPS [16], it supports a richer type system and checks semantic consistency 
for a PVS specification; for example, predicate subtypes and dependent types can 
be very useful in writing a succinct and correct specification.
The specification language of PVS is based on typed higher-order logic, and is 
also quite expressive so that most of mathematical and computational concepts 
can be naturally formulated in PVS. Types in the PVS specification language can 
be defined starting from some atomic types such as booleans, numbers and so on; 
for example, the subtype of nonzero reals may be written as { x : rea l I x /=  0}. 
However, such types often incur proof obligations called Type Correctness Condi­
tions (TCCs) during typechecking. In practice, most of TCCs are automatically 
discharged by the theorem prover. All PVS specifications are organized by pa­
rameterized theories containing assumptions, definitions, theorems and so on. 
In addition, PVS includes an extensive built-in prelude library which provides 
hundreds of useful definitions and lemmas.
PVS has a powerful interactive theorem prover, which provides rich commands 
such as induction, qualifier reasoning, rewriting, and propositional simplification. 
The process of constructing proof is managed by the PVS proof checker that 
usually divides the proof into subgoals and prompts users for a suitable command. 
The execution of a given command can either generate further subgoals or finish 
a subgoals and move to the next subgoals in the proof. In many cases, the proof 
can be completed using only one command without users’ guidance. We do not
4SRI is an international research institute experienced in building and using tools to support 
formal methods
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discuss the PVS theorem prover in the thesis; the reader is advised to see [11] for 
detailed introduction.
2.5.2 The Specification language
A t y p i c a l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  i n  PVS i s  c o n s t r u c t e d  b y  m e a n s  o f  a  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  t h e o ­
r i e s .  A t h e o r y  m a y  b e  p a r a m e t e r i z e d ,  w h o s e  p a r a m e t e r s  c a n  b e  c e r t a i n  s p e c i f i e d  
t y p e s ;  a  t h e o r y  t h e n  c a n  b e  i n s t a n t i a t e d  i n  a n o t h e r  t h e o r y  b y  p r o v i d i n g  a c t u a l  
p a r a m e t e r s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  a  t h e o r y  o f  l i s t s  c a n  b e  p a r a m e t r i c  i n  t h e  e l e m e n t  t y p e  
a s  i n t e g e r .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  I M P O R T I N G  c l a u s e s  o f  a  t h e o r y  p r o v i d e  a c c e s s  t o  t h o s e  
d e c l a r a t i o n s  d e f i n e d  b y  a n o t h e r  t h e o r y .  A t h e o r y  b o d y  i n c l u d e s  v a r i o u s  e n t i t i e s  
s u c h  a s  t y p e s ,  v a r i a b l e s  a n d  f u n c t i o n s  a n d  f o r m u l a e ,  s o m e  o f  w h i c h  a r e  s i m p l y  
i n t r o d u c e d  h e r e .
Types
The PVS language is a strongly typed language. We may easily define our own 
types using some basic types (i.e. bool, nat, etc) that have been defined in 
the built-in prelude file. It is very flexible to introduce new type names in PVS 
according to the following four kinds of type declarations:
•  u n i n t e r p r e t e d  t y p e  d e c l a r a t i o n :  T : T Y P E
•  u n i n t e r p r e t e d  s u b t y p e  d e c l a r a t i o n :  S : T Y P E  F R O M  T
•  i n t e r p r e t e d  t y p e  d e c l a r a t i o n :  T : T Y P E  =  i n t
•  e n u m e r a t i o n  t y p e  d e c l a r a t i o n :  T : T Y P E  =  { a , b ,  c }
PVS allows empty types, but will check whether it is nonempty; if it cannot 
decide that it is nonempty, PVS generates a TCC to keep consistency. In order to 
keep the number of TCCs generated to a minimum as well as guarantee soundness, 
we may use the keywords N O N E M P T Y _ T Y P E  and T Y P E +  for uninterpreted types and 
may use the keyword C O N T A I N I N G  for interpreted subtypes.
U n i n t e r p r e t e d  s u b t y p e s  c a n  a l s o  b e  r e w r i t t e n  b y  i n t r o d u c i n g  a  p r e d i c a t e ;  f o r  
e x a m p l e ,  w e  m a y  w r i t e
s _ p r e d : [  T - > b o o l  ]
S : T Y P E  =  ( s _ p r e d )
where the type T  is the domain of the predicate s_pred and bool is the range;
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the type S is declared as a predicated subtype. Interpreted types may be given 
parameters; for example, the type of integer greater than certain integer may be 
given as:
s u b i n t e g e r (  m : i n t  ) : T Y P E  =  { i : i n t  I i > m  >
There are more forms of types such as function types, tuple types and record 
types. A function type is of the form [ t i , . . . ,  t n-> t] where each ti is a 
type expression and the element of this type is a function whose domain is 
the sequences of types t x . . .  , t n  and whose range is the type t. Tuple types 
have the form [ti .  . . , t n] where the order is important, so that we may use 
a projection function f i  to denote the type ti. Record types are of the form 
[ # a i : t i , . . .  , a n : t n # ]  where a4 is called record accessor. In record types, the 
order is no longer important since accessors are used in place of projections.
In addition, function, tuple, record types may be dependent; in other words, 
some of the type components may depend on earlier components.
Variable and constant Declarations
A  v a r i a b l e  d e c l a r a t i o n  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  n a m e ,  a  k e y w o r d  V A R  a n d  a  a s s o c i a t e d  t y p e ;  
f o r  e x a m p l e ,  w e  m a y  w r i t e  a  v a r i a b l e  o f  i n t e g e r  a s  f o l l o w s :
n : V A R  i n t
A constant may be defined in PVS as a name and a type, optionally providing 
a value. There are both uninterpreted and interpreted constants, and a uninter­
preted constant requires that the type is nonempty. Here are some examples of 
constant declarations:
n :  i n t
i :  i n t  =  3
Recursive definitions
Recursive definitions are treated as constant declarations, but require defining 
expressions and measure functions along with well-founded,5 order relations. Un­
fortunately, PVS does not allow mutual recursion; therefore, a measure function
5In mathematics, a well-founded relation is an order relation R on a set X  where all nonempty 
subset of X  has a minimal element on R.
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must be provided to ensure that the definition can terminate by generating an 
obligation that the measure function decreases with each call. We here use a 
factorial function as an example:
f a c t o r i a l ( x : n a t ) : R E C U R S I V E  n a t  =
I F  x = 0  T H E N  1  E L S E  x * f a c t o r i a l ( x - l )  E N D I F  
M E A S U R E  ( L A M B D A  ( x : n a t ) :  x  )
The measure function follows the MEASURE keyword (the optional order relation 
follows a BY keyword after the measure). In this case, the definition will generate 
a TCC when typechecking as:
f a c t o r i a l _ T C C 2 : O B L I G A T I O N
F O R A L L ( x : n a t ) : N O T  x = 0  I M P L I E S  x - 1  <  x
Such an obligation must be discharged in order to guarantee that the function 
is well-defined. Moreover, the measure function of the above factorial definition 
may be abbreviated to
M E A S U R E  x
2.5.3 A  simple example: lists
In this section we discuss a simple example, the theory of lists, in order to demon­
strate various aspects of the PVS language including abstract datatypes and for­
mula declarations which are not introduced yet in Section 2.5.2.
The list is a predefined type written as l i s t  [T] where T is a type parameter. 
We may specify instantiations such as a list of natural numbers by l i s t  [nat]. 
Lists are an example of recursive data structure defined in the prelude of PVS:
l i s t  [ T : T Y P E ] : D A T A T Y P E
B E G I N
n u l l n u l l ?
c o n s ( c a r :  T ,  c d r : l i s t ) : c o n s ?
E N D  l i s t
The l i s t  datatype has two constructors, null and cons, two accessors, car 
and cdr, which allow list elements to be constructed. The recognizers nu ll?  and 
cons? are predicates over the l i s t  datatype to represent empty or non-empty 
lists respectively.
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Typechecking the l i s t  specification automatically creates a file l is t _ a d t . pvs 
containing three theories l is t .a d t ,  list_adt_map and list_adt.redu ce . As 
shown in Figure 2.5, the theory has a single parameter T which may be instanti­
ated by any defined type. The first few lines of the theory define the main type of 
lists l i s t ,  the recognizers n u ll?  and cons?, the constructors null and cons, and 
then the accessors car and cdr are declared. Subsequently, a series of axioms are 
given in Figure 2.5. For example, the l is t .n u ll .e x te n s io n a lity  axiom states 
that there is only one element in the nu ll? type; the l i s t  .induct ion axiom, 
which is a crucial one among these axioms, states that any predicate p of lists:
• if p holds for null list, and
•  i f  p h o l d s  f o r  a n y  v a l u e  o f  t h e  t y p e  l i s t  t h e n  p h o l d s  f o r  t h e  n e w  c o n s t r u c ­
t i o n  o f  t h i s  l i s t  w i t h  a n y t h i n g  i n  t h e  t y p e  T
t h e n  p h o l d s  f o r  a l l  l i s t s .
In addition to a number of axioms, this theory defines various predicates on 
lists. For example, the well-founded relation in lists is denoted by «  , such that 
1 1 «1 2  is true only 11 is a strict sub-term of 12; in other words, 11 is a sub-term 
of 12, but does not equal to 12. In the case of lists, null has no strict sub-terms; 
actually, the alternative for the definition of « ,  different from the original one, 
may write
« ( 1 1 : l i s t ,  1 2 : l i s t ) : b o o l  =  s u b t e r m ? ( l l , 1 2 )  A N D  N O T  1 1 = 1 2
where subterm ?(ll ,12) is a recursive definition measured by the length of 11. 
Thus, many recursive functions and the induction axioms can be derived from 
the fact that «  is well-founded.
PVS also predefines various functions for the list datatype such as length, 
member, reverse, append and so on; for instance, the append is defined as follows:
a p p e n d ( 1 1 ,  1 2 ) :  R E C U R S I V E  l i s t f T ]  =
C A S E S  1 1  O F
n u l l :  1 2 ,
cons(x, y ) : cons(x, append(y, 12))
E N D C A S E S  
M E A S U R E  l e n g t h ( 1 1 )
where the C A S E S  expression is a simple form of pattern-matching and the function
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l i s t _ a d t [ T :  T Y P E ] :  T H E O R Y  
B E G I N  
l i s t :  T Y P E
n u l l ? ,  c o n s ? :  [ l i s t  - >  b o o l e a n ]  
n u l l :  ( n u l l ? )
c o n s :  [ [ T ,  l i s t ]  - >  ( c o n s ? ) ]  
c a r :  [ ( c o n s ? )  - >  T ]  
c d r :  [ ( c o n s ? )  - >  l i s t ]
l i s t „ n u l l _ e x t e n s i o n a l i t y : A X I O M
F O R A L L  ( n u l l ? _ v a r :  ( n u l l ? ) ,  n u l l ? _ v a r 2 :  ( n u l l ? ) ) :
n u l l ? _ v a r  =  n u l l ? _ v a r 2 ;  
l i s t _ c o n s _ e x t e n s i o n a l i t y : A X I O M
F O R A L L  ( c o n s ? _ v a r :  ( c o n s ? ) ,  c o n s ? _ v a r 2 :  ( c o n s ? ) ) :  
c a r ( c o n s ? _ v a r )  =  c a r ( c o n s ? _ v a r 2 )  A N D  
c d r ( c o n s ? _ v a r )  =  c d r ( c o n s ? _ v a r 2 )
I M P L I E S  c o n s ? _ v a r  =  c o n s ? _ v a r 2 ;  
l i s t _ c a r _ c o n s : A X I O M
F O R A L L  ( c o n s l _ v a r :  T ,  c o n s 2 _ v a r :  l i s t ) :
c a r ( c o n s ( c o n s l _ v a r ,  c o n s 2 _ v a r ) )  =  c o n s l _ v a r ;  
l i s t _ c d r _ c o n s : A X I O M
F O R A L L  ( c o n s l _ v a r :  T ,  c o n s 2 „ v a r :  l i s t ) :
c d r ( c o n s ( c o n s l _ v a r , c o n s 2 _ v a r ) )  =  c o n s 2 _ v a r ;  
l i s t _ i n d u c t i o n :  A X I O M
F O R A L L  ( p :  [ l i s t  - >  b o o l e a n ] ) :  ( p ( n u l l )  A N D
( F O R A L L  ( c o n s i _ _ v a r : T ,  c o n s 2 _ v a r :  l i s t ) :  
p ( c o n s 2 _ v a r )  I M P L I E S  p ( c o n s ( c o n s l _ v a r ,  c o n s 2 _ v a r ) ) ) )  
I M P L I E S  ( F O R A L L  ( l i s t _ v a r :  l i s t ) :  p ( l i s t _ v a r ) ) ;
E N D  l i s t _ a d t
Figure 2.5: Some axioms in the list theory
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append terminates because of the measure function which is strictly decreased 
after each recursive call.
A TCC is generated if the order is not declared to be well-founded. For the 
function append, PVS-generates the following proof obligation:
a p p e n d . T C C l : O B L I G A T I O N
F 0 R A L L ( x : T ,  y : l i s t [ T ] ,  1 1 ,  1 2 ) :
l l = c o n s ( x , y )  I M P L I E S  l e n g t h ( l l )  <  l e n g t h ( 1 2 )
The alternative approach to define the function append is to use the well- 
founded relation « :
a p p e n d ( 1 1 ,  1 2 ) :  R E C U R S I V E  l i s t [ T ]  =
C A S E S  1 1  O F
n u l l :  1 2 ,
c o n s ( x ,  y ) : c o n s ( x ,  a p p e n d ( y ,  1 2 ) )
E N D G A S E S
M E A S U R E  1 1  B Y  «
This definition uses the relation << in the measure clause to show the ter­
mination, and thus PVS also generates a proof obligation to state that «  is 
well-founded as follows:
a p p e n d _ T C C l : O B L I G A T I O N
F 0 R A L L ( x : T ,  y : l i s t [ T ] ,  1 1 )
l l = c o n s ( x , y )  I M P L I E S  « [ T ] ( y , l l )
These TCCs can be automatically discharged by the PVS theorem prover.
The collection of built-in functions for the list datatype is quite rich so that 
it is convenient for users to extend it for composing their own functions and 
various theorems. Furthermore, names of functions may be freely overloaded 
even including those of the built-in operators such as +  and —. For example, 
a function add has been defined in the prelude file of PVS, however we give it 
another meaning by using the function append to present how to insert an element 
into the end of a list, written as:
a d d ( l : l i s t [ T ] , a : T ) : ( c o n s ? [ T ] )  =  a p p e n d ( l ,  c o n s ( a ,  n u l l ) )
The list datatype is a fundamental component of our CSP embedding in the 
thesis since traces are defined as a subtype of lists. For more detailed introduction
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about the list datatype, the reader refers to the prelude file of PVS.
Chapter 3 
Embedding CSP in PVS
With respect to the denotational semantics of the stable failures model of CSP, we 
formalize the CSP notation in the theorem prover PVS. Dutertre and Schneider’s 
embedding of the traces model in PVS [14] already defines most of the notation 
that we need, but the special event /  and the process SKIP are not taken into 
consideration in their embedding. We extend their work to the stable failures 
model, introducing along with the new operators and laws of CSP that we will 
require.
The CSP stable failures model is represented by pairs ( T, F) in which T is a 
set of traces that forms the semantics of a process in the traces model, and F is 
a set of stable failures. The typical formalization of traces is to simply consider 
traces as lists of events. Fortunately, PVS provides a predefined abstract datatype 
list, and then traces are naturally defined as a subtype of the type list.
3.1 Basic CSP
The special event /  is not a member of E and can never be performed by a 
process unless this is the last event that it engages in. To represent the extended 
alphabet Efy we define a data type as follows:
E  [ T : T Y P E ] : D A T A T Y P E  W I T H  S U B T Y P E S  T E ,  N T E  
B E G I N
t i c k : t i c k ? : T E  
E S ( a : T ) : n o n . t i c k ? : N T E  
E N D  E
w h e r e  w e  a l s o  d e f i n e  t w o  s u b t y p e s  T E  a n d  N T E .  H e r e ,  N T E  i s  u s e d  t o  r e p r e s e n t  E .
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3.1.1 Defining traces
The theory traces shown in Figure 3.1 contains the definition of the type trace 
and some of operations and lemmas on traces. The I M P O R T I N G  clause firstly 
imports the datatype E along with the type T  that is the type parameter of the 
theory traces, so that the datatype E always represents the extended alphabet 
EG The theory more_list_props [E] introduces some functions that we employ 
in various definitions in the theory traces.
In order to define the type trace, we introduce a predicate t i c k _ f r e e ? ( l )  
to check whether the event /  is in the list 1; moreover, the function fron t has 
been defined in the theory more_list_props [E] to remove the last element of 
a list (it will return null if the 1 is an empty trace); consequently, traces are 
defined as a group of lists that the event /  is only allowed to appear in the end.
The definitions of prefix and projection are constructed in terms of two func­
tions append and f i l t e r  respectively. The majority of lemmas about prefix and 
projection are not given here, however they are rather important for defining CSP 
processes indeed. The function sigma may convert a trace to a set that contains 
all possible events involved in the trace.
It is straightforward to translate the CSP semantics of most primitive pro­
cesses and operators into PVS. The only complicated one is the interface parallel
(Pi | P2) which makes all events on the interface set synchronize and events 
x
outside the interface interleave. In order to describe this construction, we use a 
predicate on traces denoted by prod which is of type
[seto f [E] -> [ trace , trace,  trace -> bool ]]
where seto f [E] is the same as set [E] and predicate [E] .
Suppose that there are a set of events A and three traces t l ,  t2 and t. The 
function prod (A) ( t l  , t 2 , t ) , which is the key component in the definition of
interface parallel, is true if t  is a result of t l  and t2 executed simultaneously on
the set A; it is then recursively defined as follows:
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t r a c e s  [  T  : T Y P E  ]  : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
I M P O R T I N G  E [ T ] ,  m o r e _ l i s t _ p r o p s [ E ]
1 :  V A R  l i s t [ E ]  
a :  V A R  E  
A :  V A R  s e t  [ E ]
t i c k _ f r e e ? ( l ) : b o o l  =  N O T  m e m b e r ( t i c k , l i s t 2 s e t ( 1 ) )  
t r a c e  : T Y P E  =  { l : l i s t [ E ] |  t i c k _ f r e e ?  ( f r o n t  ( 1 ) )  }  
t , t l , t 2 :  V A R  t r a c e
p r e f i x ( t l ,  t 2 )  : b o o l  =  E X I S T S  t  : t 2  «  a p p e n d ( t l ,  t )
p r e f i x _ e q u i v  : L E M M A
p r e f i x ( t l ,  t 2 )  I F F  n u l l ? ( t l )
O R  ( c o n s ? ( t l )  A N D  c o n s ? ( t 2 )  A N D
c a r ( t l )  =  c a r ( t 2 )  A N D  p r e f i x ( c d r ( t l ) , c d r ( t 2 ) ) )
n u l l _ p r e f i x  : L E M M A  p r e f i x ( n u l l ,  t )
p r o j  : [ t r a c e ,  s e t [ E ]  - >  t r a c e ]  =  f i l t e r
p r o j  _ c o n s  : L E M M A
p r o j ( c o n s ( a ,  t ) ,  A )  =
I F  A ( a )  T H E N  c o n s ( a ,  p r o j ( t ,  A ) )  E L S E  p r o j ( t ,  A )  E N D I F
p r o j _ n u l l  : L E M M A  p r o j ( n u l l ,  A )  =  n u l l
s i g m a  : [ t r a c e  - >  s e t [ E ] ]  =  l i s t 2 s e t
s i g m a _ e q u i v  : L E M M A  s i g m a ( t )  =  {  a  | m e m b e r ( a ,  t )  >
E N D  t r a c e s
Figure 3.1: Traces and some functions
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p r o d ( A ) ( t l , t 2 ,  t )  : R E C U R S I V E  b o o l  =
C A S E S  t  O F
n u l l  : n u l l ? ( t l )  A N D  n u l l ? ( t 2 ) ,
c o n s ( x ,  y )  :
I F  x  =  t i c k  T H E N
c o n s ? ( t l )  A N D  c o n s ? ( t 2 )  A N D  
c a r ( t l ) = t i c k  A N D  c a r ( t 2 ) = t i c k  
A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( c d r ( t l ) , c d r ( t 2 ) , y )
E L S E
I F  A ( x )  T H E N
c o n s ? ( t l )  A N D  c o n s ? ( t 2 )  A N D  
c a r ( t l )  =  x  A N D  c a r ( t 2 )  =  x  
A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( c d r ( t l ) ,  c d r ( t 2 ) ,  y )
E L S E
( c o n s ? ( t l )  A N D  c a r ( t l ) = x  A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( c d r ( t l ) ,  t 2 ,  y ) )
O R  ( c o n s ? ( t 2 )  A N D  c a r ( t 2 ) = x  A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( t l ,  c d r ( t 2 ) ,  y ) )
E N D  I F  
E N D I F  
E N D C A S E S  
M E A S U R E  l e n g t h ( t )
T h e  f u n c t i o n  l e a k  i s  a l s o  i m p o r t a n t  f o r  d e f i n i n g  t h e  h i d i n g  o p e r a t o r .  G i v e n  
a  t r a c e  t  a n d  a  s e t  A ,  l e a k ( t , A ) ,  r e c u r s i v e l y  r e m o v e s  a l l  e v e n t s  o f  t  i n c l u d e d  i n  
t h e  s e t  A  a n d  r e t u r n s  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  t r a c e .
l e a k ( t , A ) :  R E C U R S I V E  t r a c e =
C A S E S  t  O F  
n u l l : n u l l ,
c o n s ( x , y ) :  I F  A ( x )  T H E N  l e a k ( y , A )
E L S E  c o n s ( x , l e a k ( y , A ) )  E N D I F
E N D C A S E S  
M E A S U R E  l e n g t h ( t )
3.1.2 Processes
Before the direct translation of the CSP semantics, we give the definition of a 
process type. Since a process in the stable failures model consists of pairs of
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(T,F) ,  we naturally define it as a tuple type
[ s e t  [ t r a c e  [ T ]  ]  ,  s e t  [  [ t r a c e  [ T ]  , s e t  [ E ]  ]  ]  ]
where we may use * 1 ,  ‘ 2  to respectively represent the first and second type of a 
tuple type in PVS; also, the trace [T] may automatically introduce the event /  
since the datatype E has been imported in the theory traces.
A qualified process in the stable failures model must satisfy the six conditions 
(SF1) — (SFQ) given in Section 2.1.5 defined as follows:
t , t l , t 2 :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]
A , A 1 :  V A R  s e t [ E ]
S :  V A R  s e t [ t r a c e [ T ] ]
p r e f i x _ c l o s e d ( S ) : b o o l = F 0 R A L L  t l , t 2 :  p r e f i x ( t l , t 2 )  a n d  S ( t 2 )
I M P L I E S  S ( t l )
S F :  V A R  [ s e t [ t r a c e [ T ] ] , s e t [ [ t r a c e [ T ] , s e t [ E ] ] ] ]
S F l ( S F ) : b o o l =  S F ' l ( n u l l )  A N D  p r e f i x _ c l o s e d ( S F ‘ 1 )
S F 2 ( S F ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  t , A :  S F c 2 ( t , A )  I M P L I E S  S F f l ( t )
S F 3 ( S F ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  t , A , A l :  S F ‘ 2 ( t , A )  A N D  s u b s e t ? ( A 1 , A )
I M P L I E S  S F ' 2 ( t , A l )
S F 4 ( S F ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  t , A , A l :  S F ‘ 2 ( t , A )  A N D
( F O R A L L  ( x : ( A l ) ) :  N O T  S F f 1 ( a d d ( t , x ) ) )
I M P L I E S  S F c 2 ( t , u n i o n ( A , A l ) ) 
S F 5 ( S F ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  t :  S F ' 1 ( a d d ( t , t i c k ) )
I M P L I E S  S F ' 2 ( t , f u l l s e t [ N T E ] )  
S F 6 ( S F ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  t , A :  S F f 1 ( a d d ( t , t i c k ) )
I M P L I E S  S F c 2 ( a d d ( t , t i c k ) , f u l l s e t [ E ] )
where the predicate pref ix_closed(S)  requires that all traces are prefix closed; 
then a general process type is given as the following
p r o c e s s :  t y p e  =  {  S F I  S F l ( S F )  A N D  S F 2 ( S F )  A N D  S F 3 ( S F )  A N D
S F 4 ( S F )  a n d  S F 5 ( S F )  a n d  S F 6 ( S F )  >
Clearly, the type process is a subtype of the tuple type SF. Subtypes in PVS 
aim to make specifications more succinct and easier to read, but at the cost of 
making the typechecking undecidable. For every instantiation of a process type,
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Operation CSP CSPM PVS
Stop STOP S T O P S T O P
Skip SKIP S K I P S K I P
Prefix a - * P a  -> P a  »  P
External choice P \  □ P 2 P I  [] P 2 P I  \ /  P 2
Internal choice Pi n p 2 P I  | ~ |  P 2 P I  / \  P 2
Interface parallel Pi II P2
A
P I  C l  A I D  P 2 P a r ( A ) ( P I , P 2 )
Alphabetized parallel P i  a \\b  P% P I  [ A | | B ]  P 2 P a r ( A , B ) ( P 1 , P 2 )
Interleave Pi III P2 P I  1 1 1  P 2 P I  / /  P 2
Hiding P  \  A P \ A P / A
Renaming f (P ) P [ [a<-b]] R e ( P , f )
Sequential composition Pi ; P2 P I  ; P 2 S e q ( P l , P 2 )
Table 3.1: CSP syntax
PVS generates TCCs, most of which are automatically discharged by the PVS 
prover.
3.1.3 Basic processes and operators
All of CSP’s main operators are listed in Table 3.1 with the standard CSP syntax, 
the CSPm syntax (as used in FDR), and PVS’s syntax, and its formal definitions 
in PVS are list in Figure 3.2, in which the function d if ference ( A , B )  removes 
all elements included in the set B  from the set A ;  the function p l u s t i c k ( A )  adds 
the /  to the set A ;  the component of an expression whose type is a tuple can be 
accessed using the projection operators *1, ‘ 2.
In order to define the operator renaming, we give a function replace which 
is defined twice to denote different types: regarding the injective function f , one 
is to recursively rename the events of a trace t,
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p r o c e s s e s :  [ T : T Y P E ] : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
I M P O R T I N G  t r a c e s [ T ]  
t ,  t l ,  t 2 :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]
A :  V A R  s e t  [ E ]
P ,  P I ,  P 2 :  V A R  p r o c e s s
S T O P : p r o c e s s  =  ( { t l  t = m i l l } , { ( t , A ) |  t = n u l l } )
S K I P : p r o c e s s  =  ( { t | t = n u l l  O R  t = c o n s ( t i c k , n u l l ) } ,
{ ( t , A ) I ( t = n u l l  A N D  N O T  A ( t i c k ) )  O R  ( t = c o n s ( t i c k , n u l l ) ) } ) ;  
» ( a , P )  : p r o c e s s  = ( { t |  t = n u l l  O R
E X I S T S  ( t l : ( P f 1 ) ) :  t = c o n s ( a , t l ) } ,  
{ ( t , A ) I (  t = n u l l  A N D  N O T  A ( a ) )  O R  
( E X I S T S  s :  t = c o n s ( a , s )  a n d  P c 2 ( s , A ) ) }  ) ;
\ / ( P l , P 2 ) : p r o c e s s = (  u n i o n ( P l ‘ l , P 2 c l ) ,
{ ( t , A ) | ( t = n u l l  A N D  i n t e r s e c t i o n ( P I ‘ 2 , P 2 C2 ) ( t , A ) )  
O R  ( ( t  / = n u l l )  A N D  u n i o n ( P l ‘ 2 , P 2 f 2 ) ( t , A ) ) }  ) ;  
/ \ ( P I , P 2 ) ' . p r o c e s s  = ( u n i o n ( P l ( l , P 2 f 1 )  , u n i o n ( P l f 2 , P 2 C2 ) ) ;
P a r ( A ) ( P I , P 2 ) : p r o c e s s ^
( { t l E X I S T S  ( t l : ( P l f l ) , t 2 : ( P 2 c l ) ) :  p r o d ( A ) ( t l , t 2 , t ) } ,  
{ ( t , X ) I E X I S T S  ( t l , t 2 , A 1 , A 2 ) : X  =  u n i o n ( A 1 , A 2 ) A N D  
( d i f f e r e n c e ( A 1 , p l u s t i c k ( A ) ) = d i f f e r e n c e ( A 2 , p l u s t i c k ( A ) ) )  
A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( t l , t 2 , t )  A N D  P l ‘ 2 ( t l , A l )  A N D  P 2 ‘ 2 ( t 2 , A 2 ) } ) ; 
/ / ( P 1 , P 2 ) :  p r o c e s s  =  P a r ( e m p t y s e t ) ( P i , P 2 ) ;
/ ( P , A ) : p r o c e s s  =  (  { t I  E X I S T S  ( t l : ( P ‘ l ) ) :  t  =  l e a k ( t l , A ) } ,
{ ( t , X ) |  E X I S T S  ( t l : ( P ‘ 1 ) ) :  t = l e a k ( t l , A )  
A N D  P f 2 ( t l , u n i o n ( X , A ) ) }  ) ;  
s i g r a a ( P ) : s e t o f [ E ] = { a I  E X I S T S  ( t : ( P f l ) ) :  s i g m a ( t ) ( a ) } ;
E N D  p r o c e s s e s
Figure 3.2: Basic processes and operators
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r e p l a c e ( t , f ) :  R E C U R S I V E  t r a c e [ T ] =
C A S E S  t  O F  
n u l l :  n u l l ,
c o n s ( x , y ) : c o n s ( f ( x ) , r e p l a c e ( c d r ( t ) , f ) )
E N D C A S E S  
M E A S U R E  l e n g t h ( t )
t h e  o t h e r  i s  t o  r e n a m e  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  a  s e t  A  a s  f o l l o w s :
r e p l a c e ( A , f ) :  s e t  [ E ]  =  {  a  I E X I S T S  ( b : ( A ) ) :  a = f ( b ) >
t h e n ,  t h e  o p e r a t o r  r e n a m i n g  m a y  w r i t e
R e ( P , f ) : p r o c e s s = (  { t l E X I S T S  ( t l : ( P f l ) ) :  t = r e p l a c e ( t l , f ) > ,
{ ( t  , A ) |  E X I S T S  t l , A l : P f 2 ( t l , A l )  A N D  
t = r e p l a c e ( t l , f )  A N D  A = r e p l a c e ( A l , f ) }  )
w h i c h  d e n o t e s  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  R e  r e n a m e s  t h e  r e f u s a l  s e t s  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  t r a c e s .  
N o t e  t h a t  i n  t h i s  t h e s i s ,  w e  c o n s i d e r  o n l y  i n j e c t i v e  r e n a m i n g  s i n c e  i t  l e a v e s  t h e  
b e h a v i o u r  o f  a  p r o c e s s  u n c h a n g e d  e x c e p t  f o r  t h e  n a m e s  o f  t h e  a c t i o n s .  E v e n  s o ,  
a n  i n j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s  n o t  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  s o m e  l a w s  i n  t h e  s t a b l e  f a i l u r e s  m o d e l :  
s o m e t i m e s  w e  n e e d  t h e  r e n a m i n g  f u n c t i o n  t o  b e  b i j e c t i v e .  ( T h i s  i s  c l e a r l y  a n  i s s u e  
o n l y  w h e n  E  i s  i n f i n i t e . )  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  t o  p r o v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  l a w  h o l d s  i n  P V S
R e ( a - > P J ) = f ( a ) - ^ R e ( P J )
w e  a r e  s u p p o s e d  t o  m a k e  s u r e  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  /  i s  b i j e c t i v e  s o  t h a t  w e  c a n  
d e d u c e  t h e  l e f t  s i d e  o f  t h e  e q u a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  r i g h t  s i d e .
A l s o ,  w e  u s e  S e q  t o  d e n o t e  t h e  s e q u e n t i a l  c o m p o s i t i o n  s i n c e  t h e  d e f a u l t  s y m b o l  
h a s  b e e n  o c c u p i e d  b y  P V S .  I n  l i n e  w i t h  t h e  d e n o t a t i o n a l  s e m a n t i c s  o f  s e q u e n t i a l  
c o m p o s i t i o n  l i s t e d  i n  F i g u r e  2 . 2 ,  i t s  f o r m a l  d e f i n i t i o n  i s  g i v e n  a s  f o l l o w s :
S e q ( P l , P 2 ) : p r o c e s s  = (  { t | ( P l ‘ l ( t )  A N D  t i c k _ f r e e ? ( t ) )  O R
( E X I S T S  t l , t 2 :  t = a p p e n d ( t l , t 2 )  A N D  
P I f 1 ( a d d ( t l , t i c k ) )  A N D  P 2 < l ( t 2 ) ) > ,  
l ( t , A ) [ ( t i c k _ f r e e ? ( t )  A N D  P l <2 ( t , p l u s t i c k ( A ) ) )  O R  
( E X I S T S  t l , t 2 :  t = a p p e n d ( t l , t 2 )  A N D
P I ' 1 ( a d d ( t l , t i c k ) )  A N D  P 2 ' 2 ( t 2 , A ) ) >  )
U n d e r  c e r t a i n  c i r c u m s t a n c e s ,  w e  d o  n o t  c o n s i d e r  S K I P  a n d  /  s i n c e  t h e  a b ­
s e n c e  o f  S K I P  i s  a b l e  t o  r e d u c e  t h e  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  f o r m a l i z a t i o n  a n d  v e r i f i c a t i o n
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o f  C S P  p r o c e s s e s  t o  s o m e  e x t e n t .  W e  h e n c e  u s e  t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  v e r s i o n  o f  C S P  
e m b e d d i n g  w i t h o u t  S K I P  a n d  /  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  v e r i f i c a t i o n  o f  a l l  c a s e  s t u d y  i n  
t h e  t h e s i s .
3.1.4 Parametric processes
W e  a l s o  d e f i n e  t h e  i n d e x e d  v e r s i o n  o f  c h o i c e  a n d  p a r a l l e l ,  w h i c h  a r e  m o s t  o f  t h e  
t i m e  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  a n  i n d e x e d  f a m i l y  o f  p r o c e s s e s  i n  p r a c t i c e .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i t  
i s  e a s y  t o  d e f i n e  i n d e x e d  e x t e r n a l  c h o i c e  a s  f o l l o w s :
P :  V A R  [ U  - >  p r o c e s s [ T ] ]
E c h o i c e ( P ) :  p r o c e s s f T ]  = (  { t | t = n u l l  A N D  E X I S T S  i : P ( i ) f l ( t ) ,
{ ( t , A ) |  ( t = n u l l  A N D  F O R A L L  i : P ( i ) ( 2 ( t , A ) )  O R  
( t / = n u l l  A N D  E X I S T S  i :  P ( i ) f 2 ( t , A ) ) }  )
T h i s  n e w  E c h o  i c e  f u n c t i o n  h a s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p o l y m o r p h i c  t y p e :
[ [ U  - >  p r o c e s s f T ] ]  - >  p r o c e s s f T ] ]
w h e r e  U  i s  a  t y p e  f o r  i n d i c e s  o f  p r o c e s s e s ;  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  i t  i s  u s u a l l y  i n s t a n t i a t e d  
a s  n a t u r a l  n u m b e r s .
F r o m  t h e  a b o v e  d e f i n i t i o n ,  w e  c a n  c l e a r l y  f i n d  t h a t  t h e  s e t  o f  t r a c e s  o f  □  . P i 
i s  t h e  u n i o n  o f  t h e  s e t s  o f  t r a c e s  o f  a l l  t h e  P i,  a n d  t h e  f a i l u r e s  a r e  d e f i n e d  u s i n g  t h e  
s i m i l a r  a p p r o a c h  w i t h  t h e  e x t e r n a l  c h o i c e .  T h e  i n d e x e d  i n t e r n a l  c h o i c e  \~\. P i 
i s  d e f i n e d  a s  I c h o i c e ( P )  i n  P V S .
T h e  i n d e x e d  c h o i c e  i s  a  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  o f  b i n a r y  c h o i c e  t o  a r b i t r a r y  f a m i l i e s  o f  
p r o c e s s e s .  W e  t h e n  a p p l y  s u c h  a n  a p p r o a c h  t o  p a r a l l e l  c o m p o s i t i o n .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  
w e  o f t e n  m e e t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c a s e  w h e n  w e  m o d e l  a  n e t w o r k
w h i c h  s i m p l y  d e n o t e s  t h e  i n t e r l e a v i n g  o f  a  f i n i t e  s e t  o f  p r o c e s s e s .  W e  m a y  c o n ­
s t r u c t  s u c h  a  p r o c e s s  b y  m e a n s  o f  r e c u r s i v e l y  a p p l y i n g  t h e  i n t e r l e a v i n g  o p e r a t i o n s ;  
h o w e v e r ,  i t  i s  m o r e  n a t u r a l  t o  g e n e r a l i z e  t h e  p a r a l l e l  c o m p o s i t i o n  t o  a r b i t r a r y  s e t s  
o f  p r o c e s s e s .
F i r s t  o f  a l l ,  w e  n e e d  t o  c h a n g e  t h e  p r e d i c a t e  p r o d ( A )  ( t l , t 2 , t )  s h o w n  i n  
S e c t i o n  3 . 1 . 1 ,  w h i c h  i s  t h e  k e y  c o n s t r u c t o r  i n  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  b i n a r y  p a r a l l e l  
c o m p o s i t i o n .  T h e  n e w  p r e d i c a t e  l i s t e d  i n  F i g u r e  3 . 3  w o r k s  l i k e  t h e  p r e v i o u s  o n e  
b u t  t h e  a r g u m e n t  t  h e r e  i s  a  f a m i l y  o f  t r a c e s .  T h e  o t h e r  d i f f e r e n c e  i s  t h a t  t h e  
i n d e x  t y p e  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  b e  n o n e m p t y .
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m u l t i p r o d [ U : N Q N E M P T Y . T Y P E , T :  T Y P E ] :  T H E O R Y  
B E G I N  
i :  V A R  U
t : V A R  [ U  - >  t r a c e s [ T ] ]  
u :  V A R  t r a c e s [ T ]
A :  V A R  s e t  [ T ]
p r o d ( A ) ( t ,  u ) :  R E C U R S I V E  b o o l  =
C A S E S  u  O F  n u l l :  ( F O R A L L  i :  t ( i )  =  n u l l ) ,  
c o n s ( x ,  y ) :
I F  A ( x )  T H E N
( F O R A L L  i :  c o n s ? ( t ( i ) )  A N D  c a r ( t ( i ) )  =  x )
A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( l a m b d a  i  : c d r ( t ( i ) ) ,  y )
E L S E
E X I S T S  i :  c o n s ? ( t ( i ) )  A N D  c a r ( t ( i ) )  =  x  A N D  
p r o d ( t  w i t h  [ ( i )  : =  c d r ( t ( i ) ) ] ,  y )
E N D I F  
E N D C A S E S  
M E A S U R E  l e n g t h ( u )
E N D  m u l t i p r o d
m u l t i p a r [ U :  N O N E M P T Y . T Y P E , T :  T Y P E ] :  T H E O R Y
P :  V A R  [ U  - >  p r o c e s s  [ T ] ]
P a r ( A ) ( P ) : p r o c e s s [ E ] =
(  { u |  E X I S T S ( t : [ i : U - > ( P ( i ) f 1 ) ] ) : p r o d ( A ) ( t , u ) } ,
{ ( u , X ) I  E X I S T S  ( s : [ i : U  - >  (  P ( i ) ' 2  ) ] )  :
X = { a : E |  E X I S T S  i :  s ( i ) f 2 ( a ) >  A N D  
( F O R A L L  i , j :  d i f f e r e n c e ( s ( i ) ( 2 , A ) = d i f f e r e n c e ( s ( j ) ‘ 2 , A ) )  
A N D  p r o d ( A ) ( L A M B D A  i : s ( i ) f l ,  u ) }  )
I n t e r l e a v e ( P ) : p r o c e s s [ E ]  =  P a r ( e m p t y s e t ) ( P )
E N D  m u l t i p a r
Figure 3.3: Indexed parallel composition
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The indexed interface parallel is defined using the new prod as shown in 
Figure 3.3, in which a trace u belongs to the process P a r ( A ) ( P )  if there is a 
family t  of traces such that each t ( i )  is a trace of P ( i )  and prod ( A )  ( t ,u )  is 
true. Furthermore, in the case of stable failures, it is slightly tricky to define 
as shown in Figure 3.3 where s  is a family of stable failures such that the trace 
of each stable failure s ( i ) c 1  and the refusal set of s ( i )  c 2  must satisfy some 
conditions. We can then introduce a function Interleave which extends the 
operator / /  to arbitrary families of processes.
In the case of modelling a network with a number of components, it is usually 
more convenient and accurate to use alphabetized parallel since it is not easy to 
abstract the interface for so many components and the use of the alphabetized 
parallel allows us to exactly know which processes participate in each event. For 
example, we often need to describe a network which is a parallel composition with 
a finite sequence of processes and their alphabets; it may be described as:
To model such a network, we define a new operator to denote an indexed 
alphabetized parallel with regard to its semantics introduced in Section 2.1.5, as 
follows:
u :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]
X :  V A R  s e t [ T ]
A , B :  V A R  [ U - > s e t [ T ] ]
P :  V A R  [ U - > p r o c e s s [ T ] ]
P A R ( A ) ( P ) : p r o c e s s [ T ]  = ( { u | ( F O R A L L  i : P ( i ) ( l ( p r o j ( u , A ( i ) ) ) )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( s i g m a ( u ) , U n i o n ( A ) ) } ,  
{ ( u , X ) | (  E X I S T S  B :  i n t e r s e c t i o n ^ , U n i o n ( A ) )
= U n i o n ( L A M B D A  i : i n t e r s e c t i o n ( B ( i ) , A ( i ) ) )
A N D  F O R A L L  i :  P ( i ) ‘ 2 ( p r o j ( n , A ( i ) ) , B ( i ) )  )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( s i g m a ( u ) , U n i o n ( A ) ) }  )
where the function Union has been rewritten and its argument is a family of sets;
the component of an expression whose type is a tuple can be accessed using 
the projection operators cl, (2.
The indexed alphabetized parallel makes use of a family of refusals and a 
projection function to construct the definition rather than applying a family of 
traces in the indexed interface parallel.
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3.2 Algebraic laws and refinement
From the definitions of basic CSP operators, we have mechanically proved a 
number of algebraic laws which are essential in the verification of properties of 
processes. Some of laws are listed in Figure 3.4.
Proving such algebraic laws may verify and underpin the consistency of the 
CSP semantics, also helping us check the translation of the CSP semantics rep­
resented in PVS since all algebraic laws are directly derived from it. In addition, 
these laws provide much more flexibility for us when verifying CSP processes. 
For instance, to show the equivalence of two processes in some cases, we may 
explicitly compare all traces and stable failures. Otherwise, we can demonstrate 
this equivalence by transforming both processes into a same form in terms of the 
proper laws.
We also may greatly reduce the complexity of the refinement of processes, 
regardless of whether it is done in theorem-proving or in model-checking. For ex­
ample, using Law (hide-\\-dist) may move the operator hiding inside the interface
x
parallel if the set of hidden events has no intersection with the interface of the
synchronization, thus the obvious benefit of this movement is that it is possible
to reduce the performed events on parallel. In the case of deadlock freedom in
this thesis, the above Law (hide-\\-dist) and Law (/[■]-\\-dist) play a crucial role
x x
in the proof, which is shown in the later chapters.
In the stable failures model, the idea of refinement kept in PVS equates to 
check whether the traces and stable failures of a process are subsets of ones of 
another respectively. We use the relation '<=’ to denote reverse refinement in 
PVS: P <= Q, representing Q C P  in CSP, corresponds to P C Q. We choose 
the subset order (C) rather than the refinement order (C) for the purpose of 
getting the right value of recursively defined processes. We will detailed discuss 
it in Section 3.3.
Since '<=’ has been predefined in the prelude library of PVS, we rewrite it as 
follows:
<=(P, Q ): bool = subset?(P, Q) 
where subset? is redefined likewise as:
s u b s e t ? ( P , Q ) : b o o l  =  s u b s e t ? ( P ' l , Q ' l )  A N D  s u b s e t ? ( P ' 2 , Q ‘ 2 )
PVS allows definition overloading; for example, the above predicate subset? 
may have different types of parameters and the subset? appeared in the right
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P  □  STOP =  P (U-unit)
P D P  =  P (U-idem)
P n P  =  P ( f l -idem)
P □  Q =  Q □  p (U-sym)
P n  Q =  Q n  P (n-sym)
P  □  (Q □ R) =  (p  □  Q) □  R ( □ -  assoc)
P  n  ( Q  n  R )  =  ( P  n  Q )  n  R (n -assoc)
P  □  (Q n  R) =  (P  □  Q) n  (P □  R) (O-dist)
p  n  (Q □  R) =  (P  n  Q) □  ( p  n  R) (\l-dist)
a - >  ( P  n  Q) =  (a P) n  ( a  Q) (prefix-dist)
P n  (Q □  R) -  ( P  n  Q) □  (P n  R) ( n - D  -dist)
P II Q =  Q II P
X X
(||-sym)
X
P II (Q II R) =  ( P II Q) II R
X X  X X
( | | - a s s o c )
X
P II (Q n  R) =  (P  II Q) n  ( P  II R)
X X X
(||-dis£)
X
P\\\Q=Q\\\P ( | | | -s y m )
p  III (Q III R) =  (P  III Q) III R ( | ||-a s so c )
P HI { Q n R )  =  ( P | | |  Q) n  ( P  HI R) (III-dist)
(P n  Q ) \ x  =  ( p \ x ) n ( Q \  x ) (hide-dist)
(P  \ Y) \ X  =  (P \ X ) \ Y (hide-sym)
( P  \ X ) \ Y =  P \ (X  U Y) (hide-combine)
P  \  0 =  P (null hiding)
[ P \  *  ^( a - + P ) \ X  =  {  X
[ a —* ( P \ X )  i f
a e  X  
a $  X
(hide-step)
if X  fl Z — 0 then (P | Q ) \ Z  =  ( P \ Z )  | ( Q \ Z )
X  X
(Me-1|-dist)
X
if /  is bijective then f ( P  II Q ) = f ( P )  II f (Q)
X  f ( X )
(/[•]-1| -dist)
X
if /  is bijective then / ( P  \ X ) —f (P )  \ f ( X ) (/[•]-hide-sym)
Figure 3.4: The laws of CSP
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side of the equation is the original version in the PVS libraries.
Then we immediately get three important lemmas associated with such rela­
tion:
r e f l e x i v e :  L E M M A  P  < =  P
a n t i s y m m e t r i c :  L E M M A  P  < =  Q A N D  Q < =  P  I M P L I E S  P  =  Q
t r a n s i t i v e :  L E M M A  P  < =  Q A N D  Q < =  R  I M P L I E S  P  < =  R
The lemmas reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive are obvious but useful 
properties which are necessary to reason other significant theorems such as the 
general fixed point induction shown in Section 3.3.3.
3.3 Recursive processes and fixed points
3.3.1 Recursion
We so far have been able to write most process expressions in PVS, to show 
certain equivalence of processes, to specify properties of processes and verify 
them. For example, for a process Ball which moves right and left once in two 
adjacent squares before stopping, PVS allows us to define directly this kind of 
non-recursive processes, such as
B a l l :  p r o c e s s [ T ]  =  r i g h t  »  l e f t  »  S T O P f T ]
where T can be a data type including two actions, right and le f t .
However, some processes called recursive processes may infinitely execute, 
instead of executing for a finite number steps before stopping. For example, if 
the process Ball keeps moving forever, it is often described in CSP as follows:
Ball — left —» Ball □ right —>• Ball
Unfortunately, we cannot similarly define this process in PVS as:
B a l l :  p r o c e s s [ T ]  =  l e f t  »  B a l l  \ /  r i g h t  »  B a l l
since unrestricted recursion is not sound in PVS. A formalism needs to be in­
troduced to ensure that only well-defined processes are constructed. A theorem 
prover will not allow us to get away with any kind of recursive definition unless 
we can demonstrate that it makes good sense.
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f i x e d . p o i n t s  [  T : T Y P E  ] : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
I M P O R T I N G  p r o c e s s _ r u l e s [ T ]  
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]
F  : V A R  [ p r o c e s s [ T ] - > p r o c e s s  [ T ] ]
X ,  Y  , Z :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ T ]
A :  V A R  p r e d [ T ]  
n : V A R  n a t
S X :  V A R  p r e d [ p r o c e s s  [ T ] ]
g l b ( S X ) : p r o c e s s [ T ]  =  ( { t [ F O R A L L  ( X : C S X ) ) :  X f i ( t ) > ,
- C ( t , A )  1 F O R A L L  ( X :  ( S X ) )  : X ' 2 ( t , A ) »
g l b _ i s _ b o u n d :  L E M M A  F O R A L L  ( X : ( S X ) ) :  g l b ( S X )  < =  X
g l b _ i s _ i n f : L E M M A  ( F O R A L L  ( X : ( S X ) ) :  Y  < =  X )
I M P L I E S  Y < = g l b ( S X )
m o n o t o n i c ? ( F ) : b o o l  =  F O R A L L  X , Y :  X < = Y  I M P L I E S  F ( X ) < = F ( Y )  
G :  V A R  ( m o n o t o n i c ? )
m u ( G ) : p r o c e s s [ E ]  =  g l b ( {  X | G ( X )  < =  X > )
c l o s u r e _ m u  : L E M M A  G ( m u ( G ) )  < =  m u ( G )
s m a l l e s t . c l o s e d  : L E M M A  ( G ( X ) < =  X )  I M P L I E S  ( m u ( G ) < =  X )
f i x e d „ p o i n t  : L E M M A  G ( m u ( G ) )  =  m u ( G )
l e a s t _ f i x e d _ p o i n t  : L E M M A  G ( X )  =  X  I M P L I E S  m u ( G ) < =  X
Figure 3.5: The formulation of the least fixed point theory
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The formalization used in [14] to deal with recursive processes is the “p- 
calculus” theory, which uses a p operator (‘mu’ in PVS) to compute the least fixed 
point of a monotonic function; for example, the above process can be defined in 
PVS as follows:
X :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ T ]
F ( X ) :  p r o c e s s [ T ]  =  l e f t  »  X  \ /  r i g h t  »  X
B a l l :  p r o c e s s [ T ]  =  m u ( F )
where F  is a monotonic function1, and m u ( F )  is the least fixed point of F. The 
fixed point construction for such processes is shown in Figure 3.5.
To get the right value for recursively defined processes, we should take fixed 
points with respect to the subset order rather than the refinement order, since 
the least element (written X) with respect to C in the stable failures model is 
(E+ /, E*^ x P(E^)). Such that, the fixed point produced will always be the one 
with as many pairs of a trace and its stable failures as possible. However, if we 
identify a recursion with the C-least fixed point then the ‘bottom’ element is 
D IV , ( { ( ) } , { } )  and we get the process with as few pairs as possible. To know 
further how to deal with recursive processes in the denotational semantics of CSP, 
the reader refers to [53].
Since any set SX of processes always has the greatest lower bound glb(SX) 
(or H SX) under the partial order relation ‘<=’, the fiF of any monotonic map­
ping F  between processes is defined classically as the greatest lower bound of 
-{ X | F(X)<=X }. All definitions and main properties of g i b  and mu can be 
found in Figure 3.5.
Since all CSP operators are monotonic over the stable failures model with 
respect to the refinement order and the subset order, we can prove an important 
lemma concerning fixed points: F(pF)  =  p,F. Using that lemma, the following 
equation can easily be proven from the formal recursive definition of B a l l :
d e f . e q u i v :  L E M M A  B a l l  =  l e f t  »  B a l l  \ /  r i g h t  »  B a l l
Furthermore, we have also mechanically proved a general fixed point induction 
theorem, which is crucial in analysing refinement of recursive processes:
1A monotonic function in this context is a function F  such that if P < Q then F(P)  < F(Q).
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i n d u c t i o n :  P R O P O S I T I O N
D i v [ E ]  < =  H A N D  ( F O R A L L  X  : X  < =  H I M P L I E S  F ( X )  < =  H )  
I M P L I E S  m u ( F )  < =  H
For example, for proving a recursive process P deadlock-free, we often may 
construct a deadlock-free specification H , then check whether P is a refinement 
of H, or P is a subset of H by the above theorem. Obviously, P is deadlock-free 
as long as H is.
3.3.2 Mutual recursion
We moreover have extended the least fixed point theory to represent mutually 
recursive processes. The above process Ball is a single recursion, whereas more 
processes cannot be defined by a single equation. We therefore construct this
kind of recursive processes using mutual recursion; for example, a process may
write
P =  (a -> P )  □ (& -► £ ) (3.1)
Q =  (c Q) □ (d -> P) (3.2)
The general case of a mutual recursion is concerned with a family, or vector of 
processes names A , and the recursive definition then takes the form A  =  P (A ) 
where P is a function from a vector of processes to a vector of processes. Such 
that, it is still appropriate to use the least fixed point of the function F_ to 
represent a mutual recursion. In PVS, we define a parametric process in place of 
a vector of processes; the above mutual recursion may then be described as:
i n d e x :  T Y P E  =  {  n : n a t  I n  <  2  }
X :  V A R  [ i n d e x  - >  p r o c e s s [ E ] ]  
m : V A R  i n d e x
F ( X ) ( m ) :  p r o c e s s [ E ] =  I F  m = 0  T H E N  ( a  »  X ( 0 ) )  V  ( b  »  X ( 0 )
E L S E  ( c  »  X ( 0 )  \ /  ( d  »  X ( 0 ) )  E N D  I F
P :  p r o c e s s [ E ] =  m u ( F ) ( 0 )
Q :  p r o c e s s [ E ] =  m u ( F ) ( l )
where index is defined as a subtype of natural number, containing only 0 and 1; 
such that, X  is a parametric process containing only two processes. Certainly, to
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check our specifications, we may prove that Equation 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Therefore, 
we may define an parametric process with an arbitrary number of processes as a 
mutual recursion requires.
In addition, all lemmas and induction theorems of the least fixed point still 
hold in mutual recursions, in which all changes concentrate on the substitution 
of processes by parametric processes.
3.3.3 Unique fixed points
In order for fixed points to be useful, we will usually want to show that a function 
has a unique fixed point. Roscoe [53] shows how to apply a restriction operator 
and a constructive function to demonstrate the existence of a unique fixed point. 
To define such a class of functions, we first define
P i  n = ( { t  | t G traces(P) A < n},
{(£, A) | (t, A) G failures(P) A # t  < n } )
where # t  denotes the length of t and the purpose of the restriction operator j. 
is to restrict the process P so that it can never perform any traces of greater 
than length n G N. Note that we here use c< ’ for stable failures in the definition 
because we want to make such a definition consistent with a fact that DIV  is 
the least element in the subset order, and likewise P J. 0 is STOP in the traces 
model.
According to the definition of the restriction function, we give three important 
properties described in [53] as follows:
• P i  0 =  Q I 0 for all P, Q
• P l n [ m  =  P I min(n, m) for all P, n, m
• if P G Q, then there is n such that P  J. n G Q !  n
Note that the last property does not hold if there is a infinite trace involved in P 
and Q , and that this is what makes the infinite traces model so difficult to deal 
with.
We define a function chop in PVS to denote the above restriction function, 
and various lemmas associated with chop shown in Figure 3.6. For example, the 
lemma chop_equiv gives the new condition of equivalence under the restriction 
function; the lemma chop_subset2 shows a process restricted with an arbitrary 
natural number is always less than and equal to itself; the proof of these lemmas 
are also straightforward.
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r e s t r i c t i o n [ E :  T Y P E  ] : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
n , m :  V A R  n a t  
t : V A R  t r a c e [ E ]
P , Q :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ E ]
c h o p ( P , n ) :  p r o c e s s  [ E ]  =  ( { t I  P f l ( t )  a n d  l e n g t h ( t )  < =  n } ,  
{ ( t , A ) I  P ' 2 ( t , A )  a n d  l e n g t h ( t )  <  n } )
c h o p . z e r o :  L E M M A  c h o p ( P , 0 ) = = c h o p ( Q  , 0 )
c h o p . m i n :  L E M M A  c h o p ( c h o p ( P , m ) , n )  =  c h o p ( P , m i n ( m , n ) )
c h o p . d i f f :  L E M M A  P / = Q  I M P L I E S
E X I S T S  n :  c h o p ( P , n )  / =  c h o p ( Q , n )  
c h o p . e q u i v :  L E M M A  ( F O R A L L  n :  c h o p ( P , n )  =  c h o p ( Q , n ) )  I F F  P = Q
c h o p . e q u i v l :  L E M M A  F O R A L L  n :  c h o p ( P , n + l )  =  c h o p ( Q , n + l )
I M P L I E S  c h o p ( P , n ) =  c h o p ( Q , n )
c h o p . s u b s e t :  L E M M A  ( F O R A L L  n :  c h o p ( P , n )  < =  c h o p ( Q , n ) )
I M P L I E S  P  < =  Q
c h o p _ s u b s e t 2 : L E M M A  F O R A L L  n :  c h o p ( P , n )  < =  P
F :  V A R  [ p r o c e s s [ E ] - > p r o c e s s [ E ] ]
c o n s t r u c t i v e ? ( F ) : b o o l  =  F O R A L L  P , Q , n :  c h o p ( P , n ) = c h o p ( C ] , n )
I M P L I E S  c h o p ( F ( P ) , n + l ) = c h o p ( F ( Q ) , n + l )  
G :  V A R  ( c o n s t r u c t i v e ? )
c h o p _ e q u i v 2 : L E M M A
F O R A L L  n :  c h o p ( G ( c h o p ( P , n ) ) , n + l )  =  c h o p ( G ( P ) , n + l )
E N D  r e s t r i c t i o n
Figure 3.6: The restriction function and constructiveness
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Then, we say that a function F  is constructive if
P | n =  Q | n =+ F{P)  | (»  +  1) =  F(Q)  | (n +  1)
for all processes P, Q and n £ N. For the meaning of ‘constructive’ is that 
information is increased by a recursion, which is nicely presented in the lemma 
chop_equiv2 shown in Figure 3.6.
We can then prove in PVS that any constructive function has a unique fixed 
point:
u n i q u e . f i x e d . p o i n t : L E M M A
c o n s t r u c t i v e ? ( F )  I M P L I E S
( F O R A L L  X , Y :  F ( X ) = X  A N D  F ( Y ) = Y  I M P L I E S  X  =  Y )
With the embedding of the unique fixed points about constructive recursions, 
it allows us to deal with a much wider class of properties of processes such as 
determinism.
In applying UFP rule we may easily prove two recursive processes equal, 
instead of usually extracting the traces and stable failures of processes. The UFP 
rule is quite useful for demonstrating mutual recursion. For example, we extend 
our Ball process as follows:
MBalln =  left —> MBalln+1 □ right —> MBalln-\
where the parameter n now ranges over all the integers Z rather than just the 
non-negative ones. By intuitively observing the behaviour of MBalln, we believe 
that it equals to the process
Ball =  left —> Ball □ right —► Ball
where the interesting thing here is that the value of n actually has no effect at 
all on the performance of Mballn. Indeed, we can use the UFP rule to prove 
Ball =p MBalln for all n shown as:
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n : V A R  i n t  
X :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ T ]
Y : V A R  [ i n t - > p r o c e s s [ T ] ]
F ( X ) :  p r o c e s s [ T ]  =  ( l e f t  »  X )  \ /  ( r i g h t  »  X )
G ( Y ) ( n ) :  p r o c e s s  [ T ]  =  ( l e f t » Y ( n + l ) )  \ /  ( r i g h t » Y ( n - l ) )
B a l l :  p r o c e s s [ E ]  =  m u ( F )
M B a l l :  [ i n t - > p r o c e s s [ E ] ]  =  m u ( G )
W e  d e f i n e  Y  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  X  a s  a  p a r a m e t r i c  p r o c e s s  v a r i a b l e ,  a n d  t h e  f u n c t i o n  
G  m a p s  p a r a m e t r i c  p r o c e s s e s .  T o  r e a c h  o u r  r e s u l t ,  w e  m a y  c o n s t r u c t  a  n e w  
p a r a m e t r i c  p r o c e s s  Z B a l l  w i t h  Z B a l l ( n )  =  B a l l  f o r  a l l  n ;  w e  t h e n  o n l y  n e e d  
t o  s h o w  G ( Z B a l l )  =  Z B a l l  a n d  G ( M B a l l )  =  M B a l l ,  a n d  w e  t h e r e f o r e  f i n i s h  t h e  
p r o o f  o n  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  UFP r u l e .  C l e a r l y ,  a l l  p r o o f s  h e r e  a r e  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  
a n d  h a v e  a l r e a d y  b e e n  m e c h a n i z e d  i n  PVS.
The mathematical background of the fixed points, constructiveness and the 
UFP rule is not covered in this thesis; [53] gives a detailed explanation in partial 
order theory and in metric space theory. A detailed description of PVS as well 
as example scripts can be found in [10,11], and more detailed description for 
formalization of the traces model refers to [14].

Chapter 4 
Generic Proof Tactics
Our aim of embedding the denotational semantics of the stable failures model of 
CSP in PVS is not only to verify the consistency of theories and algebraic laws of 
CSP, but also to build up some strategies such that we may check properties of 
various infinite-state systems, especially for liveness properties which cannot be 
analysed in the traces model. Our first step in this direction is the verification of 
some general properties such as deadlock freedom and determinism in order to 
show the power of such an embedding of CSP semantics.
We choose the dining philosophers problem as case study to analyse since 
it is a classic synchronized system. In addition to its representativeness, any 
result of this system is straightforward, but the inner procedure of proof is not 
as simple as we imagine, and yet some of properties in certain situations are not 
formally proved such as deadlock freedom in the case of an arbitrary number of 
philosophers engaged in the system. Our model, however, can deal with such 
tricky problems sufficiently as described in next sections.
Another case study is that proving an industrial-scale example, the ‘virtual 
network’ [71], with any number of nodes is deadlock-free. To construct proof 
of such an example, we have proved a great number of deadlock rules proposed 
in [53]. These deadlock rules have been proved by hand and many of them have 
been applied in designing and verifying complex concurrent systems. However, 
our formal proof of such rules provides solid theoretical supporting as well as ex­
tends the implementation to the case of involving infinite state spaces or arbitrary 
numbers of components.
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4.1 Determinism in PVS
A deterministic process always behaves in the same way when offered exactly 
the same inputs. The most obvious practical benefit is that this kind of process 
is testable because its behaviour does not vary unless the external inputs are 
changed.
Of course, only processes known to be divergence-free can be verified in the 
stable failures model, because this model cannot detect divergences. Hence, the 
definition of determinism represented in Section 2.2.1 is given in Figure 4.1, in 
which the definition DET? states that a deterministic process cannot accept an 
event a as well as being able to refuse this event; here, add(t,a ) adds the event 
a onto the end of the trace t. Note that we use the simplified version of CSP 
embedding for describing all examples in this chapter and later chapters; that is, 
we do not consider the successful termination and the event /  since the omission 
of them can reduce the complexity of verification in practice. Thus, a trace is 
simply defined as a synonym of the predefined type l i s t ,  written as:
t r a c e :  T Y P E  =  l i s t f T ]
Some CSP operators preserve determinism: if P  and Q are deterministic then 
so are STOP, a —* P, P A\\B Q and sequential composition P\Q. Such laws and 
some useful lemmas are also listed in Figure 4.1. Furthermore, if initials (P) and 
initials(Q) are disjoint then P □ Q is also deterministic. Here, initials(P) is the 
set of all of P ’s initial events; for example, it can be defined as follows:
initials(P) =  {a  G £  | (a) G traces (P)}
Proving determinism of non-recursive processes is often not difficult but it can 
be time-consuming. For recursive processes, one has to apply an induction rule 
such as det.induction  in Figure 4.1 to make any progress; this rule states that 
if F  is constructive and determinism-preserving then the least fixed point of F  is 
also deterministic.
Note that the induction rule here does not imply that every recursive deter­
ministic process is the least fixed point of a constructive determinism-preserving 
function. In addition, it is also possible in some cases to infer the determinism of 
mu(F) directly. Usually, however, the easiest way to prove that a recursive pro­
cess is deterministic is by means of this theorem. For this reason, the determinism 
induction theorem proved here will be extremely useful in many applications.
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d e t e r m i n i s m  [ T : T Y P E  ]  : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
I M P O R T I N G  f i x e d _ p o i n t s [ T ]
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]  
a :  V A R  T  
n : V A R  n a t  
A , B :  V A R  s e t [ T ]
P , Q , X :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ T ]
F :  V A R  [ p r o c e s s [ T ] - > p r o c e s s  [ T ] ]
D E T ? ( P ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  t , a :  P f 1 ( a d d ( t , a ) )
I M P L I E S  N O T  P c 2 ( ( t , s i n g l e t o n ( a ) ) )
d e t _ s t o p :  L E M M A  D E T ? ( S T O P [ T ] )  
d e t . p r e f i x :  L E M M A  D E T ? ( P )  I M P L I E S  D E T ? ( a » P )
d e t _ p a r : L E M M A  D E T ? ( P )  A N D  D E T ? ( Q )
I M P L I E S  D E T ? ( P a r ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) )
d e t „ c l i o p :  L E M M A  D E T ? ( P )  I F F  ( F O R A L L  n :  D E T ? ( c h o p ( P , n ) ) )
d e t _ s u b s e t : L E M M A  ( D E T ? ( P )  A N D  Q < =  P  )  I M P L I E S  D E T ? ( Q )
d e t  . . i n d u c t i o n :  L E M M A  (  c o n s t r u c t i v e ? ( F )
A N D  ( E X I S T S  X :  D E T ? ( X ) )
A N D  ( F O R A L L  X :  D E T ? ( X )  I M P L I E S  D E T ? ( F ( X ) ) )  )
I M P L I E S  D E T ? ( m u ( F ) )
E N D  d e t e r m i n i s m
Figure 4.1: Examples of deterministic rules
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4.2 Deadlock freedom
One of the most important concepts concerning concurrent systems is deadlock, 
which arises when no further progress can be made. Deadlock is a kind of liveness 
property, so we cannot detect or reason about it using traces alone. The stable 
failures model, however, is quite suitable for describing deadlock freedom since 
divergences are considered deadlock-free in stable failures model, while it is not 
deadlock-free in the failures/divergences model. With regard to the denotational 
semantics of deadlock represented in Section 2.2.2, the formal definition in PVS 
is described as a predicate D L F ? ( P )  in Figure 4 . 2 .
In addition, some rules of CSP operators are formalized in Figure 4.2 such 
as d l f .p r e f ix  and d lf.e ch o ice . There are two important rules which are ex­
tremely useful in the analysis of deadlock freedom in the stable failures model:
• P  is deadlock free if and only if P \ X  is (for any I C S ) ;
• P is deadlock free if and only if f (P )  is (for any bijection / ) .
which are described as lemmas d lf.h id e  and d lf  .rename respectively. These 
two rules underpin the definition of deadlock freedom since it shows that deadlock 
means reaching a state where no further progress is possible regardless of whether 
the actions are renamed or hidden.
The usual way to prove deadlock freedom of a recursive process is to define a 
deadlock-free specification; for example, we may define a process-oriented speci­
fication which has the same type with S listed in Figure 4.2, and prove that the 
process is a refinement of such a specification, and then obviously the refining 
process is deadlock-free as well in terms of the lemma d lf  .sa t.
4.3 Deadlock rules
Deadlock freedom is a global property; in other words, we cannot guarantee that if 
all components of a network are individually deadlock-free then the whole network 
will also be deadlock-free. Often, the complexity and the work of verification of 
a particular property can be greatly reduced by decomposing a global property 
of a network into local properties of the network’s components; this is not easy 
to do, however, with deadlock freedom.
There are, however, some deadlock rules that can be used to analyse a large 
network locally rather than considering the whole network all the time. Roscoe [53]
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d e a d l o c k . f r e e  [ T :  T Y P E ]  : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
I M P O R T I N G  p r o c e s s . r u l e s
a :  V A R  T  
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]
P , Q :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ T ]
A :  V A R  s e t  [ T ]
f :  V A R  [ s e t  [ T ]  - > s e t  [ T ]  ]
S :  V A R  [ s e t  [ t r a c e  [ T ] ]  , s e t  [ [ t r a c e  [ T ]  , s e t  [ T ] ] ] ]
D L F ? ( P ) ; b o o l  =  F O R A L L  t :  P ' l ( t )  I M P L I E S  N O T  P f 2 ( ( t , f u l l s e t ) )
d l f . p r e f i x :  L E M M A  D L F ? ( P )  I M P L I E S  D L F ? ( a » P )
d l f _ e c h o i c e : L E M M A  D L F ? ( P )  A N D  D L F ? ( Q )  I M P L I E S  D L F ? ( P \ / Q )
d l f . h i d e :  L E M M A  D L F ? ( P )  I F F  D L F ? (  P /  A  )
d l f . r e n a m e :  L E M M A  i n j e c t i v e ? ( f )
I M P L I E S  ( D L F ? ( P )  I F F  D L F ? ( R e ( P , f ) ) )
d l f . s u b s e t :  L E M M A  s u b s e t ? ( P , Q )  A N D  D L F ? ( Q )  I M P L I E S  D L F ? ( P )
d l f . s a t :  L E M M A  ( P  < =  S )  A N D  D L F ? ( S )  I M P L I E S  D L F ? ( P )
E N D  d e a d l o c k . f r e e
Figure 4.2: Generic deadlock-free rules
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gives various deadlock rules, and shows how to apply these rules to prove dead­
lock freedom of some large networks. We have proved some of these deadlock 
rules at a formal level, in order to be able to construct formal proofs of deadlock 
freedom of various networks.
The terminology introduced here is taken from [53]. We consider a network
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V =  || (Pi, Ai), which is a parallel composition of a finite sequence of processes 
( P i , . . . , P n) and their alphabets. We shall suppose that the network should 
satisfy the following conditions:
• the network V is triple-disjoint, meaning that no event is involved in the 
synchronization of more than two processes; for example, if Pi,Pj and P& 
are three distinct components, then Ai fl Aj fl A& =  0;
• all component processes have no termination so that we may directly use 
the simplified version of CSP embedding;
• each process is deadlock-free and the communication of each one is entirely 
within its alphabet.
All t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  d e f i n e d  a s  a  p r e d i c a t e  A S S U M P ?  a s  f o l l o w s :
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]  
i ,  j  , k : V A R  U  
A :  V A R  [ U - > s e t [ T ] ]
P :  V A R  [ U - > p r o c e s s [ T ] ]
A A S S U M P ? ( A ) ( P ) : b o o l = (  F O R A L L  i :  s u b s e t ? ( s i g m a ( P ( i ) ) , A ( i ) )  )
A N D  (  F O R A L L  i , j , k :  i / = j  A N D  j / = k  A N D  i / = k
I M P L I E S  t _ d i s j o i n t ? ( A ( i ) , A ( j ) , A ( k ) )  )  
A N D  (  F O R A L L  i :  D L F ? ( P ( i ) )  )
A N D  (  F O R A L L  i , j :  i / = j  I M P L I E S  P ( i ) / =  P ( j )  )
where U  is a type for indices of processes and sets; usually it is instantiated 
as natural numbers in practice. Successful termination is not mentioned in the 
predicate since we have chosen not to include it in our embedding used for this 
case.
Such a sort of networks implicitly requests that no two components are iden­
tical since it does not make sense when considering deadlock freedom. If there
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are two identical components, no event within their alphabets allows to commu­
nicate with other components according to our first assumption that the network 
are triple-disjoint; the two components then become an isolated entity; thus, 
the network is always deadlock-free because all components are supposed to be 
deadlock-free.
All later deadlock rules in the thesis depend on such conditions; the PVS 
prover will generate TCCs to guarantee that the network does satisfy these con­
ditions when deadlock rules put into practice; moreover, the TCCs must be dis­
charged during the proof.
To see how each Pi contributes to the deadlock, a deadlock state is defined as 
the pair (s, (W, Xn)) in a network V where
• * S (UILi a  i)*; in other words, s is included in the set of all finite sequences 
over A;
• (s \ Ai,Xi) £ failures (Pi);
• and Xi D E\ initials (Pi/(s \ A / )  where all the Xi are maximal refusal sets; 
that is, there is no Y D Xi with (s \ Ai, Y) £ failures (Pi) .
Thus it is a deadlock state if
n n
( j A i  =
i= l  i= l
where all the Xi are maximal refusals as described above (and we always use 
maximal refusals in the later definitions).
The concepts that we shall need, such as request, ungranted request, conflict 
and so on are now straightforward to define formally.
4.3.1 Request
We say P  is making a request to Q in the composition P Q if there is 
(s ,X ) £ failures(P) and X  X E\initials(P/s) then B n (E\X) /  0. Its formal 
definition is given as request?(A}B) (P,Q) (t,X ) in Figure 4.3.
We can immediately deduce that each component must have one or more 
requests to other components since each component is deadlock-free.
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c o n f l i c t  [  T :  T Y P E  ]  : T H E O R Y  
B E G I N
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ T ]
P , Q :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ T ]
A , B , X , X 1 , X 2 : V A R  s e t [ T ]
r e q u e s t ? ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) ( t , X ) : b o o l  =  P £2 ( t , X )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( c o m p l e m e n t ( i n i t i a l s ( P , t ) ) , X )
A N D  i n t e r s e c t i o n ^ ,  c o m p l e m e n t ( X ) )  / -  e m p t y s e t
u n g _ r e q u e s t ? ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) ( t , X 1 , X 2 ) : b o o l  =  P £2 ( p r o j ( t , A ) , X 1 )  
A N D  Q £2 ( p r o j ( t , B ) , X 2 )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( s i g m a ( t ) , u n i o n ( A , B ) )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( c o m p l e m e n t ( i n i t i a l s ( P , p r o j ( t , A ) ) ) , X 1 )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( c o m p l e m e n t ( i n i t i a l s ( Q , p r o j ( t , B ) ) ) , X 2 )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( u n i o n ( c o m p l e m e n t ( X I ) , c o m p l e m e n t ( X 2 ) ) ,
i n t e r s e c t i o n ( A , B ) )  
A N D  i n t e r s e c t i o n ( B , c o m p l e m e n t ( X I ) )  / =  e m p t y s e t  
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( i n t e r s e c t i o n ( B , c o m p l e m e n t ( X l ) ) , X 2 )
G F ? ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) : b o o l  =
E X I S T S  t , X 1 , X 2 :  u n g _ r e q u e s t ? ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) ( t , X 1 , X 2 )
A N D  u n g . r e q u e s t ? ( B , A ) ( Q , P ) ( t , X 2 , X l )
S C F ? ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) : b o o l  =
E X I S T S  t , X 1 , X 2 :  u n g _ r e q u e s t ? ( A , B ) ( P , Q ) ( t , X 1 , X 2 )
A N D  u n g _ r e q u e s t ? ( B , A ) ( Q , P ) ( t , X 2 , X l )
A N D  (  s u b s e t ? ( c o m p l e m e n t ( X I ) , B )
O R  s u b s e t ? ( c o m p l e m e n t ( X 2 ) , A )  )
E N D  c o n f l i c t
Figure 4.3: The definitions of request and conflict
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of conflict and strong conflict
4.3.2 Ungranted request
In a particular state (s, (Ap, Aq)), we say there is an ungranted request from P 
to Q in the composition P A\\B Q with respect to their alphabets’ intersection 
C A C\ B ( C is also called the vocabulary of the network) if
• (£\A p)U (£\A q) C C,
• Pn(£\Ap)G0,
• and B n (£\ Ap) C Aq.
In other words, there is an ungranted request from P to Q if P can commu­
nicate in B but they can not agree on any communication in A n  B. Obviously, 
ungranted requests are the underlying factors that result in deadlock. We use 
a predicate ung_request?(A,B) (P,Q) (t,X l,X 2 ), listed in Figure 4.3, to denote 
such an ungranted request.
4.3.3 Conflict and strong conflict
There is a conflict between P  and Q in the parallel composition P Q if there 
is an ungranted request in both directions. However, P  and Q may have other 
requests. It is then formalized as CF?(A,B) (P,Q) in Figure 4.3.
A strong conflict is a conflict with respect to C such that either E\XP C B 
or £\Aq C A , meaning that at least one of the two processes in conflict has an 
only ungranted request to the other. It is modelled as SCF?(A,B) (P,Q) in PVS. 
These two situations are also illustrated in Figure 4.4
Finally, a network is conflict-free if no pair of components is in conflict. It 
may define as follows:
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i , j : V A R  U  
A : V A R  [ U - > s e t [ T ] ]
P : V A R  [ U - > p r o c e s s [ T ] ]
C F F ? ( A ) ( P ) : b o o l =  F O R A L L  i , j :  i / = j
I M P L I E S  N O T  C F ? ( A ( i ) , A ( j ) ) ( P ( i ) , P ( j ) )
Similarly, S C F F ?  ( A )  ( P )  has been defined to denote the strong conflict freedom 
of a network.
Also we have mechanically proved a number of laws with regard to ungranted 
request, deadlock, conflict, and so on. One of the most important laws is:
d l _ u n g _ r e q u e s t : L E M M A  A S S U M P ? ( A ) ( P )  A N D  D L ? ( A ) ( P )
I M P L I E S
( F O R A L L  i :  E X I S T S  j , t , X l , X 2 :  i / = j  A N D
u n g . r e q u e s t ? ( A ( i ) , A ( j ) ) ( P ( i ) , P ( j ) ) ( t , X 1 , X 2 ) )
w h i c h  s h o w s  t h a t  i n  a  d e a d l o c k  s t a t e ,  f o r  a n y  c o m p o n e n t ,  t h e r e  a l w a y s  e x i s t s  
a n  u n g r a n t e d  r e q u e s t  f r o m  s u c h  a  c o m p o n e n t  t o  t h e  o t h e r  c o m p o n e n t .  H e r e  
D L ?  ( A )  ( P )  d e n o t e s  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  o n e  d e a d l o c k  s t a t e  i n  t h e  p a r a l l e l  c o m p o s i t i o n  
o f  a  f a m i l y  o f  p r o c e s s e s .
4.3.4 Constructing deadlock rules
So far, we have obtained enough to model a fundamental result that underlies all 
of the deadlock rules. The following description is quoted from [53].
Fundamental Principle o f  Deadlock. If V is a network which satisfies our 
basic assumptions and which is free of strong conflict, then any deadlock state of 
V contains a proper cycle of ungranted requests.
The proper cycle means that there exist at least three distinct components 
which have sequential ungranted requests.
The fundamental principle is formally defined as follows:
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c y c l e ? ( A ) ( P )  : b o o l  =
F O R A L L  i :  E X I S T S  j , k :
( i / = j  A N D  j / = k  A N D  i / = k )
A N D  (  E X I S T S  t ,  X I ,  X 2 ,  X 3 :
u n g . r e q u e s t ? ( A ( i ) , A ( j ) ) ( P ( i ) , P ( j ) )
( p r o j ( t , u n i o n ( A ( i ) , A ( j ) ) ) , X 1 , X 2 ) )
A N D  u n g _ r e q u e s t ? ( A ( j ) , A ( k ) ) ( P ( j ) , P ( k ) )
( p r o j ( t , u n i o n ( A ( j ) , A ( k ) ) ) , X 1 , X 2 ) )  )
f u n d a m e n t a l . p r i n c i p l e : T H E O R E M
A S S U M P ? ( A ) ( P )  A N D  S C F F ? ( A ) ( P )  A N D  D L ? ( A ) ( P )
I M P L I E S  c y c l e ? ( A ) ( P )
Obviously, this fundamental principle can be easily proved in terms of the 
lemma dl_ung_request. Started from any component in a deadlocked network, 
it has an ungranted request to another component, which in turn has an ungranted 
request to some one else. We suppose, for example, that Pn has an ungranted 
request to Pn+i] even though Pn+i may have an ungranted request to Pn, it 
must have one to one other component, since otherwise Pn and Pn+i would be 
in strong conflict. Finally, the sequence of ungranted requests must repeat since 
we are discussing a network with finite components. Therefore, the cycle may be 
involved all components or may consist of at least three distinct components.
By making use of this fundamental principle, we have mechanically proved 
Deadlock Rule 2 quoted from [53] as well:
D eadlock Rule 2. Suppose V is conflict-free and has a node ordering < such 
that whenever node Pi has a request to any Pj with Pj < Pi, then it has a request 
to all its neighbours Pk such that Pk < Pi- Then V is deadlock free.
The formal proof just translates the one given in [53] into PVS. If V can 
deadlock, then there is a cycle of ungranted requests which must contain one 
maximal Pp, necessarily Pi has an ungranted request to Pi+i less than itself, then 
it also has a request to F j-ij and this violates the assumption of conflict freedom. 
Such a rule is formally expressed as follows:
d e a d l o c k _ r u l e 2 : L E M M A  p r e _ r u l e 2 ? ( A ) ( P )  I M P L I E S  D L F ? ( A ) ( P )
where the predicate pre_rules?(A) (P) is defined as follows:
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p r e _ r u l e 2 ? ( A ) ( P ) : b o o l  =  A S S U M P ?  ( A )  ( P )  A N D  C F F ? ( A ) ( P )  A N D  
(  F O R A L L  i :  (  E X I S T S  j :  P ( j ) < P ( i )  A N D
u n g _ r e q u e s t _ e x i s t ? ( A ( i ) , A ( j ) ) ( P ( i ) , P ( j ) )  )  
I M P L I E S  
(  F O R A L L  ( k : { x : U | P ( x ) < P ( i )
A N D  i n t e r s e c t i o n ? ( A ( x ) , A ( i ) ) » : 
u n g _ r e q u e s t _ e x i s t ? ( A ( i ) , A ( k ) ) ( P ( i ) , P ( k ) )  )  )  
I M P L I E S  D L F ? ( A ) ( P )
where < denotes a partial order, and we also find out any process’s neighbours by 
only comparing their alphabets.
4.4 Case study
We show the power of the formalization of CSP semantics by two examples: the 
dining philosophers problem and the ‘virtual network’ [71].
4.4.1 The dining philosophers problem
The dining philosophers problem was first described by Edsger W. Dijkstra in 
1965. It is a classic multi-process synchronization problem. The problem consists 
of n philosophers sitting at a table with a bowl of spaghetti in the middle. Between 
each pair of adjacent philosophers, there is a single fork; and to eat, a philosopher 
must be holding both of the forks that are beside him. We assume all philosophers 
pick forks up in the same order—right hand first—and do not put down any fork 
they have picked up until they have grabbed both. There are various ways in 
CSP to model this problem, and one of them is as follows:
1. The possible events for PHILi, the zth philosopher, are described in the 
following recursive definition:
PHILi =pickup.i.i —*■ pickup.i.i 1
—>putdown.i.i ©n 1 —» putdown.i.i —> PHILi
where ‘©n’ denotes addition modulo n.
2 .  Each fork is described as
FORKi =pickup.i.i —* putdown.i.i —» FORKi
Opickup.i Qn l.i —> putdown.i Qn l.i —> FORKi
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a :  V A R  e v e n t s
i , j : V A R  n a t
X :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]
H ( i , j ) ( X ) :  p r o c e s s  [ e v e n t s ]  =  p i c k u p ( j  ,  j ) » ( p i c k u p ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) )  
» p u t d o w n ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) )  » p u t d o w n ( j  , j ) » X
F ( i , j ) ( X ) :  p r o c e s s  [ e v e n t s ]  =  p i c k u p ( j  ,  j ) » p u t d o w n ( j  , j ) » X  
\ /  p i c k u p ( d e c ( i , j )  , j ) » p u t d o w n ( d e c ( i ,  j )  , j ) » X
P H I L ( i , j ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( H ( i , j ) )
F 0 R K ( i , j ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( F ( i , j ) )
A F ( j ) :  s e t  [ e v e n t s ]  = - [  a  | a =  p i c k u p ( j , j )  O R  a = p u t d o w n ( j  ,  j ) >
P a n d F ( i , j ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ] = P a r ( A F ( j ) ) ( P H I L ( i , j ) , F 0 R K ( i , j ) )
A P ( i , j ) : s e t [ e v e n t s ] - i  a |  a = p i c k u p ( j , j )  O R  a = p i c k u p ( j , i n c ( i , j ) )
O R  a = p u t d o w n ( j , j )  O R  a = p u t d o w n ( j , i n c ( i , j ) )  
O R  a = p i c k n p ( j , d e c ( i , j ) )  O R  a = p u t d o w n ( j , d e c ( i , j ) ) }
A C ( i , j ) : R E C U R S I V E  s e t [ e v e n t s ]  =  I F  j = 0  t h e n  A P ( i , 0 )
E L S E  u n i o n ( A P ( i , j ) , A C ( i , j - 1 ) )  E N D I F
M E A S U R E  j
C ( i , j ) : R E C U R S I V E  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  I F  j = 0  t h e n  P a n d F ( i , 0 )
E L S E  P a r ( A P ( i , j ) , A C ( i , j - 1 ) ) ( P a n d F ( i , j ) , C ( i , j - 1 ) )  E N D I F  
M E A S U R E  j
C O L L E G E ( i ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  C ( i , i - 1 )
Figure 4.5: A fragment of the dining philosophers’ specification
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3. The dining philosophers network can then be constructed by the following
process:
COLLEGE =  \\"7(PandFt, APi)
where PandFi is the combination
PHILi | FO R K
AFi
The alphabet sets used are
AFi =  aPHILi H aFORKi 
APi — aPHILi U aFORKi
where aPHILi and aFORKi denote the sets of engaged events.
We do not include events in our model to represent eating. Such events would 
increase the complexity of the model, but would not add anything to our analysis.
We give a fragment of specification of the dining philosophers problem: first, 
we represent all behaviour of the general philosophers network as a new datatype 
events, which consists of all the pickup.i.j and putdown.i.j events; in line with 
the above CSP modelling of this network, the individual philosophers, forks and 
pairs are now defined as Figure 4.5.
In Figure 4.5, i  denotes the total number of philosophers, j  means the j th 
philosopher, and i n c ( i , j )  and d e c ( i , j )  are notation for j  ©j 1 and j  0* 1 
respectively. The AC(i, j )  is a collection of alphabets of j  pairs of philosophers 
and forks. Note that each philosopher and fork process is parameterized not only 
by its index but also by the total number of philosophers, since this affects the 
modular calculation.
Determinism
It is quite straightforward to prove the determinism of the n dining philosophers 
problem in combination with the determinism induction rule and the property of 
various CSP operators. For constructing the proof, we only need to prove that the 
individual processes PHILi and FORKi are deterministic; then the whole process 
is also deterministic since it consists of the alphabetized parallel combination of 
PHILi and FORKi for i < n.
We naturally use deductive method to prove such systems. Admittedly, the 
smallest process with two philosophers is deterministic, then the antecedent is
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the process with k philosophers is deterministic, and for the process with k +  1 
philosophers may be described as:
COLLEGE(k +  1) =  COLLEGE(k) ACJU Pjt PandF{k)
where A Ok is a set containing all engaged events among k philosophers. Clearly, 
the process with k +  1 pairs is deterministic since the parallel composition pre­
serves such a property.
Deadlock freedom
Deadlock freedom is a more tricky issue. Obviously for the dining philosophers 
problem, the one and only one situation causing deadlock is that in which all 
philosophers hold their right-hand fork simultaneously and wait for their neigh­
bours to put down their forks. There are many modifications one can make to 
avoid deadlock, one of which results in the asymmetric dining philosophers prob­
lem: one philosopher picks up a left-hand fork first (we here assume the first 
philosopher is left-handed).
The basic strategy we adopt is similar to an induction used in [55], where the 
authors use a hierarchical compression technique in FDR to prove the case with 
huge numbers of philosophers. The key idea is that by hiding their internal events 
and carefully renaming their interface events, we can prove that any number 
(n > 1) of right-handed pairs of philosophers and forks are equivalent.
The proof starts from the case with n =  3 philosophers; then, for the inductive 
step, we assume that the case of n =  k philosophers is deadlock free, and show 
that the system remains deadlock free when the number of philosophers is n =  
k +  1.
Figure 4.6 shows the dining philosophers network’s structure, composed of 
philosopher/fork pairs. This figure also shows how we deduce deadlock freedom 
of & +1 philosophers from the case of k philosophers. The idea behind this step is 
to prove the equivalence of two processes, k philosophers and k +  1 philosophers, 
with hiding and renaming. Of course, it is unnecessary to compare all pairs, and 
we need to concentrate only on the last two pairs in the circle of figure 4.6. The 
key to the induction is that if we hide the internal events of the synchronization 
of PandFfk, k — 2) and PandFfk, k — 1), it is equivalent to the synchronization of 
PandF(k + 1, k — 2), PandF(k +1 , — 1) and PandF(k +  1, k) with their internal 
events hidden and pickup.k.0 and putdown.k.0 renamed as pickup.(k — 1).0 and 
putdown.fk — 1).0 respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Inductive structure of dining philosophers
Following the description of the network in the previous section, we now define 
COLLEGER) and COLLEGE (k +  1) as
COLLEGE(k) =  C(k) | (PandF(k, k -  2) APk |\APki PandF(k, k -  1)) 
I{k)
C(k) = (\\t! (PandF(k,i),APi))
I(k) =  {pickup.k —  1.0 ,putdou>n.k —  1.0,
pickup.k — 3 .k — 2,putdown.k — 3.A; — 2}
and then
COLLEGER +  1) =  C(k +  1) | {\\ki=k_2 (PandF(k +  1, i ) tAPi))
I(k+1)
C(k +  1) =  (Hfo (PandF(k +  1, i), AP{))
I(k  +  1) =  {pickup.k.0, putdown.k.O,
pickup.k — 3.k — 2,putdown.k — 3.k — 2}
The result we really want to reach is as follows:
COLLEGE(k) \ IEk =  f  (COLLEGER +  1) \ IEk+1) (4.1)
where IEk and IEk+1 denote the sets of internal events and /  is a bijective function
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which performs the above renaming. It is straightforward to describe them:
IEk =  {pickup.k — l.k — 1, putdown.k — l.k — l y pickup.k — 2 ,k — 1,
putdown.k — 2 .k — 1, pickup, k — 2 .k — 2 , putdown.k — 2 .k — 2} 
IEk+i — {pickup.k.k, putdown.k.k, pickup.k — l.k ,
putdown.k — l.k, pickup.k — l.k — 1, putdown.k — l.k — 1, 
pickup.k — 2.k — 1, putdown.k — 2 .k — 1, pickup, k — 2.k — 2, 
putdown.k — 2.k — 2}
f
pickup.k — 1.0 if a — pickup.k.0
putdown.k — 1.0 if a — putdown.k.0
/(a )  =  { pickup.k.0 if a — pickup.k — 1.0
putdown.k.0 if a =  putdown.k — 1.0
a otherwise
Clearly1 /  is a bijective function, so all laws about renaming can be used in the 
proof.
Now we show how to deduce Equation 4.1. The demonstration starts from
the left side of this equation using Law (hide-\\-dist) and Law (/[•]- ||-dis£):
x x
COLLEGE(k) \ IEk 
=  (G(k)  | (PandF(k, k -  2) J  _  PandF(k, k -  1))) \ IEk
i ( k )
=  ( C( k )\ IEt) | ( (PandF(k ,k -2 )  Ap||AP Pa
I(k)
1Words like ‘Clearly5 are there to aid the reader. They are of no use when proving these
results in PVS! We are still required to prove that /  is bijective.
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and then the right side is:
f  (COLLEGER +  l )\ I E k+1)
=  f ( ( C ( k +  1) II (||*L*_3 (PandF(k +  l,i) ,A P i
I { k + 1)
=  f {G(k  +  1) \ IEic+i | (\\ki=k_2 (PandF(k +  l , i ) , AP i) ) \ I E k+1)
I ( k + 1)
= f (C ( k  + l)\IEM )| f {(\\ki^ _ 2
HUM))
Now we can conclude that the left side and the right side of Equation 4.1 are 
equivalent because of the following three lemmas:
C(k) \ IEh =  f (C (k  +  1) \ (4.2)
I ( k ) = f ( I ( k +  1)) (4.3)
and
(PandF(k, k -  2) APk_2\\APk_r PandF(k, k -  1)) \ IEk =
/ ( ( lit*—, ( + 1 ,* ). APi)) \ ®*+i) (4-4)
where Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 are proved in PVS, and Lemma 4.4 is proved 
in FDR. As a result, we have proven that Equation 4.1 holds. To get the final 
result that the case of k +  1 philosophers is deadlock free, we have to combine 
two facts mentioned in the last section: P is deadlock free if and only if P \ X  is
for any I C E ;  P is deadlock-free if and only if f (P )  is for any injection / .  We
have proved both of these results in PVS.
Note that we prove the case with two philosophers individually in PVS since 
it is impossible to conclude that the three philosophers are deadlock free by 
reasoning it from the two philosophers.
Discussion
Although it would be possible to prove Lemma 4.4 in PVS, it would be in one 
sense perverse to do so, since it is essentially a very small model-checking exercise. 
It would take a long time to trace through the states of each side one by one 
checking for correspondence; FDR, on the other hand, can verify the equation in 
a fraction of a second. The approach we take, therefore, is to build this lemma 
into the PVS theory as an assumption, and then prove it in FDR. In this way, we
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harness the power of the theorem prover for establishing results about an infinite- 
state system, whilst retaining the speed and automation of a model-checker for 
certain parts of the proof.
In fact, the issue behind the proof of Lemma 4.4 is the tricky manipulation of 
nondeterministic processes in PVS. The approach for analysing CSP processes in 
PVS depends on the embedding of the denotational semantics of CSP, whereas the 
one in FDR mainly relies on the operational semantics where we mainly uses LTS 
(labelled transition system) to represent and analyse CSP processes. Therefore, 
a very small model-checking exercise such as Lemma 4.4 is very difficult to be 
manipulated in PVS, but it is meat and drink to FDR. We here give a example 
to make it sense; for example, three recursive processes P, Q and R may write
Q =  b ^  Q n  c -+ Q 
R = c —> R n d ~ > R
then we make them synchronize on their common events and hide some engaged 
events, consequently we find the following equation holds in the stable failures 
model:
(P\\\R)\{b, c }  =  ((P\\\R) | Q ) \ { b , c }  (4.5)
{6,c}
The efficient approach in PVS to prove Equation 4.5 is to demonstrate the
equivalence by applying proper laws, instead of tracing all states within its LTS.
However, no laws could be used for the proof of Equation 4.5 since we cannot
move the hiding operator inside the parallel composition in terms of Law (hide-
| -dist). Indeed, we can prove it in PVS, but the proof is quite tedious and 
x
time-consuming. For example, one feasible approach is to, without considering 
the hiding at the beginning, separately unwind the left side and right side of 
the equation into some mutual recursions which are usually in the form of one 
event before each recursive call. Such mutual recursion could help us easily con­
struct its LTS with introducing the invisible action r  so that we could prove the 
equivalence of Equation 4.5 using the techniques involving in model-checking. 
Otherwise, we possibly simplify the expressions of two sides into a same format 
in terms of new algebraic laws including the r action (r does not appear in the de­
notational semantics). Obviously, both approaches need massive work. As such, 
it is debateable whether it is worthwhile trying to automate it by implementing 
it in PVS, rather than verifying it in FDR.
Using PVS in combination with FDR, then, we have successfully proven the 
asymmetric dining philosophers network with an arbitrary number of philosophers
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Figure 4.7: The 4x3 virtual network routing
to be deadlock free. This has been more than a purely academic case study. In 
proving this, we have discovered strengths and weaknesses in our embedding, and 
it has highlighted several areas on which future work will concentrate.
4.4.2 The virtual network
We now demonstrate the use of Deadlock Rule 2 by means of a routing algorithm 
example called the ‘virtual network’ , quoted in [53] and originally given in [71]. 
Suppose we want to send a package from any one of the nodes IVjj to any other 
in a rectangular grid such as a 4x3 grid in Figure 4.7. It seems that the above 
rule can not directly applied to this system. Roscoe however wisely divides each 
node Nitj in the system into two parallel processes f j  and Oij as Figure 4.8
l-up o-up
Figure 4.8: Detail of a node
where I-up, I-down, O-left, 0 -right and so on are channels connecting f j  or Oij 
to its neighbours of the same sort; over is the channel connecting Ify and O ij;
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in and out are channels connecting Niyj to the environment. A partial order is 
also defined such that
h,j <  Ii'j' iff i < i’ A j  <  j '
Oij <  Oi'jt iff i >  i' A j  > j 1
h,j <  Oi'j> for all z, j ,  i\j'
to satisfy the assumptions of this rule.
This partial order implies that a package is transmitted through in increas­
ing index order, whereas through Oij it is in decreasing index order. For example, 
if a package is sent from Ni$ to iV2|2, then the path is (ii)3, /2i3, 0 2)3, 0 2)2).
The CSP code used to represent such a system with mutual recursion can
be found in [53], and we give an example of one implementation by quoting the 
following process descriptions:
Iid =  in?x?y?m  -+ lF(x,  y, m)
□ I-up?x?y?m —> I( j (x , y, m)
□ I-leftfx?y?m  —*■ y, m)
I'ij(x, y, m) — if i <  x then I-right\x\y\m —> f j
else if j  < y then I-down\x\y\m —> ify
else over\x\y\m *-+
Oij =  overlxlylm  —► 0'i}j(x, y, m)
□ 0-down?x?y?m  —> OX(x,y ,m)
□ 0 -right?xiylm —*■ OX(x,y ,m)
0 ( 3(x, y, m) — if i > x then 0-left\x\y\m —> 0 ^
else if j  > y then 0-up\x\y\m —> Oij
else out\x\y\m —» Oij
All of X-up , X-down, X-left and X-right (with X  £ { / ,  O }) need to be 
renamed so as to get the synchronizations right when composing the network. We 
here transform the above descriptions into PVS in Figure 4.9 where IN (i, j ) and 
0UT(i} j )  are used to represent the two synchronized processes, and VN denotes 
the entire system. Obviously, this system transparently satisfies the requirements 
of Rule 2.
Proving the new network to be deadlock-free needs careful work, because there 
are a number of issues involved; for instance, check whether the network meets 
freedom of conflict, one of the assumptions of Rule 2, and prove that two mutually
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v i r t u a l . n e t w o r k : T H E O R Y
F ( i , j ) ( X ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  E c h o i c e ! x , y , m :  N _ i n ( x , y , m )  »
(  i f  i < x  t h e n  I . r i g h t ( i , j , x , y , m )  »  X
e l s i f  j < y  t h e n  I _ d o w n ( i , j , x , y , m ) »  X
e l s e  N _ o v e r ( i , j , x , y , m ) »  X e n d i f )
\ /  E c h o i c e ! x , y , m :  I _ u p ( i , j , x , y , m )  »
(  i f  i < x  t h e n  I . r i g h t ( i , j , x , y , m )  »  X
e l s i f  j < y  t h e n  I _ d o w n ( i , j , x , y , m ) »  X
e l s e  N _ o v e r ( i , j , x , y , m ) »  X e n d i f )
V  E c h o i c e ! x , y , m :  I . l e f t ( i , j , x , y , m )  »
(  i f  i < x  t h e n  I . r i g h t ( i , j 3 x , y , m )  »  X
e l s i f  j < y  t h e n  I _ d o w n ( i , j , x , y , m ) »  X
e l s e  N . o v e r ( i , j , x , y , m ) »  X e n d i f )
I N P U T ( i , j ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( F ( i , j ) )
H ( i , j ) ( X ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =
E c h o i c e ! x , y , m :  N _ o v e r ( i ,  j  j X ^ m )  »
(  i f  i > x  t h e n  0 _ l e f t ( i ,  j  j X ^ m )  »  X
e l s i f  j > y  t h e n  0 _ u p ( i , j , x , y , m )  » X
e l s e  N _ o u t ( x , y , m )  »  X  e n d i f )
\ /  E c h o i c e ! x , y , i n :  0 _ d o w n ( i , j , x , y , m )  »
(  i f  i > x  t h e n  O . l e f t ( i , j , x , y , m )  »  X
e l s i f  j > y  t h e n  0 _ u p ( i , j , x , y , m )  » X
e l s e  N . o u t C x j y j m )  »  X  e n d i f )
\ /  E c h o i c e ! x , y , m :  O . r i g h t ( i , j , x , y , m )  »
(  i f  i > x  t h e n  O . l e f t ( i , j , x , y , m )  »  X
e l s i f  j > y  t h e n  0 _ u p ( i ,  j  , x , y , i n )  » X
e l s e  N _ o u t ( x , y , m )  »  X  e n d i f )
0 U T P U T ( i , j ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( H ( i , j ) )
E N D  v i r t u a l . n e t w o r k
Figure 4.9: The virtual network
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recursive processes are conflict-free. Along the way, we have constructed various 
theorems such as the conflict free induction theorem to cope with recursive pro­
cesses. The final result is a proof of correctness that cannot be easily established 
in a model checker.

Chapter 5 
Complete Verification of Fairness
5.1 Introduction
Security protocols are often complex because they represent concurrent systems 
in which various entities can run independently and simultaneously. Designing 
such protocols is notoriously error-prone so that attackers can often make use of 
underlying weaknesses and subtle flaws. Consequently, verifying security proto­
cols requires a rigorous analysis and constructing proofs of correctness by hand 
can be arduous. Indeed, many convincing hand-constructed ‘proofs’ of correct­
ness of protocols have been published in the literature only to be found wanting 
at a later date.
Over the past decade, formal methods have been remarkably successful in their 
application to the analysis of security protocols. For example, the combination 
of CSP and FDR [31,52,56] has proved to be an excellent tool for modelling 
and verifying safety properties such as authentication and confidentiality; and 
the rank functions theory [14] embedded in the PVS theorem prover can tackle 
the authentication property of a protocol with arbitrary numbers of parties and 
messages. However, non-repudiation properties have not yet been mastered to 
the same degree since they must often be expressed as liveness properties and the 
vast bulk of work to date has been concerned only with safety properties.
Schneider has shown in [58] how to extend the CSP approach to analyse non­
repudiation protocols. His proofs of correctness, based on the traces and the 
stable failures models of CSP as well as on rank functions, are constructed by 
hand. For safety properties, one usually assumes that one honest party wishes 
to communicate with another honest party, and one asks whether an intruder 
can disrupt the communications so as to breach the security. When considering
81
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non-repudiation, however, we are concerned with protecting one honest party 
against possible cheating by his or her interlocutor. Thus a non-repudiation 
protocol enables parties such as a sender Alice and a responder Bob to send and 
receive messages, and provides them with evidence so that neither of them can 
deny having sent or received these messages when they later resort to a judge for 
resolving a dispute.
There are two basic types of non-repudiation: Non-repudiation of Origin 
(NRO)  provides Bob with evidence of origin that unambiguously shows that Alice 
has previously sent a particular message, and Non-repudiation of Receipt (NRR) 
provides Alice with evidence of receipt that unambiguously shows that Bob has 
received the message. Unforgeable digital signatures are usually the mechanism 
by which NRO and NRR can be obtained.
However, a major problem often arises: there may come a point during the 
run at which either Alice or Bob reaches an advantageous position; for example, 
Alice may have collected all the evidence she needs before Bob has collected his, 
and Alice may then deliberately abandon the protocol to keep her advantageous 
position. Therefore, whether involved parties can fairly obtain the evidence is 
strongly concerned with the non-repudiation protocol.
• Fairness guarantees that neither Alice nor Bob can reach a point where he 
or she has obtained non-repudiation evidence, but where the other party is 
prevented from retrieving any required evidence that has not already been 
obtained.
Obviously fairness is the most difficult property to achieve in the design of 
such protocols, and several different solutions have been proposed. Two kinds 
of approaches are discussed in [24], classified according to whether or not the 
protocol uses a trusted third party (TTP). The first kind of approach providing 
fairness in exchange protocols is based on either a gradual exchange [66] or proba­
bilistic protocol [36]. Without the involvement of a TTP, a sender Alice gradually 
releases messages to a responder Bob over many rounds of a protocol, with the 
number of rounds chosen by Alice and unknown to Bob. Bob is supposed to 
respond for every message, and any failure to respond may cause Alice to stop 
the protocol. However, such protocols require that all parties have the similar 
computational power, otherwise the stronger one might work out the confidential 
message earlier than the weak one has collected the full evidence. Moreover, a 
large number of messages must be exchanged through numerous rounds, which 
might increase the unnecessary traffic of networks. The other kind of approach
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uses a TTP to handle some of the evidence. Many fair non-repudiation protocols 
use the TTP as a delivery authority to establish and transmit some key evidence. 
The efficiency of such protocols depends on how much a TTP is involved in the 
communication, since heavy involvement of the TTP may become a bottleneck 
of communication and computation.
In the CSP model, fairness is naturally described as a liveness property which 
is generally of the form ‘something good will happen’ . It is impossible for fairness 
to guarantee that both Alice and Bob can collect the required evidence simultane­
ously, since we are dealing with an asynchronous network, but it does guarantee 
that either of them must be able to access the evidence as long as the other party 
has obtained it. In this thesis, we model the fairness of the Zhou-Gollmann proto­
col [72] using the process algebra CSP. We then implement the CSP specifications 
of fairness in the FDR model checker to check whether there are hidden attacks; 
furthermore, in order to keep the problem tractable, it is necessary here to model 
a system with very small numbers of parties and messages. However, it is not 
possible to use the model-checking approach to prove fairness of the protocol in 
its full generality. We sequentially embed the denotational semantics of the sta­
ble failures model of CSP in the PVS theorem prover where the correctness of 
fairness is proved.
Schneider [58] gives an excellent overview of the CSP modelling of the ZG non­
repudiation protocol and constructs all proof by hand; Evans [15] later formalizes 
the proof only for safety properties such as NRO and NRR in PVS by using the 
embedding of the rank functions theory and the traces model of CSP. Here we, 
extending their work to some degree, use a different approach that we embed the 
stable failures model of CSP and prove a number of particular laws so as to verify 
not only safety specifications, but also liveness specifications. In addition, some 
automatic proof is constructed in the FDR model checker firstly.
5.2 The Zhou-Gollmann protocol
Zhou and Gollmann present a basic fair non-repudiation protocol using a lightweight 
TTP in [72], which supports non-repudiation of origin and non-repudiation of re­
ceipt as well as fairness. The main idea of the Zhou-Gollmann protocol is that 
a sender Alice delivers the ciphertext and the message key to Bob separately; 
the ciphertext is sent from the originator Alice to the recipient Bob, and Alice 
then sends the message key encrypted with her secret key to the TTP. Finally 
Alice and Bob may get their evidence from the TTP to establish the required
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n o n - r e p u d i a t i o n .  T h e  n o t a t i o n  b e l o w  i s  u s e d  i n  t h e  p r o t o c o l  d e s c r i p t i o n .
•  A :  o r i g i n a t o r  o f  t h e  n o n - r e p u d i a t i o n  e x c h a n g e .
•  B :  r e c i p i e n t  o f  t h e  n o n - r e p u d i a t i o n  e x c h a n g e .
•  T T P :  a n  o n - l i n e  t r u s t e d  t h i r d  p a r t y  w h o  a s s i s t s  o n  t h e  e x c h a n g i n g  o f  e v i ­
d e n c e .
•  M : p l a i n  m e s s a g e s  t o  b e  s e n t  f r o m  A  t o  B .
•  K : s y m m e t r i c  k e y  c h o s e n  b y  A .
•  C: c o m m i t m e n t  ( c i p h e r t e x t )  f o r  m e s s a g e  M  e n c r y p t e d  w i t h  K ; f o r  e x a m p l e ,  
i t  m a y  b e  r e p r e s e n t e d  a s  { M } k •
•  L: a  u n i q u e  l a b e l  u s e d  t o  i d e n t i f y  a  p a r t i c u l a r  p r o t o c o l  r u n .
•  I e o o  j I e o r  j fsuB j I c o n  • f l a g s  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  a  s i g n e d  m e s s a g e ;  f o r  
e x a m p l e ,  f s o o  d e n o t e s  t h a t  t h e  m e s s a g e  c o n t a i n s  t h e  e v i d e n c e  o f  o r i g i n .
•  Si‘. a n  a s y m m e t r i c  k e y  u s e d  t o  g e n e r a t e  z ’ s  d i g i t a l  s i g n a t u r e .
A f t e r  p r o p e r l y  c u t t i n g  d o w n  t h e  p l a i n t e x t  p a r t ,  t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  p r o t o c o l  c a n  b e  
d e s c r i b e d  a s  f o l l o w s :
1. A  —> B  : s a {Je o o - B - L . C )
2 .  B  —> A  : s b ( ! e o r - A .L . C )
3. A  ^  T T P :  sA (fsuB . B . L . K )
4. B  » T T P  : s r i f c o N - A . B . L . K )
5. A  <-> T T P  : s t ^/c o n - A . B . L . K )
W e  b r i e f l y  e x a m i n e  t h e  p r o t o c o l  s t e p  b y  s t e p  t o  s e e  h o w  i t  w o r k s .
1 .  A l i c e  c o m p o s e s  a  m e s s a g e  i n c l u d i n g  a  f l a g ,  a  u n i q u e  l a b e l  L , t h e  r e c e i v e r ’ s  
n a m e  B  a n d  a  c i p h e r t e x t  C — { M } k \ A l i c e  t h e n  s i g n s  t h e  m e s s a g e  w i t h  
h e r  p r i v a t e  k e y  sA a n d  s e n d s  i t  t o  B o b .
2 .  B o b  c o l l e c t s  t h e  m e s s a g e  a s  o n e  p i e c e  o f  e v i d e n c e  i n  w h i c h  t h e  l a b e l  L  
i d e n t i f i e s  t h e  r u n  o f  t h e  p r o t o c o l ,  a n d  t h e n  B o b  r e s p o n d s  w i t h  h i s  s i g n e d  
m e s s a g e  t o  p r o v i d e  A  w i t h  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  B  r e a l l y  h a s  r e c e i v e d  C i n  t h i s  
r u n .
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3. After she has got a response, Alice submits the message key K  encrypted 
with her private key to the TTP. If she tries to cheat by sending a wrong 
key K\ she will not obtain the evidence she requires, since [ M } k and K' 
will not convince the judge that the message M  was sent.
4. The TTP then decrypts the submitted message to get the K , generates the 
associated evidence encrypted with its private key and makes it available 
to Alice and Bob. Such evidence is impossible to be forged since the TTP ’s 
private key keeps in secret. Finally, Bob can fetch the evidence.
5. Alice retrieves the evidence as well. Note that, for step 4&5, there is no 
guarantee who will get the evidence firstly. Also, the double-arrow line is 
used since Zhou and Gollmann recommend that both parties retrieve the 
evidence from the TTP via the ftp channel.
After the end of the protocol run, if Alice wants to prove the message has been 
received, she presents ssifEOR, A, L, C) and sr(/ccw> A, B , L, K ) to the judge: the 
first piece of evidence confirms that Bob has received the ciphertext C since it 
is signed by Bob’s private key; the second piece of evidence confirms that the 
message key has been stored in the TTP, and Bob allows to access it at any 
time; in other words, Bob might have got the key or will get the key sooner or 
later. The label L also shows that both pieces of evidence are generated in a same 
protocol run. If Bob wishes that the message was sent by Alice, he may present 
his evidence to the judge as well.
The guarantee of fairness of such a protocol comes from an assumption that 
the channel where the parties get evidence from TTP is resilient; that is, messages 
may be delayed, but will eventually arrive in a finite amount of time. Any of 
parties cannot be blocked to access the evidence from the TTP when it is ready. 
However, other channels among Alice, Bob and TTP can be unreliable; that is, 
the medium may delay, lose or misdirect messages.
Throughout this chapter, the protocol will be referred to as the ZG protocol; 
Alice and Bob are referred as A and B respectively.
5.3 CSP modelling
Schneider in [58] gives an excellent overview of how to extend the CSP approach 
to analyze non-repudiation protocols. Because of the absence of mechanizing sup­
port, however, his proof of correctness has to be constructed by hand. Our ver­
sion, whilst based on his analysis, is machine-assisted and makes various changes
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to the model in order to bring it closer a real-world implementation of the protocol 
and manipulate the proof in PVS as convenient as possible.
Fairness says that if either A or B has managed to retrieve full evidence, 
the other party cannot be prevented infinitely from retrieving the evidence. We 
cannot assert for verifying fairness that once A has obtained the evidence then B 
must have obtained the evidence as well, because there may be a delay between 
A ’s reception and B’s reception. However, we can ensure that the evidence must 
be available to B, or that a specific action must be about to happen to enable B 
to get the evidence in the future.
To check a protocol like this one with CSP, we have to build models of the 
parties, the TTP and the medium and see how they can interfere with each other. 
Since the protocol is used to protect parties that do not trust each other, we do 
not adopt the traditional Dolev-Yao model [12], which provides a special intruder; 
instead, in our model, one of two communicating parties is an intruder. Fairness 
is only guaranteed to the party who runs in accordance with the protocol; for 
example, if A releases the symmetric key K  before B responds, A will certainly 
place herself in a disadvantageous position.
The transmission of messages between participants is modelled by a CSP 
channel trans: the event trans.i.j.m denotes that party i transmits a message m 
to party j . Similarly, the receipt of messages is modelled as a channel rec: the 
event rec.i.j.m  means that i receives a message m from j . The medium plays a 
role of the unreliable channel which connects with parties and the TTP, whereas 
the the resilient channel is removed out of the medium and is used to directly link 
parties and the TTP. The communication in the resilient channel is modelled as 
get.i.j.m  in order to make it different from those in the unreliable channel. In 
addition, the parties have an evidence channel which they use to announce the 
evidence.
The entire network is generally represented as the parallel composition of these 
components:
NETWORK =((|||ieUSERPartV{) ^  TTP)
| Medium
{trans,rec}
This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 which is a similar structure to that given by 
Schneider.
In our scenario, we will treat A as a dishonest party, or a spy, and B as an 
honest party who always performs in accordance with the protocol; A and B
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 ► resilient channel
 ► unreliable channel
Figure 5.1: Network for the ZG protocol
may behave either as a sender or as a responder; A and B may run the protocol 
consecutively, and A may make use of the information deduced from B ’s messages 
to initiate a new run and may change her role at will. We also assume that more 
parities are able to communicate with A and B and consider the worst case that all 
parties except B are dishonest parties in the network. Therefore, such a network 
is further described as following:
NETWORK ={Partys||| (| | « )  J l } TTP
I! Medium
{trans,rec}
5.3.1 Defining honest parties
The basic assumption underlying the definition is that the party B is not able to 
release his private key, reuse a label, or lose evidence he has already got. In our 
model, the party B can act either as a sender or as a responder.
PartyB =  SEND □ RESP
When acting as a sender, the party B running the protocol will then be de­
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scribed as follows:
SEND =  □   ^ trans.B\i\sB(fEoo-i-L.C)
—► rec.B .i.Si(fEOR.B .L.C)
—> trans.B.TTP.ssifsuB-i.L.K)
—> get.B.TTP.ST^fcoN-i-B.L.K) —> Partys
Here we define that B is not included in the set USER. The responder process 
performs the protocol from the opposite perspective. B acting as a responder is 
described as follows:
R E SP=  □  rec .Blj\ Sj (fEOO -B.L.C)
j&User J
- >  trans .B.j. sB ( J f o r  -j  -L.C)
-> get.B.TTP.sT(fcoN-j-B.L.K) -»>
Obtaining the evidence channel to announce the evidence for an honest party 
is somewhat unnecessary since the Partys can get the evidence only through his 
interlocutor and the TTP. However, a dishonest party may obtain the evidence 
from someone else. The Partyb in such a CSP modelling may execute the protocol 
with multiple runs; for the more complex case of concurrent runs, we will discuss 
it in Section 5.5.4.
5.3.2 Creating a spy
In our modelling of the non-repudiation protocol, we do not define a special 
party, a spy, as different from the legitimate parties. We assume that one of two 
communicating parties is a spy who may be able to deduce something of value 
from the messages it has received. The non-repudiation protocol is supposed to 
provide fairness for an honest party even if the other party is a spy.
The behaviour of a spy on the network is therefore described by the CSP
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process Spy:
SpVi(S) =  ( □ m6iS trans.ilj\m SpyflS))
□ rec.iljlm  —* Spyi(Close(S U {m }))
□ get.i.TTPlm  —+ Spxji(Close(S U {m }))
m(_s evidence.ilm : S —> SpyflS))
The spy is able to transmit anything over the network that can be deduced 
from the messages she has already learnt. She is also able to receive anything 
transmitted over the network.
The spy has an initial basic knowledge, such as public keys, flags and so on, 
and can build a number of legitimate messages before the start of the protocol. 
The Close(S) function returns the set S closed up under these deduction rules. 
We here allow the spy to have three types of deductions based on constructing 
and extracting sequences, symmetric-key encryption and public-key encryption. 
For example, if she has known the ciphertext {ra }#  and the message key K , the 
spy can get to know the plain message m. However, the spy is supposed to not 
know other parties’ private keys since they will never release these keys on the 
network.
5.3.3 Medium and TTP
The medium provides two types of message delivery service: one is an unreliable 
channel where messages might be lost, delayed and sent to any address; another 
one is a resilient channel where messages might be delayed, but will eventually 
arrive, and also be guaranteed not to arrive at the wrong address. The medium 
here is defined only for the unreliable channel, since the resilient channel will be 
integrated into the definition of the TTP.
Medium(S) =  ( trans\i\j\m —> Medium(S U {m })
□ recliljlm  —> Medium(S\{m} ) )
n idle —*■ Medium(S)
Note that the medium can deliver a message to the wrong destination, which 
means that it may lose messages in some sense. The idle channel may cause 
messages to be delayed at random.
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The trusted third party is expected to act in accordance with its role in the 
protocol; that is, the TTP accepts signed messages, generates new evidence and 
makes them available to associated parties. It is therefore modelled as follows:
TTP{S) = ( recli. TTPlm  -> TTP(S U Evi(i, m)))
□ ( □ ess9e « ? e ^  TTP(S)) )  
n idle -> TTP(S)
The TTP naturally has the ability to check and reject ill-formed messages 
before deciding to generate the new evidence. Regarding the submitted message, 
the function Evi(i, m) generates two copies of the evidence which are available 
only to the two associated parties respectively, such as A. TTP .sr(fcoN -A.B .L.K) 
and B.TTP.S'r (fcoN-A.B.L.K). The TTP receives the submission through the 
unreliable channel, and distributes the evidence through the resilient channel.
It is important to note the underlying assumption hidden in this definition: 
the TTP always stores evidence it has generated and never discards it. The TTP 
also plays the role of the resilient channel, along with the idle channel that causes 
delays to message delivery.
5.3.4 Specifications of fairness
Fairness is naturally expressed in the stable failures model of CSP. The essence of 
the idea is that if one of the two parties has obtained full evidence, then the other 
party either is already in possession of it or is able to access it. Since fairness 
is guaranteed only to a party who performs completely in accordance with the 
protocol, we here give only two specifications according to the different role of B.
First, we deal with the case where B acts as a responder; that is, if A has 
proof of receipt, then B must be in a position to obtain proof of origin. Thus the 
formal specification is given as follows:
FAIRlftr, X )  =  evidence.A.sxifcoN-A.B.L.K) G tr 
A evidence.A.ss(fEOR-A.L.C) G tr 
=>
rec.B.A.sa(!eoo-B-L.C) G tr 
A (get.B.TTP.SrifcoN-A.B.L.K) G tr 
V get.B.TTP.sT(fcoN-A.B.L.K) £ X )
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The above specification states that if A holds the full evidence, then B must 
either be able to get the evidence or have already obtained the evidence.
The requirement on the system is that
NETWORK  sat FAIRl{tr,X)
Secondly, we deal with the case in which B acts as a sender; that is, if A has 
proof of origin, then B must be in a position to obtain proof of receipt. It is 
therefore modelled as follows:
FAIR2(tr,X) =  evidence. A. s t  (fc o n -A. B.L.K)  £ tr 
A evidence. A.ss(fEOO-A.L.C) £ tr 
=+ 
rec.B.sA(fE0R.B.L.C) £ tr 
A (get.B.TTP.sxifcoN-A-B-L.K) £ tr 
V get.B.TTP.sT(fcoN-A.B.L.K) /  X )
and the specification is:
NETWORK sat FAIR2(tr,X)
We now need to verify the two assertions above by translating and implement­
ing the specifications in the FDR model checker.
5.4 Verification in FDR
All above specifications are semantic CSP specifications which cannot directly 
implement in FDR and we then have to translate them into the machine-readable 
language. Moreover, superficially translating these specifications into FDR is 
far from our requirements since some of definitions are rather hard for FDR to 
trace. In line with the above semantic CSP specifications, we need to carefully 
rewrite such specifications in FDR and even apply some operators which are 
designed specifically for certain purposes, in order to restrict the state space to a 
manageable size. For example, the chase operator is designed for Roscoe’s lazy 
spy model [53] which is also the prototype of our spy model. In addition, we 
assume that there are only two parties, A and B, involved in the protocol.
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5.4.1 Data types
Like other model checkers, FDR can only verify systems with a reasonable number 
of states. Therefore, we assume that only two parties are communicating, and 
we restrict the number of possible messages of each datatype. The message 
space contains flags, labels, various keys, names of parties, text messages, and 
combinations of these. Encryption, as is typical in these situations, are treated 
symbolically.
d a t a t y p e  f a c t  =  S q . S e q ( f a c t )  I
S K . ( f a c t , f a c t ) |  E n c r y p t . ( f a c t , f a c t )  |
A l i c e  I B o b  I T T P  I p k A  I p k B  | p k T  I 
s k A  | s k B  | s k T  I f E O O  I f E O R  I f S U B  I 
f C O N  | L a  | L b  I K a  | K b  | A t o B  I B t o A
where the datatype fa ct  is a collection of all constants, and it can be used to 
represent any message appearing in the protocol. Sq.Seq is used to denote a 
sequence of facts, SK denotes the symmetric encryption and Encrypt describes 
the public-key encryption. We allocate one label, one symmetric key and one 
plain message to A and B respectively. A is allowed to reuse all resources, but B 
will not.
We also define some sets, functions and definitions to represent legitimate 
messages, symbolic encryption and mapping of labels, keys and messages with 
the identities of parties.
5.4.2 Model of involved parties
We now represent the behaviour of various components in the ZG protocol. 
Firstly, we define, as follows, the transmission of messages using CSP channels.
c h a n n e l  t r a n s , r e c : a g e n t s . a g e n t s . U m e s s a g e s  
c h a n n e l  g e t : a g e n t s . a g e n t s . R m e s s a g e s  
c h a n n e l  e v i d e n c e : a g e n t s . m e s s a g e s
where trans and rec are for unreliable channels, get is for resilient channels; 
the channel evidence represents announcement of parties’ obtained evidence; 
Umessages and Rmessages include messages in unreliable channels and resilient 
channels respectively; agents contains A, B and TTP. Such definitions can re­
strict the size of each channel’s message space, which, to some extent, can help
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the later implementation of refinement to be finished within a reasonable period 
of time.
We will not list all FDR scripts here for all involved parties. It is straight­
forward to translate the party B’s definition into FDR, whereas the party A, the 
spy, is quite tricky. Roughly corresponding to Roscoe’s lazy spy model [53], we 
slightly modify it to suit our case. We here represent some key parts of the model; 
more details may be found in [53].
The spy first has a set of deductive rules; for example, if she knows all members 
of a sequence, then she can build the sequence. A deduction is a pair (X ,f ) where 
X is a finite set of facts and f  is an individual fact. Thus, anyone in possession of 
X can construct f  as well. For example, we may define a function which builds 
all deductions for constructing and extracting sequences; in other words, if one 
knows a sequence one can extract any of its members, and if one knows all its 
members one can construct the sequence:
d e d u c t i o n s ! . ( X )  =  { ( { S q . m } ,  n t h ( j , m ) ) ,
( { n t h ( i , m ) I i < - { 0 . . # m - l } } ,  S q . m ) |  S q . m < - X ,  j < - { 0 . }
The deduct ions 1 collects all possible deductions with regard to the X which 
is a finite set of the date type fa ct; nth is a function for extracting the requested 
member of the sequence m and the symbol # is an operator in FDR for returning 
the length of a sequence. The <- is a patten matching: the first one denotes that 
i  is any natural number less than the length of the sequence m; the second one 
means that m can be any sequence of the set X.
The other two types of deduction are based on encryption, one on symmetric- 
key encryption and the other on public-key encryption that are defined by means 
of the same approach with the above one. For example, if Alice knows a plain 
message m and a symmetric key K , then she can generate a ciphertext {m}/^; 
such a deduction may write as ({m , / { } ,
Then, we can put three types of deductions together into a single set and form 
all possible deductions over the message space as follows:
d e d u c t i o n s ( X )  =  U n i o n ( { d e d u c t i o n s l ( X ) , d e d u c t i o n s 2 ( X ) ,
d e d u c t i o n s 3 ( X ) } )
A l l D e d u c t i o n s  =  d e d u c t i o n s ( A l l F a c t s )
where AllFacts is a finite set consisting of all message bodies which could form 
various messages exchanged in the protocol run. Thus the AllDeductions collects
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all possible deductions over the message space.
The spy has an initial basic knowledge, such as public keys, labels and so on, 
and can further close up such basic facts by means of the following Close function 
to construct a number of legitimate messages before the start of the protocol.
C l o s e ( S ) = l e t  S }= { f I ( X , f ) < - A l l D e d u c t i o n s , d i f f ( X , S ) = = { } }  
w i t h i n
i f  d i f f (S; , S ) = = { >  t h e n  S  e l s e  C l o s e ( u n i o n ( S , S’ ) )
The full initial knowledge of the spy is constructed by closing up the initial 
basic knowledge under deduction rules. In this case we chose Alice as a spy, what 
she initially knows may then be represented as follows:
I K =  { A l i c e ,  B o b ,  T T P ,  p k A ,  p k B ,  p k T ,  s k A ,  f E O O ,
f E O R ,  f S U B ,  f C O N ,  L a ,  K a ,  A t o B }
K n o w n  =  C l o s e ( I K )
So far, we have been able to define the full knowledge of the spy who always 
adds the received messages into her knowledge, and then deduces new messages. 
In practice, the state space of such a spy, however, becomes impossible large, in 
which most of these states are never actually reached when the spy explores the 
network. Such a huge state space often makes FDR in stuck since FDR desires 
to pre-compute the state space before it starts the refinement.
In order to restrict the state space to a manageable size, we define a new 
set of deductions whose conclusion is something that the spy does not know yet, 
but that it will learn. In other words, the spy no longer deduces anything it 
already knows. Therefore, we define a new set of deductions whose conclusion is 
something the spy does not know yet, but it will learn.
D e d u c t i o n s  =  {  ( X , f ) I ( X , f ) < - A l l D e d u c t i o n s ,
m e m b e r ( f , L e a r n a b l e F a c t s ) ,
n o t  m e m b e r ( f , X ) ,
d i f f ( X , K n o w a b l e F a c t s ) = = { }  }
Additionally, to reduce the size of state space further and to ensure efficient 
compilation by the model checker, we define a parallel network which has one 
process for every fact inside the spy’s L e a r n a b l e F a c t s .
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i g n o r a n t o f ( f )  =  m e m b e r ( f ,  m e s s a g e s ) ^  l e a r n . f  - >  k n o w s ( f )
[ ]  i n f e r ? t : { ( X , f } ) I ( X , f , ) < - D e d u c t i o n s , f = = f , } - > k n o w s ( f )
k n o w s ( f )  =  m e m b e r ( f , m e s s a g e s ) & s a y . f  - >  k n o w s ( f )
[ ]  m e m b e r ( f , m e s s a g e s ) & l e a r n . f - > k n o w s ( f )
[ ]  i n f e r ? t : { ( X , f ’ ) | ( X , f ’ ) < - D e d u c t i o n s , m e m b e r ( f , X ) } - > k n o w s ( f )
where & is a conditional operator.
Finally, the spy is then constructed by putting all these processes in parallel, 
hiding the inferences, and applying the chase operator1.
S p y  =  c h a s e ( ( | | f : L e a r n a b l e F a c t s @ [ A l p h a L ( f ) ] i g n o r a n t o f ( f ) )
\ { I  i n f e r I } )  I I I  S a y K n o w n
where S a y K n o w n  makes the spy say or learn legitimate messages in its K n o w n  facts. 
It may be described as:
S a y K n o w n  =  s a y ? f : i n t e r ( K n o w n ,  m e s s a g e s )  - >  S a y K n o w n  
[ ]  l e a r n ? f : i n t e r ( K n o w n , m e s s a g e s )  - >  S a y K n o w n
To make the spy useful in a real network, we rename it so that it may commu­
nicate with other parties. Also, we provide the spy with the capability to show 
its evidence.
R e n S p y ( i d )  = ( ( S p y [ [ s a y . f < - t r a n s . a . b . f , l e a r n . f < - r e c . a . b . f |
a . b . f < - U c o m m , a = = i d ] ]
[ [ l e a r n . f < - g e t . a . b . f I
a . b . f  < - R c o m m , a = * = i d ]  ] )
[ K l r e c , g e t | } | ]  S h o w ( i d ) )
where U c o m m  and R c o m m  are used to reduce unnecessary states; for example, R c o m m  
may restrict that one of agents must be the TTP and f  must be the messages 
circulating in the resilient channel.
The medium provides two types of message delivery service: one is an un­
reliable channel where messages might be lost, delayed and sent to any address; 
another one is a resilient channel where messages might be delayed, but will even-
lrThe chase operator is designed specifically for this purpose; the reader is invited to con­
sult [17] for more information.
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tually arrive, and also be guaranteed not to arrive at the wrong address. Since 
the resilient channel has been modelled in the definition of the TTP, the model 
of the medium here is defined only for the unreliable channel:
H e a r s ( m ) =  t r a n s ! a l b ! m  - >  M i d d l e ( m )
M i d d l e ( m ) =  i d l e  - >  M i d d l e ( m )  [ ] l o s t  - >  H e a r s ( m )
[ ] r e c ? a ? b ! m  - >  H e a r s ( m )
M e d i u m  = 1 I | m : U m e s s a g e s @ H e a r s ( m )
The medium is modelled exactly in terms of its description in the protocol. We 
define two internal channels id le  and lo s t  to represent messages being delayed 
or lost.
The trusted third party is supposed to act in accordance with its role in the 
protocol; that is, the TTP accepts signed messages, generates new evidence and 
makes them available to associated parties. It is therefore modelled in FDR as 
follows:
Tnot(m)=rec!a :agents!TTP!m->Tknows(Gen(m)))
Tknows(S)=get?m:S~>Tknows(S)I~Iidle-> Tknows(S)
ThirdTP = ( |||m:mess_SUB@ Tnot(m))
where if the TTP accepts a party’s submission, the message will go into the 
process Tknows where the evidence will be available to both parties. The channel 
idle is used to implement the possibility of delays in the resilient channel. When 
the TTP receives a message, it then can hold the message in a finite amount of 
time, but will send it out eventually. The TTP only accepts messages with the 
label fsuB-
Also, the two specifications of fairness, FAIR1 and FAIR2 , need to be ex­
pressed as process-oriented specification in FDR. For example, if we wish that 
only the event b can be executed in a process P  after performing the event a, in 
which its alphabet contains a, b and c. Such a specification may write as:
channel a ,b ,c
P = a->b->P [] b->P [] c->P
If we wish that the event b cannot be refused to happen after performing the 
event a; in other words, the event b will happen after the event a, but might not
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be the consecutive one. Such new requirement may write as:
c h a n n e l  a , b , c
P  «  a - > P ’  [ ]  b - > P  [ ]  c - > P
P> =  b - > P  [ ]  a - > P >  [ ]  c - > P }
However, defining complex specifications such as FAIR1 and FAIR2 in FDR 
is fairly error-prone according to our experience, but is still feasible with more 
attention. Detailed FDR scripts about FAIR1 and FAIR2 refer to Appendix A.
Since many measures are applied to control the size of the states space, the 
refinement of NETWORK with FAIR1 and FAIR2 in FDR still takes about few 
minutes to work out in our PC machine. The formal verification shows there 
is no attack found in the Zhou-Gollmann non-repudiation protocol under the 
assumption described in the thesis.
5,5 The fairness model in PVS
We shall model and verify the fairness of the ZG protocol in PVS. Actually, it is 
more convenient to express the network in PVS since we do not need to worry 
about the massive state space, especially in the case of modelling a spy in FDR 
where we use many measures to restrict the state space of the protocol within a 
manageable size. In addition, we often use PVS to verify properties of a network 
in its generality, admittedly at the cost of sacrificing automatic verification.
Since the proof of the ZG protocol is based on Schneider’s previous work [14, 
58], many of definitions and proofs involved in the case originally come from their 
work.
Relative to defining various channels in FDR, we define a datatype events to 
represent unreliable channels and resilient channels, as follows:
e v e n t s [ I ,  M : T Y P E ]  : D A T A T Y P E  
B E G I N
t r a n s ( t . s n d ,  t _ r c v :  I ,  t _ m s g :  M )  : t r a n s ?  
r e c ( r _ r c v ,  r _ s n d :  I ,  r _ m s g :  M )  : r e c ?  
g e t ( g _ r c v ,  g _ s n d :  I ,  g _ m s g :  M )  : g e t ?  
e v i d e n c e ( e _ u s e r :  I ,  e _ m s g :  M )  : e v i d e n c e ?
E N D  e v e n t s
where I and M are theory parameters that represents the types of the party iden-
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titles and messages respectively; e v i d e n c e  denotes the isolated announcement 
channel.
5.5.1 The message space
We begin by defining the types of the message components involved in the pro­
tocol. Plaintext is represented by a non-interpreted type T e x t  so that it may 
distinguish with other types of messages used in the protocol. On the other 
hand, it is also convenient for us to apply some underlying rules; for example, we 
may prevent parties from sending their symmetric keys as part of this message.
I d e n t i t y  : N O N E M P T Y _ T Y P E
T e x t  : N Q N E M P T Y _ T Y P E
L a b e l  : N O N E M P T Y . T Y P E
F l a g :  T Y P E  =  {  f e o o ,  f e o r ,  f s u b ,  f c o n  >
The datatype m e s s a g e  includes constructors for the seven primitive kinds of 
messages: plaintext, labels, flags, user identities, symmetric keys and public and 
private keys. Two more constructors denote concatenation and encryption. Also, 
the declaration of the m e s s a g e  is slightly different from the normal datatype: 
two subtype k e y  and n o n k e y  are defined in order to divide the messages into two 
categories. Such a division may allow us to restrict the domain of the constructor 
c o d e  where only key can be associated with messages.
m e s s a g e : D A T A T Y P E  W I T H  S U B T Y P E S  k e y ,  n o n k e y
B E G I N
t e x t ( x _ t e x t T e x t ) t e x t ? n o n k e y
l a b e l ( x _ l a b e l L a b e l ) l a b e l ? n o n k e y
f l a g ( x _ f l a g F l a g ) f l a g ? n o n k e y
u s e r ( x _ u s e r I d e n t i t y ) u s e r ? n o n k e y
p u b l i c ( x _ p u b l i c I d e n t i t y ) p u b l i c ? k e y
s e c r e t ( x _ s e c r e t I d e n t i t y ) s e c r e t ? k e y
s y m m ( x _ s y m m I d e n t i t y ) s y m m ? k e y
c o n e ( x _ c o n c ,  y . . c o n e  : m e s s a g e ) c o n e ? n o n k e y
c o d e ( x _ c o d e  : k e y ,  y _ c o d e  : m e s s a g e ) c o d e ? n o n k e y
E N D  m e s s a g e
Obviously, defining a data type immediately gives us some properties that we 
always expect, one of which is that the different types of messages are disjoint. For
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e x a m p l e ,  a  l a b e l  c a n n o t  b e  c o n f u s e d  w i t h  a  f l a g  o r  a  u s e r  k e y ;  e a c h  u s e r ’ s  p u b l i c  
k e y ,  p r i v a t e  k e y  a n d  s y m m e t r i c  k e y  a r e  d i s t i n c t .  M o r e o v e r ,  w e  m a y  u s e  t h e  d a t a  
t y p e  t o  d e f i n e  a n  e n c r y p t i o n  f u n c t i o n  i n  w h i c h  t h e  e n c r y p t i o n  w i t h  p u b l i c  ( i )  a n d  
t h e  e n c r y p t i o n  w i t h  s e c r e t  ( i )  a r e  i n v e r s e  o p e r a t i o n ,  a n d  a  m e s s a g e  e n c r y p t e d  
u n d e r  a  s y m m e t r i c  k e y  t w i c e  i s  s t i l l  t h e  s a m e  o n e .  S u c h  a  f u n c t i o n  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  
f o l l o w s :
c r y p t o ( k ,  m ) : m e s s a g e =
C A S E S  m O F  
c o d e ( x , y ) :
C A S E S  k  O F
p u b l i c ( i ) :  I F  x = s e c r e t ( i )  T H E N  y  E L S E  c o d e ( k , m )  E N D I F ,  
s e c r e t ( i ) : I F  x = p u b l i c ( i )  T H E N  y  E L S E  c o d e ( k , m )  E N D I F ,  
s y m m ( i ) : I F  x = s y r a m ( i )  T H E N  y  E L S E  c o d e ( k , m )  E N D I F  
E N D C A S E S  
E L S E  c o d e ( k ,  m )
E N D C A S E S
5.5.2 Protocol participants
Spies
We always assume that a spy is able to deduct and construct new messages from 
its knowledge. As mentioned in Section 5.4.2, there are three ways to generate 
new messages from old ones: constructing and extracting sequences, symmetric- 
key encryption and public-key encryption
To represent the deduction, we define the message generation relation b closed 
under the following rules:
m E S => S m 
S b  m i .  77i2 = ^ £ r b r a i A 5 , b r a 2 
lS, h m i A S b m 2 7>5'b mi. m2 
S \ - k A S \ ~ m ^ S h  { m } k
where mi.m2 denotes concatenation. We first define a inductive set with regard 
to another set S
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G e n ( S ) ( m )  : I N D U C T I V E  b o o l  =
S ( m )
O R ( E X I S T S  m l ,  m 2  :
G e n ( S ) ( m l )  A N D  G e n ( S ) ( m 2 )  A N D  m  =  c o n e ( m l ,  m 2 ) )
O R ( E X I S T S  m l  : G e n ( S ) ( c o n e ( m l ,  m ) ) )
O R ( E X I S T S  m 2  : G e n ( S ) ( c o n e ( m ,  m 2 ) ) )
O R ( E X I S T S  m l ,  k  :
G e n ( S ) ( m l )  A N D  G e n ( S ) ( k )  A N D  m =  c r y p t o ( k ,  m l ) ) ;
Gen(S) is interpreted as a smallest set closed under the above clauses in PVS. 
We can then define the message generation relation as follows:
I — ( S , m )  : b o o l  =  G e n ( S ) ( m )
With the CSP constructor all available in PVS, it is straightforward to specify 
the spy. In line with the CSP definition in Section 5.3.2, the spy is recursively 
defined as follows:
F ( i ) ( X ) ( S )  : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =
( E c h o i c e !  j , m  : t r a n s ( i ,  j ,  m )  »  X ( S ) )
V  ( E c h o i c e !  j , ( m I ( S  I -  m ) )  : r e c ( i ,  j ,  m )  »  X ( a d d ( m , S ) ) )
\ /  ( E c h o i c e !  j , ( m l ( S  | -  m ) )  : g e t ( i ,  j ,  m )  »  X ( a d d ( m , S ) ) )
\ /  ( E c h o i c e !  ( m  | ( S  | -  m ) ) :  e v i d e n c e d , m )  »  X ( S )
S p y ( i )  : [ s e t [ M e s s a g e ]  - >  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ] ]  =  m u ( F ( i ) )
w h e r e  E c h o i c e  i s  a n  i n d e x e d  e x t e r n a l  c h o i c e  d e f i n e d  i n  S e c t i o n  3 . 1 . 4 ;  X  i s  a n y  
m a p p i n g  f r o m  s e t s  o f  m e s s a g e s  t o  p r o c e s s e s ,  d e f i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s  a l o n g  w i t h  S :
X  : V A R  [ s e t [ M e s s a g e ]  - >  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ] ]
S  : V A R  s e t  [ M e s s a g e ]
Party5
We consider a simplest version of the honest party that a single run of the protocol 
is executed by two principals A and B. We start by declaring the identities and 
introducing several abbreviations:
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a :  I d e n t i t y  
b :  {  i  | i  / =  a >
s e c ( i , x ) :  m e s s a g e  =  c r y p t o ( s e c r e t ( i ) ,  x )  
s y m ( i , x ) :  m e s s a g e  =  c r y p t o ( s y m m ( i ) , x )
The first two declarations assure us that two identities are different and the two 
functions abbreviate encryption with secret and symmetric keys. More similar 
declarations and abbreviations are not introduced here. The behaviour of B  can 
then be described by the following processes:
S e n d  : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =
(  t r a n s ( b , a , s e c ( b , c o n c 4 ( f e o o , a , l b , s y m ( b , M b ) ) ) )  »
(  r e c ( b , a , s e c ( a , c o n c 4 ( f e o r , b , l b , s y m ( b , M b ) ) ) )  »
(  t r a n s ( b , t t p , s e c ( b , c o n c 5 ( f s u b , b J a , l b , k b ) ) )  »
(  g e t ( b , t t p , s e c ( t t p , c o n c 5 ( f c o n , b , a , l b , k b ) ) )  »
S T O P [ e v e n t s ]  ) ) ) )
R e s p  : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =
(  E c h o i c e ! l , m :  r e c ( b , a J s e c ( a , c o n c 4 ( f e o o Jb , l , m ) ) )  »
(  t r a n s ( b , a J s e c ( b , c o n c 4 ( f e o r , a , l , m ) ) )  »
(  E c h o i c e l k :  g e t ( b , t t p , s e c ( t t p , c o n c 5 ( f c o n } a , b , l , k ) ) )
»  S T O P  [ e v e n t s ]  ) ) )
P a r t y B  : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  S e n d  \ /  R e s p
T h e  f u n c t i o n s  c o n c 4  a n d  c o n c 5  d e n o t e  t h a t  f o u r  a n d  f i v e  m e s s a g e s  a r e  c o n ­
c a t e n a t e d  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  W e  a l s o  a s s u m e  t h a t  B  c a n  c h e c k  a n d  r e j e c t  i l l - f o r m e d  
m e s s a g e s  i n  t h e  r u n  o f  t h e  p r o t o c o l ;  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  t h e  v a r i a b l e  1  i n  t h e  R e s p  i s  o f  
t y p e  ( l a b e l ? ) .
Other participants such as medium and TTP are also recursively defined by 
means of simply translating their CSP modelling into PVS specifications. Finally, 
we consider a simple verification of the Zhou-Gollmann protocol with only two 
parties. Such a network is described by the following process:
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N E T W O R K :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =
P a r ( u n i o n ( t r a n s ? , r e c ? ) ) (  M e d i u m ( e m p t y s e t ) ,
P a r ( ( g e t ? ) ) ( T T P ( e m p t y s e t ) ,
P a r t y B  / /  S p y ( a ) ( I N I T ) ) )
E v e n  i f  w e  m o d e l  a  s i m p l e  v e r i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o t o c o l  i n  P V S ,  t h e  d e s c r i p ­
t i o n s  o f  t h e  p r o t o c o l  i s  s t i l l  q u i t e  c o m p l e x  a n d  t h e  v e r i f i c a t i o n  i s  v e r b o s e  a n d  
t i m e - c o n s u m i n g ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  a s s e r t i n g  c e r t a i n  e v e n t s  i n s i d e  a  p a r ­
a l l e l  c o m p o s i t i o n .  T o  h a n d l e  s u c h  a  c o m p l e x  n e t w o r k  a s  a  w h o l e  i n  P V S  i s  a n  
i m p o s s i b l e  t a s k  a t  t h e  m o m e n t .  T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  n a t u r a l  a l t e r n a t i v e  i s  t o  d e c o m ­
p o s e  t h e  n e t w o r k ,  v e r i f y  e a c h  i n d i v i d u a l  p a r t y ;  t o  c o n c l u d e  t h a t  t h e  a s s e r t i o n  
h o l d i n g  i n  c e r t a i n  p a r t y  s t i l l  r e m a i n s  i n  t h e  n e t w o r k  i n  t e r m s  o f  s o m e  e s t a b l i s h e d  
a l g e b r a i c  l a w s .  W e  w i l l  s h o w  h o w  t o  p r o v e  t h e  f a i r n e s s  o f  t h e  Z G  p r o t o c o l  i n  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  s e c t i o n .
5.5.3 The proof of fairness
T h e  f a i r n e s s  p r o p e r t y  r e q u i r e s  t h a t  i f  A  h a s  o b t a i n e d  f u l l  e v i d e n c e ,  t h e n  B  e i t h e r  
i s  a l r e a d y  i n  p o s s e s s i o n  o f  i t  o r  i s  a b l e  t o  a c c e s s  i t ;  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  i n  t h e  FAIR1 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n ,  i f  A  h a s  g o t  s b (Je o r - A . L . C )  a n d  S T ( f c o N - A . B . L . K ) ,  t h e n  e i t h e r  
b o t h  m e s s a g e s  s a Ue o o -B .L.C) a n d  s t (Jc o n - A . B . L . K )  m u s t  h a v e  b e e n  a p p e a r e d  
i n  t h e  t r a c e  o f  B  o r  t h e  e v e n t  get .B .  T T P  , sT (fcoN - A .B  . L . K )  c a n n o t  b e  p r e v e n t e d  
f r o m  a p p e a r i n g  i n  t h e  t r a c e  o f  B .
I n  o r d e r  t o  e s t a b l i s h  s u c h  p r o p e r t i e s ,  i t  i s  u s e f u l  t o  c o n s t r u c t  s o m e  g e n e r a l  
p r o p e r t i e s .  W e  h e r e  u s e  t h e  a s s e r t i o n  t h a t  t h e  n e t w o r k  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  FAIR1 s p e c ­
i f i c a t i o n  a s  a n  e x a m p l e  t o  s h o w  h o w  t o  p r o v e  t h e  f a i r n e s s  p r o p e r t y  i n  P V S .
A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  FAIR1 i n  S e c t i o n  5 . 3 . 4 ,  w e  s p l i t  i t  i n t o  t w o  
l e m m a s :
NETWORK sat evidence.A.sb /^eor-A.L.C) € tr 
rec.B.A.sA(fEoo-B.L.C) £ tr
Lemma 5.5.1.
a n d
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Lem m a 5.5.2.
NETWORK sat evidence.A.sbUeor-A.L.O) E tr
A evidence.A.st(Jc o n -A.B.L.K) E tr 
=^>get.B.TTP.Sr(fcoN-A.B.L.K) E tr 
V get.B.TTP.sT(fcoN'A.B.L.K ) g  V
Obviously, the FAIR1 is proved if Lemma 5.5.1 and Lemma 5.5.2 hold. We 
will prove the above two lemmas respectively.
The fairness property is concerned with the fact that certain events should 
occur only under particular circumstances. We here first introduce an important 
specification derived from Schneider’s rank function theory as follows:
R precedes T =  t r \ R  =  { ) = > t r \ T = { )  
no R =  tr \ R =  ()
which states that if some events from T occur in a trace, then some events from 
R must have been appear earlier in the trace. The Lemma 5.5.1 can be naturally 
represented by such a property.
Schneider [59] has provided a well-developed approach using the rank function 
theory and the CSP traces model to establish such properties for authentication 
properties. Evans [15] has also constructed the proof of NRO and NRR of the 
ZG protocol in PVS. Since the proof of the Lemma 5.5.1 has nearly been done 
in their previous work, we here just migrate it to our stable failures model and 
rewrite all proofs. For example, the definition pcd(R,T) and some rules are given 
in Figure 5.2 where proj corresponding to [ is the projection operation.
The basic idea in the rank function theory is that we use a function p to 
map the network’s message space to two values: 0 and 1. For example, we 
assume that every message in T has rank 0 and other messages have rank 1; if 
every component of the network maintains2 positive rank when prevented from 
outputting R, we may assert that nothing in T can occur unless something in R 
occurs previously. The rank function approach is discussed more fully in [59] and 
the proof is detailedly introduced in [14,15], and no further discussion is given in 
the thesis.
Using the rank function approach, we have proved the following key property:
2If only messages of positive rank are input, then any output message must have positive 
rank.
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p r o p e r t y _ p c d [ E : T Y P E ] : T H E O R Y
a :  V A R  E  
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ E ]
R , T , X , A :  V A R  s e t  [ E ]
P , Q :  V A R  p r o c e s s  [ E ]
p c d ( R , T )  : [ s e t  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  ,  s e t  [  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  ,  s e t  [ E ]  ]  ]  ]
= (  - f t  I p r o j ( t , R )  =  n u l l  I M P L I E S  p r o j ( t , T ) =  n u l l } ,  
{ ( t , X ) | t r u e } )
n o  ( R )  : [ s e t  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  ]  ,  s e t  [  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  ,  s e t  [ E ]  ]  ]  ]
= ( { t I proj(t,R)=null }, {(t,X) I true } )
p c d _ s t o p :  L E M M A  S T O P  < =  p c d ( R , T )
p c d _ p r e f i x l :  L E M M A  R ( a )  I M P L I E S  a » P  < =  p c d ( R , T )
p c d _ p r e f i x 2 :  L E M M A  P  < =  p c d ( R , T )  A N D  N O T  T ( a )
I M P L I E S  a » P  < =  p c d ( R , T )
p c d _ e x t c h o i c e : L E M M A  P < = p c d ( R , T )  A N D  Q < = p c d ( R , T )
I M P L I E S  P \ / Q  < =  p c d ( R , T )
p c d _ p a r a l l e l :  L E M M A  P  < =  p c d ( R , T )  A N D  s u b s e t ? ( T , A )
I M P L I E S  P a r ( A ) ( P , Q )  < =  p c d ( R , T )
p c d _ i n t e r l e a v e : L E M M A  P  < =  p c d ( R , T )  A N D  Q < =  p c d ( R , T )
I M P L I E S  P / / Q  < =  p c d ( R , T )
p c d _ i n t e r l e a v e l : L E M M A  P  < =  p c d ( R , T )  A N D  Q < =  n o ( T )
I M P L I E S  P / / Q  < =  p c d ( R , T )
E N D  p r o p e r t y _ p c d
Figure 5.2: Proof rules for precedes
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Lemma 5.5.3.
NETWORK sat evidence. A.sb^eor-A.L.C) G tr
=> trans.B.A.ssifEOR-A.L.C) G tr
The key property is that if A has obtained the evidence SB^fEOR-A.L.C) then 
B must have sent it; in other words, a message signed by sb must have rank 0 in 
this case. Such a rank function is established in PVS by the following function:
r h o ( m )  : R E C U R S I V E  i n t  =
C A S E S  m  O F
t e x t ( z ) 1 ,
l a b e l ( z )
u s e r ( z ) 1 ,
f l a g ( z ) 1 ,
p u b l i c ( z ) 1 ,
s y m m ( z ) 1 ,
s e c r e t ( z ) I F  z  =  b  T H E N  0  E L S E  1  E N D I F ,
c o n c ( z l ,  z 2 ) m i n ( r h o ( z l ) ,  r h o ( z 2 ) ) ,
c o d e ( k ,  z ) I F  k  =  s e c r e t ( b )  A N D
z  =  c o n c 4 ( f e o r , a , l , m )  T H E N  0  E L S E  r h . o ( z )  E N D I F
E N D C A S E S
M E A S U R E  m B Y  «
In order to check the spy maintains the positive rank, each ‘generates’ relation 
I -  must be checked to establish that if every element of S has positive rank, then 
any m generated by I -  has positive rank.
The network also satisfies another property:
Lemma 5.5.4.
NETWORK sat rec.B.A.sA(fEOo-B.L.C) G tr
=> trans.B.A.SB(fEOR-A.L,C) G tr
Proof. In the behaviour of Partys, the event rec.B ,A.sa ( J e o o - B .L. C) always pre­
cedes trans.B.A.ssifEOR-A.L.C) since he is an honest party. Therefore the net­
work inherits the property from the Partys according to the rules pcd_parallel
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and p cd .in terleave l listed in Figure 5.2.
□
In addition, the ‘precedes’ property can be transitive; therefore, the Lemma 5.5.1 
is proved by the Lemma 5.5.3 and Lemma 5.5.4.
To finish the proof of the fairness property, we then introduce the second 
property as follows:
T is unpreventable after R =  a(tr \ R) — R
=+ (X  n T)\a(tr f T) =  0
which shows that if all events from the set R occur in a trace, then the events from 
T either have appeared earlier in the trace or are not included in the refusal set X  
after performing this trace. Such a property corresponding to the second part of 
the FAIR1 specification is here used to prove that get.B.TTP.s-r(fcoN-A.B.L.K) 
is unpreventable after A has got the full evidence. The definition of upt(T,R) 
and some important rules are given in Figure 5.3. We also define s_pcd(R,T) as 
a more strict definition of the ‘precedes’ property which requires if all elements 
of T occur in a trace then all elements of R must have occurred in the trace.
The Lemma 5.5.2 is too tricky to be reached simply by applying the rules listed 
in Figure 5.3. The solution is to rewrite the NETWORK process as follows:
NETWORK =  (PartyA ||| PartyB)
| (Medium | TTP)
{ trans,rec,get} { rec}
Obviously, this new definition is equivalent to the original one, but makes the 
proof become rather easier when combined with the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.5.5.
Medium | TTP sat get.A.TTP.sT(fcoN-A.B.L.K) e  tr
{rec}
=>• get.B.TTP,ST(fcoN-A.B.L.K) £ tr 
V get.B.TTP.sT(fcoN-A.B.L.K) £ X
Proof. Once the TTP has received a legitimate submission, the evidence is always 
available to the parties involved. Hence, get.B.TTP.srifcoN-A.B.L.K) is always
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p r o p e r t y _ u p t [ E : T Y P E ] : T H E O R Y
a :  V A R  E  
t : V A R  t r a c e [ E ]
R , T , X , A :  V A R  s e t [ E ]
P , Q :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ E ]
u p t  ( T , R )  : [ s e t  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  ,  s e t  [  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  , s e t  [ E ]  ]  ]  ]
= (  { t | t r u e } ,
- C ( t , X )  | s i g m a ( p r o j  ( t , R ) ) = R  I M P L I E S
d i f f e r e n c e ( i n t e r s e c t i o n ( X } T ) , s i g m a ( p r o j ( t , T ) ) )
=  e m p t y s e t  }- )
s _ p c d ( R , T )  : [ s e t  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  , s e t  [  [ t r a c e  [ E ]  ,  s e t  [ E ]  ]  ]  ]
= (  { t |  s i g m a ( p r o j ( t , T ) ) = T  I M P L I E S  s i g m a ( p r o j ( t , R ) ) = R > ,  
{ ( t , X )  | t r u e  }  )
u p t _ s t o p :  L E M M A  S T O P  < =  u p t ( T , R )
u p t _ p r e f i x :  L E M M A  P < = u p t ( T , R )  A N D  N O T  R ( a )  A N D  n o n e m p t y ? ( R )
I M P L I E S  a  »  P  < =  u p t  ( T , R )  
u p t _ e c h o i c e :  L E M M A  P  < =  u p t ( T , R )  A N D  Q < =  u p t ( T , R )  A N D
I M P L I E S  P \ / Q  < =  u p t ( T , R )
u p t _ p a r a l l e l : L E M M A  P  < =  u p t ( T , R )  A N D  Q < =  u p t ( T , X )
A N D  s u b s e t ? ( u n i o n ( R , X ) , A )
I M P L I E S  P a r ( A ) ( P , Q )  < =  u p t ( T , u n i o n ( R , X ) )
u p t „ i n t e r l e a v e :  L E M M A  P  < =  u p t ( T , R )  A N D  Q < =  n o ( R )
I M P L I E S  P / / Q  < =  u p t ( T , R )  
u p t _ p c d _ t r a n s i t i v e :  L E M M A  P  < =  u p t ( T , X )  A N D  P  < =  s _ p c d ( X , R )
I M P L I E S  P  < =  u p t ( T , R )
E N D  p r o p e r t y _ u p t
Figure 5.3: Proof rules for unpreventable
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unpreventable after get .A.TTP . s ^ f c o n  -A.B .L.K) has occurred. The assertion 
that the TTP satisfies the property has been proved by directly using the general 
induction theorem listed in Section 3.3.1. The parallel composition of the medium 
and TTP holds it as well since the medium does not has the get events at all.
□
Lemma 5.5.6.
Party a |H Party b sat trans.B .A.sb^eor-A.L.C) E tr
=+ get.B.TTP.skfcoN-A.B.L.K) E tr 
V get.B. TTP .sT(fc o n  -A.B .L.K) ejL X
Proof. The Partys has to perform get.B. TTP.srifcon-A.B .L.K) after he re­
sponds to A with ssifEOO'A.L.C), so that get.B .TTP .St {]con-A.B .L.K) is un­
preventable.
□
Lemma 5.5.7.
NETWORK sat trans.B.A.sB(fEOR-A.L.C) E tr
A get.A.TTP .st(Jcon-A.B.L.K) E tr 
=r* get.B .TTP .s^^fcon-A.B .L.K) E tr 
V get.B.TTP.sr{fcon-A.B.L.K) (f. X
Proof. This is proved relying on the rule upt .p a ra lle l with the Lemma 5.5.5 and 
Lemma 5.5.6 where get.B .TTP .sT(fc o n  -A.B .L.K) is unpreventable respectively 
after performing trans.B.A.sB(fEOR-A.L.C) or get.A. TTP.sT(fcoN-A.B.L.K); the 
union of such two events in two different processes is a subset of the interface of 
their parallel then the unpreventable property still holds in the parallel composi­
tion.
□
Furthermore, the Lemma 5.5.2 is proved in terms of the Lemma 5.5.7 and two 
properties that trans.B.A.sbUeor-A.L.C) precedes evidence.A.sb(JeoR'A.L.C) 
and get.A. T T P .s^ fcon-A.B.L.K) precedes evidence.A.sp(/con-A.B.L.K) in the 
network. The rule upt_pcd_transitive plays an important role in the above
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proof that if the process P satisfies the fact that a set of events T are unpre­
ventable after a set of events X , whereas X  precedes a set of events R, then P 
satisfies that T is unpreventable after R.
This completes the proof; we have mechanically proved all of these in PVS. 
The proof of the FAIR2 specification has also been formally completed in a similar 
way, making use of the above lemmas.
5.5.4 Other examples
The previous example illustrates the general CSP/PVS approach to fairness prop­
erties. To prove such properties, we combine a suitable rank function with a 
brand-new ‘unpreventable’ property so as to verify the protocol locally.
To begin with a simple verification of the protocol, the modelling allows us to 
consider variations in the behaviours of the parties. In the above case, we assume 
that B can execute a single run no matter what roles it plays, even though A is 
able to perform the protocol with multiple concurrent runs. Therefore, we can 
assume that B has more natural behaviour in the real world—that is, it may also 
execute the protocol with multiple concurrent runs.
It is also important, for a fully general proof, to allow other parties to partic­
ipate on the network, since the protocol is expected to be correct no matter how 
many parties there are. Finally, we model an honest party with the capability to 
play with arbitrary numbers of parties and perform the protocol with multiple 
concurrent runs. This is modelled by the process in Figure 5.4 where B acts as a 
sender in a specific run.
The P a r t y B  is a parametric process defined as the least fixed point of the 
function F .  The process P a r t y B  ( n )  where n is a natural number models the 
behaviour of B at the start of the nth run of the protocol. For each run, B is 
required to choose different labels, symmetric keys and plain messages which are 
distinct in terms of the indices of the protocol runs and will not be reused any 
more. The analysis focuses on B’s Aqth run where k$ is a fixed but arbitrary 
number. We assume that B acts as a sender playing with A in this run and 
can act either as a sender or as a responder in any other run. In addition, after 
launching a run of the protocol, B may initiate or would like to accept a new run 
with any parties.
Obviously, the verification of such a network is more complex than the pre­
vious simple example of the Zhou-Gollmann protocol since it is involved in a 
number of recursively parametric processes. However, we may directly reuse the 
results which we have previously established during constructing the proofs of
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k O  : n a t  % t h e  r u n  u n d e r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n
l b k  : L a b e l  % t h e  s p e c i f i c  l a b e l  f o r  t h e  k O  r u n
i
f  : V A R  [ n a t  - >  L a b e l ]
L b  : {  f  | f ( k O )  =  l b k  A N D
F O R A L L  n  : n  / =  k O  I M P L I E S  f ( n )  / =  l b k  }  
l b ( n )  : ( l a b e l ? )  =  l a b e l ( L b ( n ) )
k b : ( s y m m ? )  =  s y m m ( l b ( k O ) )  % t h e  s y m m e t r i c  k e y  f o r  t h e  k O  r u n
F ( X ) ( n ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t ]  =
I F  n = k O  T H E N
(  t r a n s ( b , a , s e c ( b , c o n c 4 ( f e o o , a , l b ( k 0 ) , s y m ( b , M b ( k O ) ) ) ) )  »
(  X ( k 0 + 1 )  / /
(  r e c ( b , a , s e c ( a , c o n c 4 ( f e o r , b , l b ( k 0 ) , s y m ( b , M b ( k O ) ) ) ) )  »
(  t r a n s ( b , t t p , s e c ( b , c o n c 5 ( f s u b , b , a , l b ( k 0 ) , k b ) ) )  »
(  g e t ( b , t t p , s e c ( t t p , c o n c 5 ( f c o n , b , a , l b ( k O ) , k b ) ) )  »
S T O P [ e v e n t s ] ) ) ) ) )
E L S E
(  E c h o i c e ! j :
t r a n s ( b ,  j , s e c ( b , c o n c 4 ( f e o o , j , l b ( n ) , s y m ( l b ( n ) , m b ( n ) ) ) ) )  »
(  X ( n + 1 )  / /
(  r e c ( b , j , s e c ( j , c o n c 4 ( f e o r , b , l b ( n ) , s y m ( l b ( n ) , m b ( n ) ) ) ) )  »
(  t r a n s ( b , t t p , s e c ( b , c o n c 5 ( f s u b , b , j , l b ( n ) , s y m m ( l b ( n ) ) ) ) ) »
(  g e t ( b , t t p , s e c ( t t p , c o n c 5 ( F c o n , b , j , l b ( n ) , s y m m ( l b ( n ) ) ) ) )
»  S T O P [ e v e n t s ] ) ) ) ) )
\/
(  E c h o i c e ! l , m , j : r e c ( b , j , s e c ( j , c o n c 4 ( f e o o , b , l , m ) ) )  »
(  X ( n + 1 )  / /
(  t r a n s ( b , j , s e c ( b , c o n c 4 ( f e o r , j , l , m ) ) )  »
(  E c h o i c e ! k : g e t ( b , t t p , s e c ( t t p , s e c ( t t p , c o n c 5 ( F c o n , a , b , 1 , k ) ) ) )
»  S T O P [ e v e n t s ] ) ) ) )
P a r t y B :  [  n a t  - >  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  ]  =  m u ( F )
Figure 5.4: Modelling concurrent runs
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other examples since PVS is a deductive system. By taking advantage of the 
rank function theory and the ‘unpreventable’ property, we have mechanically 
proved that the Zhou-Gollmann protocol still provides strong fairness properties 
in the case of multiple concurrent runs and arbitrary numbers of parties.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have modelled and verified the Zhou-Gollmann non-repudiation 
protocol with respect to correctness of fairness properties, which require that nei­
ther of two parties can establish evidence of origin or evidence of receipt while still 
preventing the other party from obtaining such evidence. Proving fairness in a 
model checker can help us to automatically find hidden attacks, however in a the­
orem prover can assist us to extract some general understanding of how to design 
such a kind of protocols. For instance, from the Lemma 5.5.5 and Lemma 5.5.6, 
we can clearly see that least two factors should be considered: one is that the 
TTP should always make the evidence available to the parties involved when it 
has received a legitimate submission; the other is that B cannot be prevented 
from accessing the evidence when he has responded to the first part of evidence 
from A.
Although the Zhou-Gollmann protocol is rather simple, our formal verification 
shows that it does provide strong fairness under the assumptions described in this 
thesis. However, there is an attack [18] if we slightly change our assumptions. 
Suppose that we allow the TTP and B to lose the evidence, and A first completes 
a protocol run with B and possesses sB(fEOR-A.L.C) and srifcoN-A.B.L.K ); a 
couple of weeks later, A then uses the same symmetric key and label but sends 
a new plaintext message to initiate a new run; A ends up the run in advance 
when it has got the first part of the new evidence, for example, sB(Jeor-A.L. (71); 
and then A may cheat a judge by presenting it with SpifcoN-A.B.L.K) which 
it has previously obtained since A might be lucky enough to discover that TTP 
and B have discarded their old evidence. Therefore, we are supposed to seriously 
take account of the assumptions to each participant when designing or modelling 
a protocol since the putative attack is, as always, down to ambiguities in the 
protocol specifications. This is also one of reasons why many convincing hand- 
constructed or machine-assisted ‘proofs’ of correctness of protocols have been 
published to be found wanting at a later date.
Incorporating this assumption into our model would mean that the similar 
attack can be found in FDR, and the correctness of the fairness property can­
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not be proved because of the presence of the hidden attacks. For example, the 
Lemma 5.5.5 would not hold any more if B could lose the evidence. In inves­
tigating why these lemmas can no longer be proved, it is likely that one would 
uncover the attack.
We here give a suggestion that all evidence should have incorporated into it 
a tag provided by the TTP, such as timestamp, so as to make it clear when the 
two parts of the evidence match each other.
Some related work can be found in the literature concerning verification of 
non-repudiation protocols using different approaches. Zhou et al. in [73] firstly use 
‘BAN-like’ belief logic to check only safety properties of the non-repudiation pro­
tocols. Schneider [58] gives an excellent overview of the CSP modelling and proves 
the correctness of properties using stable failures and rank functions; however, 
the proofs are constructed by hand. Evans [15] extends Schneider’s work to prove 
safety properties such as NRO and NRR in the PVS theorem prover. Shmatikov 
and Mitchell in [62] verify fairness as a monotonic property using Murg?; that is, 
if fairness is broken at one point of the protocol, the protocol will remain unfair. 
This approach also cannot deal with liveness properties. Kremer and Raskin [25] 
use the finite state model checker MOCHA to verify non-repudiation and fair 
exchange protocols. This approach, which is rather different from ours here, can 
also cope with liveness properties as well as safety properties. However, they have 
modelled networks in which A and B can engage in only one run of the protocol.
Indeed, the Zhou-Gollman protocol has been proved by means of many differ­
ent approaches under various circumstances. However, we have proved fairness 
properties of the protocol in its full generality in the case of arbitrary numbers 
of parties that are able to perform multiple concurrent runs and act as differ­
ent roles, along with an unbounded number of atomic messages. Our PVS proof, 
compared with Schneider’s hand-constructed proof [58], is much more structured. 
For example, we provide an ‘unpreventable’ property and a group of very useful 
rules concerned with most CSP operators and such a property. Also, the ap­
proach that we apply to fairness properties could be employed in the modelling 
and verification of other liveness properties.
Admittedly, verifying a system like this requires considerable work. However, 
PVS is a deductive system in which all completed proofs can be used in later 
proofs. In the course of constructing this proof, we have amassed many lemmas 
and theorems that will make proving properties of similar systems substantially 
less time-consuming, both for us and for others.
Chapter 6 
What next for formal methods?
In this chapter we propose an approach to the analysis of concurrent systems, 
using a combination of the FDR model checker and the PVS theorem prover to 
model and verify their properties. Obviously, the approach is also suitable for 
the analysis of security protocols.
Although FDR and PVS have enjoyed success individually in this domain, 
each suffers from its own deficiency: the model checker is subject to state space 
explosion, but superior in checking properties in a system with finite states; the 
theorem prover can reason about systems with massive or infinite state spaces, 
but requires considerable human direction. Using FDR and PVS together makes 
for a practical and interesting way to attack problems that would remain out of 
reach for either tool on its own.
6.1 What challenges we meet?
Concurrent systems are often complex because they consist of many components 
that can run independently and simultaneously. Proving properties of these sys­
tems is also often a difficult task. Constructing proofs of correctness by hand can 
be arduous. Indeed, many convincing hand-constructed ‘proofs’ of correctness 
of protocols have been published in the literature only to be found wanting at a 
later date. Over the past decade, formal methods have been remarkably success­
ful in their application to the analysis of concurrent systems with the emergence 
of some powerful verification tools.
There are essentially two approaches: model checking and theorem proving. 
Under a model-checking approach, a system is represented as a transition system 
with finitely many states. The model checker then uses various state exploration
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techniques to automatically discover whether the system can reach a state rep­
resenting a violation. However, one has to be extremely careful when using a 
model checker for handling complex systems since it is all to easy to allow the 
state space to become unmanageably large.
The alternative is the theorem-proving approach, in which a system and its 
properties are described by logical formulae, and the formal proof is established 
by proving theorems that state that such properties hold in the system. One 
successful such setup is that of the rank functions theory [14] embedded in the 
PVS theorem prover, which can tackle authentication properties of protocols 
running on networks involving arbitrarily many agents and with an arbitrarily 
large message space. However, even when using semi-automated (interactive) 
provers such as PVS or Isabelle, it is a large task to validate a complex system. 
For example, in the project to verify SET [47], a e-commerce protocol, Isabelle 
presents the user with subgoals that are hundreds of lines long, and diagnosing a 
failed proof requires meticulous examination of huge formulae.
The model-checking approach is superior in checking properties in a system 
with finite states, but subject to the state explosion problem; the theorem-proving 
approach can reason about systems with massive or infinite states spaces, but does 
not provide automatic verification. One natural question to ask is whether it is 
possible to blend the two complementary approaches in an elegant way to avoid 
the weaknesses of each.
There have been various lines of investigation for creating hybrid systems. 
For example, Cohen [9] proposes a proof method for analyzing security protocols 
in which safety properties are proven by ordinary first-order reasoning, and all 
proof is generated in an automatic verifier, TAPS. Song [64] also proposes an 
efficient automatic checking algorithm, Athena, which incorporates its own logic 
and exploits several state space reduction techniques based on an extension of 
the Strand Spaces Model [68]. Heather [19] develops a tool, RankAnalyser, that 
makes use of results [20] to construct a rank function and verify a security protocol 
automatically. It is appropriate for verifying networks of arbitrary size, and with 
arbitrarily many concurrent executions of the protocol.
However, many of these tools are designed for analysing certain kinds of sys­
tems such as security protocols, and for verifying a few specific properties, all 
of which are safety properties. Liveness properties—deadlock, non-repudiation, 
denial of service, and so on—have not yet been mastered to the same degree 
since they must be expressed in a more complex model. We here propose an idea 
of providing a general platform where one may use the process algebra CSP to
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describe a system and construct the proof of correctness by means of combining 
FDR and PVS.
The general approach is to start by modelling the (infinite-state) system in 
the CSP semantics that we have embedded into PVS, and then start to prove 
the theorems using PVS. In the course of constructing the proofs, we invariably 
encounter some subgoals involving only finite-state processes. It would take quite 
a long time to trace through the states one by one by PVS, whereas rather 
quickly by FDR. Therefore, we proceed by building these results into theorems 
as , and then proving them correct in FDR. In this way, we harness the power of 
the theorem prover for establishing results about an infinite-state system, whilst 
retaining the speed and automation of a model-checker for certain appropriate 
parts of the proof.
6.2 Theory into practice
To carry out our theory, a tool is developed by the author of this thesis to allow 
for automated translation of CSP-oriented PVS specifications into FDR scripts 
and requiring little human effort to make it work. Such a tool is not designed for 
general PVS specifications so that it can only transform the PVS specifications 
constructed by our CSP embedding. It can also only tackle the finite processes 
since FDR is a model checker.
6.2.1 Introduction
The tool, named pvs2fdr, is developed using the C language under the linux 
redhat 9.0. It may also run under the lower or higher versions of linux without 
any problems. The input is a PVS file that we are going to translate, and the 
output is a FDR script that we may implement in FDR model checker.
The tool mainly consists of four modules: pre-processing, lexing, parsing and 
translating as shown in Figure 6.1.
The aim of the pre-processing module is to normalize the input files—that 
is, we remove some irrelevant elements of a PVS file so that the automated 
translation is more accurate and concise. For example, a normal PVS file often 
includes a number of lemmas, whereas the lemmas we want to prove in FDR have 
been assumed as axioms; obviously, the elimination of those irrelevant lemmas 
can cut down the errors and increase the speed during the translation. Also, some 
keywords and clauses do not make sense in FDR. For example, a PVS file always
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PVS files
Figure 6.1: The structure of the tool
b e g i n s  w i t h  t h e  k e y w o r d  B E G I N  a n d  e n d s  u p  w i t h  t h e  k e y w o r d  E N D ;  i t  o f t e n  h a s  
t h e  I M P O R T I N G  c l a u s e  w h i c h  a l l o w s  a  t h e o r y  t o  u s e  t h e  d e c l a r a t i o n s  d e f i n e d  i n  
o t h e r  t h e o r i e s .  T h e  e x c l u s i o n  o f  t h e s e  k e y w o r d s  a n d  c l a u s e s ,  t o  s o m e  e x t e n t ,  c a n  
r e d u c e  t h e  c o m p l e x i t y  o f  l e x i c a l  a n a l y s i s  i n  t h e  l e x i n g  m o d u l e .
PVS’s syntax is one of the most complicated syntaxs so that it is extremely 
difficult to generate a grammar parser, which is used to recognize lexical patterns 
in a input file, and parse them according to the syntax. The successful recognition 
of the PVS grammar allows us to carry out certain semantic actions. In this thesis 
we tackle only the most frequently used grammars in our application, and the 
solution to the full set of PVS’s syntax remains in the future work.
Developing a program to achieve such an analysis will take lots of time. For­
tunately, there are some tools which can make this development much easier. 
Flex(a lexer generator) [48] and Bison (a parser generator) [13] are two of these 
tools, which actually are variations of two unix utilities, Lex and Yacc, in program 
development.
Flex generates C code for a lexical analyzer, or scanner, where it mainly runs 
patten-matching operations and then converts strings in the input to tokens. To­
kens are usually defined as numerical representations of strings. This is illustrated 
in Figure 6.2. Bison generates C code for a syntax analyzer, or parser, which an­
alyzes tokens from flex and creates a syntax tree, as illustrated in Figure 6.2, in 
terms of grammar rules.
In line with the corresponding relations of CSP operators and primitive pro­
cesses described in Table 3.1, the translating module implements a group of se­
mantic actions, transforming the syntax tree generated from bison into a FDR 
script.
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the input a = b + c
Lexical Analyzer
tokens idt = id2 + id3
1
Syntax Analyzer
syntax tree
id 1(a)
id2(b) id3(c)
Figure 6.2: Parsing sequence
6.2.2 Flex and Bison
The combination of flex and bison is often used in developing a compiler or inter­
preter under the Linux environment, and then we use the two tools to generate a 
PVS parser assisting in our translation. They aim to generate C code for a lexical 
analyzer and a syntax analyzer respectively that are subsequently complied and 
linked together to form an executable file.
For example, we will write a parser for a simple calculator which can execute 
only four basic operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
First, we need to specify all pattern matching rules for flex (calc.lex) and grammar 
rules for bison (calc.y), as illustrated in Figure 6.3. Then the parser ca lc  can be 
generated by the following commands:
bison -d  ca lc .y  /*  create c a lc .ta b ,c /c a lc .ta b .h  * /
f le x  c a lc .le x  /*  create le x .y y .c  * /
gcc c a lc .ta b .c  le x .y y .x  -o  ca lc  /*  com pile/link  * /
Bison reads the grammar rules in c a lc .y  and generates a syntax parser in 
c a lc . ta b . c; such a parser can be called by the function yyparse () in anywhere of 
the main program. The -d  option causes bison to generate a head file c a lc . ta b . h 
which includes the definitions of tokens declared in ca lc .y . Flex then reads the
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calc.lex
calc.y
-» calc
Figure 6.3: Building a parser with flex/bison
pattern descriptions in ca lc .le x , includes the head file ca lc .ta b .h  and gener­
ates a lexical analyzer stored in the file lex .y y .c . The syntax parser generated 
by bison may call the lexical analyzer by the function yylexO  to recognize tokens 
from the input stream.
Finally, the lexical analyzer and the syntax analyzer are complied and linked 
together to form a executable calc. Whenever we want to use the parser, we 
may call the function yyparseO which subsequently calls the function yylexO  
to obtain each token.
Flex
Flex is a program for producing lexical analyzers, also called a lexer or scanner, 
that reads the input source and converts strings in the source to tokens. Using 
regular expressions, we can specify patterns to flex that allows it to match strings 
in the input. Usually the lexer will execute an action when it recognizes a pattern; 
for example, typically an action returns a token, representing the matched string 
that is passed to the parser for subsequent actions.
To begin with, we will show how to produce a lexer for our calculator example. 
The following example is a complete flex input where a lexer is specified to return 
a token named NUM whenever it encounters a single number or a series of numbers, 
whereas it directly passes the other characters to the parser.
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# i n c l u d e " c a l c . t a b . h "
%y
N U M [0-9]
°/o°/o
{ N U M } + {  y y l v a l  = a t o i ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  N U M ;  }
[ \ t ] * / *  e a t  u p  t h e  w h i t e s p a c e  a n d  t a b  * /
\ n {  r e t u r n  y y t e x t [0 ]; }
• {  r e t u r n  y y t e x t [ 0 ] ; }
°/o°/o
i n t  y y w r a p ( v o i d )  {  r e t u r n  i ;  }
The flex input consists of three sections, separated by a line with *%%’ in it: 
d e fin ition s
n
r u l e s
n
u s e r  c o d e
The definitions section is composed of declarations of simple name definitions 
and declarations of start conditions. Name definitions have the form:
n a m e  d e f i n i t i o n
The ‘name’ is a word usually beginning with a letter, which is also used as the 
name of a token in the parser. The definition may be written using an extended 
set of regular expressions. For example, we define a NUM in our example, meaning 
that it is any digit from 0 to 9. Usually, we give a very simple definition for a name 
in the definitions section since the name aims to simplify the pattern specification 
in the rules section in which more complicated definitions of patterns appear along 
with their associated actions.
Specifying the start conditions is a much deeper topic and we do not explain 
it in detail since neither the calculator example nor our translating tool uses it 
in practice. In brief, the start conditions provide a mechanism for conditionally 
activating pattern rules defined in the rules section. Reader is recommended to 
refer to [48] to know further information.
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Expression Matches
a the character ‘a’
any character except newline
[abc] any of ‘a’ , ‘b ’ and V
[a-z] any letter from ‘a’ through ‘z’
[ A-Z] any character except an uppercase letter
r* zero or more r’s where r is any regular expression
r+ one or more r’s
r? zero or one r’s
r{2,4} two or four r’s
Table 6.1: Pattern matching examples
In addition, we may give C code bracketed with 7,-(5 and %Y markers in the 
definitions section, which is simply copied to the generated C file. For example, 
in our example we include the header file ca lc .ta b .h  generated by bison. Such 
a mechanism may also give us great convenience and flexibility to manipulate 
flex for carrying out certain operations. For example, we may define a global 
variable lineno in the definitions section; then in the rules section we give an 
action corresponding to the pattern ‘\n that the value of lineno will be added 
one as long as the lexer meets one newline character; finally we may count the 
number of lines.
The rules section of the flex input contains a series of rules of the form:
p a t t e r n  a c t i o n
where the pattern must be unindented and the action must begin on the same line. 
There are plenty of regular expressions for defining patterns and some selective 
pattern examples are listed in Table 6.1. For example, the pattern abc* matches 
any element of a string set like { ab, abc, abcc, abccc,...}; and the pattern [abc] + 
matches any string composed of a, b and c.
Each pattern in a rule has a corresponding action, which can be any C state­
ment. Without being specified a specific action, the lexer performs the default 
action which simple discards the recognized pattern. In our example, four pat­
terns and their associated actions are given: the first one denotes that the lexer 
will recognize any natural number and return its value to the parser, as well as
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inform the parser that the returned value is a token; any whitespace and tab 
of the input stream are removed by means of the second rule since its action is 
empty meaning the lexer does nothing with such patterns; the third and fourth 
ones specify that the newline and any other characters will be passed to the parser 
individually.
Flex also provides many build-in variables and functions which users are al­
lowed to use to produce the individual lexers as they wish. For example, once 
the match is determined, the string corresponding to the pattern, or the token, is 
made available in the global character pointer yytext and its length in the global 
integer yyleng. Therefore, the lexer may pass a single character to the parser 
by returning yytext [0]. In the calculator example, the global variable yylval 
is used to save semantic values of tokens and its default type is int. Of course, 
we may change the date type of yylval by defining the macro Y Y S T Y P E  in the 
bison input. The topic about how to change its type will be explained in a latter 
section.
In addition, flex allows users to add their own C statements in the user code 
section which are copies to the output file. For example, we may define the 
main function in here when we are using flex alone to generate a lexer. The 
yywrapO function given in the calculator example is also a build-in function 
which is checked when the lexer receives an end-of-file indication—that is, if 
yywrapO returns true (non-zero), then the lexer terminates; if yywrapO returns 
false (zero), then the lexer keeps on scanning by pointing to another input stream.
Bison
Bison is a program for producing a syntax parser. We might have realized some 
of flex’s limitations from understanding its regular expressions, which, to some 
extent, restrict the generated lexer to recognize more complex structures. For 
example, flex cannot recognize the nested structures such as parentheses. The 
usual approach to handle parentheses is to make use of a stack; for example, we 
push it on the stack whenever we identify a ‘ ( ’ , and we match it with a nearest 
‘ ( ’ and pop the stack when a l) ’ is identified. However flex has no stack so 
that it is not well suitable for parsing nested structures. Bison employs more 
advanced techniques incorporating stacks. Therefore, bison is appropriate for 
more challenging tasks such as parsing syntax, whereas flex is good at pattern 
matching.
The bison input, consisting of three sections, has similar structure to the flex 
input. For example, the bison input of the simple calculator may be written as
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U
#include <stdio.h>
7o>
%token NUM 
7,left > + '
7,left >*> V 3 
bright NEG 
7o7o
input: /*empty*/
I input line
J
line: ’\n’
I exp A n ’ { printf ("7od\n", $1); }
IUM $ $  =  $ l ;  >
; _ ; e x p  70p r e c  N E G { $ $  =  - $ 2 ; }
3 ( 3 e x p 3 ) 3 { $ 2 ;  }
e x p > + ’ e x p { $ $  =  $ 1  +  $ 3 ; }
e x p
> _  > e x p $ $  =  $ 1  -  $ 3 ; }
e x p e x p $ $  =  $ 1  *  $ 3 ; }
e x p V 3 e x p $ $  =  $ 1  /  $ 3 ; }
y y e r r o r ( c h a r  * s ) {  
p r i n t f  ( " 7 o s \ n " ,  s ) ;
}
i n t  m a i n O  {  
y y p a r s e O  ; 
r e t u r n  0 ;
}
Figure 6.4: The bison input of the calculator example
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Figure 6.4. The general form of a bison input is as follows:
%t
G declarations
7.}
Bison declarations
7 7
Grammar rules
7 7
Additional C code
The C declarations may define types, variables and macros used in the actions, 
and may also include various C header files.
In the bison declarations section, we may declare the names of terminal and 
nonterminal symbols which are syntactic units in the grammar rules. Those 
which are constructed by grouping other symbols in terms of the grammar rules 
are called nonterminal symbols; those which cannot be divided any more are 
called terminal symbols or tokens. For example, we define a token named NUM in 
Figure 6.4.
We may also describe operator precedence used there. In Figure 6.4, we de­
clare five arithmetic operators: *+’, V ,  ‘ / ’ and NEG. The 7 le ft  and 7right are 
used to specify left-associativity and right-associativity respectively; for example, 
‘x+y+z’ is parsed by grouping x with y first.
The grammar rules define how to construct each nonterminal symbol from its 
parts. Grammars for bison are described using a variant of Backus-Naur Prom 
(BNF), which is the most common formal system for representing grammars. For 
example, the grammar rules in Figure 6.4 consist of three nonterminal symbols: 
input, lin e  and exp. Consider the definition of input:
input: /*  empty * /
I input lin e  ;
which denotes that a input is either an empty string, or a input followed by an 
input line. Obviously, such a grammar rule is recursive. As we can see, rules 
are usually recursive, but there must be at least one rule which leads out of the 
recursion.
The definition of lin e  in Figure 6.4 means that a line is composed of a blank 
line which however is ignored since there is no action given to the ‘\n’ , or of 
an expression followed a newline. The second alternative corresponds to the
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behaviour that we input an expression such as ‘ 1+2’, then press the enter. With 
such a rule, we specify an action that outputs the semantic value of the expression.
The exp grouping has several rules, each of which is given a corresponding 
semantic action. Since the existence of the terminal symbol NUM, the exp grouping 
can terminate. To tackle the semantic actions well, bison allows us to access the 
semantic value of each component in the grammar rules. For example, in the 
rules constructing exp, the pseudo-variable $$ stands for the semantic value of 
the left-side exp, $1 stands for the semantic value of the first component of right 
side and so on. Obviously, these variables have same data type with the variable 
yylval in the flex input and their semantic values actually come from yylval.
The additional C code section may contain any C code you want to use. In 
our example, the main is given here where yyparse is called to start the process 
of parsing. When yyparse detects a syntax error, it calls the error reporting 
function yyerror to print an error message. We here give a rather simple yyerror 
function which outputs the default error message on the screen.
The simple calculator example cannot illustrate all knowledge about flex and 
bison, but aims to give reader the feeling of how one uses the two powerful tools 
to produce a parser. Our translation from PVS scripts to FDR scripts is far 
more complex than the above toy example and the translating process will be 
introduced in the next section.
6.2.3 Parsing PVS
The usual way to represent a parsed stream is as a tree. For example, after the 
expression ‘ 1+2*3’ is parsed by means of the grammar rules listed in Figure 6.4, 
the tree would look like the one as Figure 6.5. Unfortunately, bison does not 
provide the output of parse trees. However, bison implicitly constructs a parse 
tree when pushing various symbols on and popping the stack in the course of the 
parsing procedure. In the case of requiring such a parse tree, we may construct it 
by putting C code in the semantic actions associated with each grammar rule. In 
the parser of our translating tool, we largely build parse trees and then perform 
the translating actions within the trees.
Basically, there are two important factors dominating translation: one is how 
to specify the grammar rules of PVS in the bison input; the other is how to se­
mantically translate to FDR scripts. The grammar rules of PVS are extremely 
intricate, which is inversely one of advantages of PVS since it provides an ex­
pressive specification language. PVS describes its grammar in an extended BNF 
which improves the readability and conciseness of BNF through extensions.
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Figure 6.5: A parse tree
The grammar rules in bison input is described in the variant of BNF. To begin 
with parsing PVS specifications, we need to convert the original grammar of PVS 
into the grammar rules which bison can read and understand. Indeed, it is very 
difficult work.
So far, our tool can read only a part of PVS specifications which however 
have been basically adequate for describing the systems modelled in our CSP 
embedding. The task of translating the full version of PVS syntax into the bison- 
readable grammar is very time-consuming and also needs be very careful. We 
aim to improve our tool in the future work by means of including much wider 
PVS specifications.
We observe a PVS specification from the CSP’s point of view; in other words, 
the PVS specification is considered as consisting of five basic units: type dec­
larations, variable declarations, constant declarations, recursive definitions and 
formula declarations. The grammar rules are written as follows:
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t h e o r y d e c l  : t y p e d e c l  
I v a r d e c l  
I c o n s t d e c l  
I r e c u r d e c l  
I f o r m u d e c l  
I t h e o r y d e c l  v a r d e c l  
1 t h e o r y d e c l  t y p e d e c l  
I t h e o r y d e c l  c o n s t d e c l  
I t h e o r y d e c l  r e c u r d e c l  
I t h e o r y d e c l  f o r m u d e c l  ;
where theorydecl is defined as a start symbol. Such units are in turn constructed 
by smaller expressions (nonterminal symbols) and tokens (terminal symbols).
f o r m u d e c l n a m e  ’ : 7 A X I O M  e x p r  ;
r e c u r d e c l e x p r  ’ : * R E C U R S I V E  t y p e e x p r  , = }  e x p r  
M E A S U R E  e x p r  ;
c o n s t d e c l e x p r  3 : 3 I D  3~ 3 e x p r
1 e x p r 3 : 3 t y p e e x p r  3- 3 e x p r  ;
v a r d e c l : n a m e  3 : 3 V A R  I D
n a m e  3 : 3 V A R  t y p e e x p r  ;
t y p e d e c l : n a m e  } : 3 t y p e t y p e  3= 3 e x p r  ;
T h e  k e y w o r d s  s u c h  a s  V A R ,  A X I O M ,  R E C U R S I V E  a n d  M E A S U R E  a r e  d e f i n e d  a s  
t o k e n s .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  w e  a p p e n d  s o m e  s p e c i a l  k e y w o r d s  s u c h  a s  P A R  a n d  R E  i n  o u r  
b i s o n - r e a d a b l e  g r a m m a r  r u l e s  o f  P V S ,  a s  f o l l o w s :
Such keywords have been given specifically semantic meaning in our CSP embed­
ding; for example, P A R  and R E  here denote the parallel composition and renaming 
respectively. More PVS grammar rules specified in the bison input can be found 
in Appendix B.
The lexical analysis of PVS specifications is implemented by the lexer gener­
ated by flex. Since a number of keywords defined in PVS, the lexer mainly con-
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%{
# i n c l u d e " p v s . t a b . h "
# i n c l u d e < s t r i n g . h >
%}
N U M  [0-9] +
I D  [ a - z A - Z ] [ a - z A - Z O - 9 J  *
1 1
{ N U M } {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  N U M ;  }
It <— H {  r e t u r n  L E ;  }
,f >= n {  r e t u r n  G E ;  }
n »u {  r e t u r n  P F ;  }
" V " {  r e t u r n  E C ;  }
" A " {  r e t u r n  I C ;  }
I F {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  I F ;  }
i f {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  I F ;  }
T H E N {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  T H E N ;  }
t h e n {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  T H E N ;  }
M E A S U R E {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  M E A S U R E ;  }
N O N E M P T Y . . T Y P E  {  y y l v a l . v a l u e  = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ;
r e t u r n  N O N T Y P E ;  }
T Y P E  [+] {  y y l v a l . v a l u e = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  T Y P E P ;  }
{ I D } { y y l v a l . v a l u e  = s t r d u p ( y y t e x t ) ; r e t u r n  I D ; }
[ \ t \ n ; ] * / *  e a t  u p  t h e  w h i t e s p a c e ,  t a b  a n d  n e w l i n e  * /
7o°/o
{  r e t u r n  y y t e x t [0 ] ; }
Figure 6.6: The flex input of the translating tool
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centrates on recognizing these keywords besides numbers and identifiers. Some 
of the flex input are listed as Figure 6.6. Note that the global variable yylval is 
unlike the one introduced in our calculator example since we here need different 
data types for different kinds of tokens and groupings. To use more than one 
data type for sematic values, we specify a collection with the °/0union and assign 
a type for each symbol in the bison input.
% u n i o n
{
c h a r  *  v a l u e ;  
s t r u c t  t r e e *  t r e e N o d e ;
}
7 t o k e n  < v a l u e >  N U M I D
% t y p e  < t r e e N o d e >  t h e o r y d e c l  t y p e d e c l  v a r d e c l  c o n s t d e c l  
r e c u r d e c l  f o r m u d e c l
The treeNode is a data structure defined for constructing parse trees and all 
nonterminal symbols are assigned to the tree type.
6.2.4 Translation into FDR
In fact, a PVS specification that we want to translate has a similar structure with 
a normal FDR script since such a PVS specification is based on our CSP embed­
ding which formalizes the semantics of CSP in PVS. Usually, a CSP-oriented 
PVS specification consists of variables, functions, sets, processes and axioms. 
The translation into FDR is to map each component of the PVS specifications to 
the corresponding one in FDR.
To begin with the translation for each component, we define a tree structure 
for representing parsed strings.
# d e f i n e  M A X  8  
s t r u c t  t r e e {
c h a r  *  n a m e ;
s t r u c t  t r e e *  l e a v e s [ M A X ] ;  } ;
where MAX denotes the number of leaves. The value of MAX is determined by
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the maximal number of nonterminal and terminal symbols in the right side of a 
grammar rule. Also, some subsidiary functions of the tree structure are given as 
well such as appending a new node, printing out the tree, looking up a specific 
node in the tree and so on.
Variables
A PVS specification usually contains a number of variable declarations, whereas 
a FDR script does not involve any variable declaration. Therefore, no seemly 
translation implements here. However, some of variables do play an important 
role in the course of parsing. We discard most variables except for two types of 
variables: events and process. The type process has been defined in our CSP 
embedding to denote a general process. The type events is a default type when 
we specify events in a process. Of course, we may use different names to declare 
a type for events. However, using the fixed name ‘events’ is very readable and 
convenient for our translation.
For example, in a PVS specification a group of variables may declare as follows:
a :  V A R  e v e n t s  
A :  V A R  s e t [ e v e n t s ]  
t :  V A R  t r a c e [ e v e n t s ]  
i , j : V A R  n a t  
X :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]
According to our strategy, only a and X will be temporarily saved along with their 
types; others will be ignored.
Sets
We provide the translation for three sorts of set declarations: binding definitions, 
enumeration definitions and recursive definitions.
The binding definitions are those which create a local scope for variables. For 
example, a set of natural numbers whose range is given by two parameters and 
its corresponding translation in FDR may respectively write as follows:
A ( i . j ) s e t  [ n a t ]  =  {  a n a t |  a  > =  i  A N D  a  < =  j } % c/« P V S
A ( i , j ) =  {  a  | a < — [ 0 . } ,  a > = i , a < = j > 1 1  F D R
The binding definitions of sets have many combinations of various expressions 
in practice. We hereby develop a module to collect such expressions and convert
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them to corresponding expressions in FDR, including the translation of some 
build-in set operations between PVS and FDR listed in Table 6.2
PVS FDR Description
union(a,b) 
in tersection (a ,b ) 
d ifferen ce (a ,b ) 
Union(A) 
Intersection(A ) 
member(a,A)
union(a,b) 
in ter(a ,b ) 
d i f f (a ,b )  
Union(A) 
Inter(A) 
member(a,A)
set union 
set intersection 
set difference 
distributed union 
distributed intersection 
membership test
Table 6.2: Some set operations in PVS and FDR
However, the translation is not a simple substitution of names. For example, 
when such a module encounters the following set in a PVS specification, it will 
wisely judge and trigger the associated actions.
A : s e t [ n a t ] = { i m a t  I m e m b e r ( i , X )  A N D  m e m b e r ( i , Y ) >  %% P V S
which denotes that i  belongs to the intersection of X and Y. If we just remain 
the m e m b e r  operations in the FDR specification as Table 6.2, FDR will report an 
error that i  is not declared yet. The right translation is that the m e m b e r  (a, X) 
should be replaced by the i<-X in FDR which means that i  can be any element 
of the nonempty set X. The full translation of the above set is written as follows:
A  =  {  i  I i < —X , m e m b e r ( i , Y )  }  %% F D R
The enumeration definitions is actually a variant of the binding definitions. 
Although it is the most simple way to define a set, the enumeration definitions 
are frequently employed in practice. For example, the following type of sets 
appear many a time in the PVS specification of the dining philosophers problem 
described in Section 4.4.1.
A F ( j ) : s e t [ e v e n t s ] = { a : e v e n t s  I a = p i c k u p ( j , j )  O R  a = p u t d o w n ( j , j ) }  
Then it translates into FDR as follows:
A F ( j )  =  {  p i c k u p ( j , j ) ,  p u t d o w n ( j , j )  }
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We also provide the translation of sets with recursive definitions. For example, 
one of recursive sets in the PVS specification of the dining philosophers problem 
is defined as follows:
A C ( i , j ) : R E C U R S I V E  s e t f e v e n t s ]  =  I F  j = l  T H E N  A P ( i , l )
E L S E  u n i o n ( A P ( i , j )  , A C ( i , j ~ 0 )  E N D I F
M E A S U R E  j - 1
It can be elegantly translated into FDR as follows:
A C ( i , j )  =  i f  j = l  t h e n  A P ( i , l )
e l s e  u n i o n ( A P ( i , j ) , A C ( i , j - 1 ) )
Processes
The definition of processes is the main body of a PVS specification. The transla­
tion of processes is quite straightforward since it completely bases on the mapping 
of CSP operators between PVS and FDR in Table 3.1. For example, the defini­
tion of a pair of a philosopher and his right-hand fork is expressed along with its 
translation in FDR as follows:
%% P V S
P a n d F ( i , j ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  P a r ( A F ( j ) ) ( P H I L ( i , j ) , F 0 R K ( i , j ) )
1 1  F D R
P a n d F ( i J )  =  P H I L ( i , j  )  [  I A F ( j )  | ]  F 0 R K ( i , j )
where P H I L ( i , j )  and F 0 R K ( i , j )  are processes of a philosopher and his right- 
hand fork, and A F ( j )  includes the events in their interface.
To achieve such a translation, the C Code in the semantic actions of the bison 
input may write as follows:
e x p r :  . . .
1 P A R  3 ( 3 e x p r  3 ) 3 3 ( ’  e x p r  ’ , 3 e x p r  3) 3 
- [ $ $ = r u l e 5 ( " p r o c e s s " , $ 6 , n e w N o d e ( " [ | " ) ,  $ 3 } n e w N o d e ( " | ] " ) , $ 8 ) ; }
where ru le5 () is a function which has six parameters constructing a tree with 
one root and five leaves where, for example, $6 points to another tree. In fact, 
each translation of the bison input is associated with such a semantic action.
To deal with recursive processes in PVS, we use the “/i calculus” theory to
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compute the least fixed point of a monotonic function. For instance, a typical
example of using a fi operator (‘mu’ in PVS) may write
H ( X ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  = a »  b  »  X  
P :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( H )
where H is a monotonic function and X  is a variable of processes. Since X  should 
have recorded in the course of processing the variables, the translator may realize 
that the parameter of the function H is a process and then performs the following
translation along with the action to the ‘mu’ operator.
H =  a  - >  b  ~ >  H 
P  =  H
Axiom s
We generate assertions in FDR according to axioms in PVS. So far, we support 
three kinds of axioms to refine equivalence, determinism and deadlock. We give 
an example with its FDR translation for each of three kinds of axioms.
To prove the equivalence of two processes, PVS actually generates two sub­
goals that one process must be included in another process and vive versa. We 
therefore carry out two refinements in FDR.
f l :  A X I O M  P  =  Q 7»7o P V S
a s s e r t  P  [ F =  Q 77 F D R
a s s e r t  Q [ F =  P
We also provide the translation of the deterministic and deadlock-free verifi­
cation in PVS. In the following examples, D L F ?  and D E T ?  are two predicates in
our CSP embedding for checking deadlock freedom and determinism.
f 2 :  A X I O M  D L F ? ( P ) 7o°/o P V S
a s s e r t  P  : [ d e a d l o c k  f r e e  [ F ] ] 77 F D R
f 3 :  A X I O M  D E T ? ( P ) 7 7  p v s
a s s e r t  P  : [ d e t e r m i n i s t i c  [ F ] ] 7.7 F D R
So far, we have nearly finished the introduction of translating PVS into FDR 
except the declarations of channels which FDR uses to represent various events of
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a process. Our translating tool can collect events when it parses the definitions of 
processes in PVS, and then put those events along with the keyword ‘ channel’ on 
the top of the generated FDR script. However, if there are values passed through 
those channels, the translation suddenly becomes rather tricky. For example, 
the compound events such as p ick u p (i, j ) and putdown(i, j ) are defined in the 
dining philosophers problem. To declare such events as channels in FDR, we have 
to explicitly specify the range of i  and j —that is, the range must be given. We 
might just simple give an open range in FDR; for example, we possibly define a 
channel such like pickup: -CO. . } .  -CO. , }  whose range is from integer zero upwards. 
However we usually do not know what the starting integer is.
Since it is very difficult to automatically determine the range of values through 
the channels, we leave a blank space with comments and allow users to declare 
channels in here by hand. We wish that such an issue could be solved well in the 
future work.
6.2.5 Case study
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of pvs2fdr, and to explain more fully how 
to assist in constructing the formal proof using PVS, we give a case study that 
the dining philosophers problem.
We use FDR to help PVS tackle some cases in which PVS has to trace each 
state one by one. For example, in the course of proving the network with an 
arbitrary number of philosophers deadlock-free, we first need to prove that the 
case of three philosophers is deadlock-free. To prove such a case in PVS requires 
considerable work. We have to frequently use mutual recursion and the general 
induction theorem, and the PVS theorem prover would generate more than one 
hundred subgoals and a number of proof obligations. However, the small finite- 
state example is meat and drink to FDR.
As the input file of pvs2fdr, the PVS script of the example is partly listed in 
Figure 6.7 and the FDR script translated by pvs2fdr is presented in Figure 6.8. 
Note that the definitions of channels are not given in the Figure 6.8 and then we 
may add in the following channels by hand.
channel pul,pdl ■CO..}.-CO..}
pu( i , j ) = p u l .i j
p d ( i , j ) = p d l .i j
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i n c ( i , j ) : n a t  =  r e m ( i ) ( j + 1 ) ; 
d e c ( i ,  j )  : n a t  =  r e m ( i )  ( j - 0  ;
X :  V A R  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]
H ( i , j ) ( X ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =
I F  j = 0  T H E N  p u ( j  , i n c ( i , j ) ) » ( p u ( j  , j ) » ( p d ( j  , j ) »
( p d ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) ) » X ) ) )
E L S E  p u ( j  , j ) » ( p u ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) ) » ( p d ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) ) »
( p d ( j , j ) » X ) ) )  E N D I F  
F ( i ,  j )  ( X ) : p r o c e s s  [ e v e n t s ]  = (  ( p u ( j  ,  j ) » ( p d ( j  , j ) » X ) )
\ /  ( p u ( d e c ( i ,  j ) ,  j ) » ( p d ( d e c ( i ,  j )  ,  j ) » X ) ) )  
P H I L ( i , j ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( H ( i , j ) )
F 0 R K ( i , j ) :  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  m u ( F ( i , j ) )
A F ( j ) : s e t [ e v e n t s ]  =  {  a |  a = p u ( j , j )  O R  a = p d ( j , j )  }
A P ( i , j ) : s e t [ e v e n t s ] = {  a |  a = p u ( j , j )  O R  a = p u ( j , i n c ( i , j ) )
O R  a = p d ( j , j )  O R  a = p d ( j , i n c ( i , j ) )
O R  a = p u ( j , d e c ( i , j ) )  O R  a = p d ( j , d e c ( i , j ) )  }
P a n d F ( i , j ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  P a r ( A F ( j ) ) ( P H I L ( i , j ) , F 0 R K ( i , j ) )
A C ( i , j ) :  R E C U R S I V E  s e t [ e v e n t s ]  =  I F  j = l  t h e n  A P ( i , l )
E L S E  u n i o n ( A P ( i , j ) , A C ( i , j - 1 ) )  E N D I F
M E A S U R E  j - 1
I E ( i ) : s e t [ e v e n t s ]  =  {  a  I a = p u ( 0 , l )  O R  a = p u ( i - l , 0 )
O R  a = p d ( 0 , l )  O R  a = p d ( i - l , 0 )  }  
C ( i , j ) : R E C U R S I V E  p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  I F  j = l  t h e n  P a n d F ( i , l )
E L S E  P a r ( A P ( i , j ) , A C ( i , j - 1 ) ) ( P a n d F ( i , j ) ,  C ( i , j - 1 ) )  E N D I F  
M E A S U R E  j - 1
c o l l e g e ( i , j ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  P a r ( I E ( i ) ) ( P a n d F ( i , 0 ) , C ( i , j ) )
C O L L E G E ( i ) : p r o c e s s [ e v e n t s ]  =  c o l l e g e ( i , i - l )
p h i ! 3 _ d l f : A X I O M  D L F ? ( C O L L E G E ( i ) )
Figure 6.7: The PVS script of three philosophers
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—  p l e a s e  t h e  c h a n n e l s
i n c ( i , j )  =  ( j + 1 ) % i  
d e c ( i , j ) = ( j - l ) % i
H ( i ,  j )  =  i f  j ” 0  t h e n  p u ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) ) - > ( p u ( j  , j ) - > ( p d ( j  ,  j ) - >
( p d ( j , i n c ( i , j ) ) - > H ( i , j ) ) ) )  
e l s e  p u ( j , j ) - > ( p u ( j , i n c ( i , j ) ) - > ( p d ( j , i n c ( i , j ) ) - >
( p d ( j , j ) - > H ( i , j ) ) ) )
F ( i , j )  = ( ( p u ( j , j ) - > ( p d ( j , j ) - > F ( i , j ) ) )
[ ]  ( p u ( d e c ( i , j ) , j ) - > ( p d ( d e c ( i , j ) , j ) - > F ( i , j ) ) ) )
P H I L ( i . j )  =  H ( i , j )
F 0 R K ( i , j )  =  F ( i , j )
A F ( j )  =  { p u ( j , j ) ,  p d ( j , j ) >
A P  (  i , j  )  =  -C p u ( j , j ) ,  p n ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) )  , p d ( j , j ) ,  p d ( j  , i n c ( i ,  j ) )  ,
p u ( j , d e c ( i , j ) ) ,  p d ( j , d e c ( i , j ) )  }
P a n d F ( i , j )  =  P H I L ( i . j )  [ i  A F ( j )  | ]  F 0 R K ( i , j )
A C ( i , j ) =  i f  j = = l  t h e n  A P ( i , l )  e l s e  u n i o n ( A P ( i , j ) , A C ( i , j - 1 ) )  
I E ( i ) =  {  p u ( 0 , 1 ) , p u ( i - l , 0 ) , p d ( 0 , 1 ) ,  p d ( i - l , 0 )  }
C ( i , j ) =  i f  j = = l  t h e n  P a n d F ( i , l )
e l s e  P a n d F ( i , j )  [ A P ( i , j ) I | A C ( i , j - l ) ] C ( i , j - 1 )
c o l l e g e ( i , j )  =  P a n d F ( i , 0 ) [ | I E ( i ) | ] C ( i , j )
C O L L E G E ( i )  =  c o l l e g e ( i , i - l )
—  p h i l 3 _ d l f
a s s e r t  C 0 L L E G E ( 3 )  : [ d e a d l o c k  f r e e [ F ] ]
Figure 6.8: The translated FDR script of three philosophers
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6.3 Discussion
In the thesis we developed a tool for automatically translating CSP-oriented 
PVS specifications into FDR scripts. Such a tool is not designed for general PVS 
specifications so that it can only transform the PVS specifications constructed by 
our CSP embedding, and only tackle the finite cases which are expressed as axioms 
in PVS. In our experiment, the tool precisely translates many examples into FDR 
scripts; however, when it encounters compound events in a PVS specification, it 
does require little human effort to make it work. In addition, some PVS syntactic 
expressions are excluded in the translating tool due to time constraint. We aim 
to expand the tool to tackle all CSP-oriented PVS specifications in the future 
work.
We have applied the translating tool in the verification of the dining philoso­
phers problem introduced in Section 4.4.1. We have also found this approach to 
be highly effective when considering security protocols. For example, we have an­
alyzed and verified the fairness property of the Zhou-Gollmann non-repudiation 
protocol using a combination of PVS and FDR in Chapter 5; this could have been 
used as the case study, but the dining philosophers example is considerably more 
transparent, and we consider the digression from the security theme to be a price 
worth paying for the sake of clarity. The net result of following the PVS/FDR 
approach is a proof that is automated as far as possible, but that can handle 
infinite-state systems with minimal effort.
The combination of flex and bison allows us to quickly generate a parser. 
However, the technical limitation of bison may compromise the accuracy of the 
translation-that is, some delicate PVS specification might be able to covered in 
the translation. The parsing technique that bison uses is called LALR(l). LALR 
is an abbreviation for LookAhead Left Recursive and the (1) denotes that the 
lookahead is limited to a single token. As bison reads tokens, it pushes them onto 
a stack along with their semantic values. Pushing a token is traditionally called 
shifting. When a group of token matches the components of a grammar rule, they 
can be combined according to that rule. This is called reduction. However the 
bison parser does not always reduce immediately as soon as those tokens match a 
rule. Instead, when a reduction may happen, the parser looks at the next token 
to decide what to do. Thus, such a token, called a look-head token, may shift 
to participate a possible new reduction or wait outside the stack for the previous 
reduction.
However, an issue often arises: the parser may reach a situation where those
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tokens before a look-ahead token may be reduced, and such a look-ahead token 
may shift to match a grammar rule. This is called a shift-reduce conflict The 
conflict results from the fact that the grammar is ambiguous. The original PVS 
grammar is written in an extended BNF, whereas the grammar in the bison 
input is a very simple version of BNF. The difference results in the fact that the 
PVS grammar cannot be represented well in the bison input. To deal with this 
problem, it is possible to use more powerful tools to produce a new parser, or to 
develop our own parser specially designed for PVS in the future work.
We have proposed the idea of using the process algebra CSP to describe 
the systems to be verified and constructing the proof of correctness by using a 
combination of FDR and PVS, in order to harness the power of the theorem 
prover for establishing results about an infinite-state system, whilst retaining the 
speed and automation of a model-checker for certain appropriate parts of the 
proof. The general procedure is as follows:
1. model the (infinite-state) system in PVS;
2. use PVS to reduce the proof obligations to finite-state checks;
3. run the translation tool, which will pick up the PVS script and the partially 
completed proof, and translate the proof obligations into an FDR script 
containing these obligations as assertions;
4. run FDR on these assertions to complete the proof.
We have developed a tool that can transform PVS scripts into FDR scripts, in 
order to speed up the process and to avoid introducing unnecessary human error.
We have not yet developed a full hybrid system. Our combination of PVS 
and FDR focuses on a very high level by means of an automatic translator. We 
would like to develop a brand-new hybrid system in the future work which will 
combine two systems in a lower level.

Chapter 7
Other approaches to formal 
analysis
In this chapter, we give an overview of many approaches that have been proposed 
and used to analyse concurrent systems. There are a great many of alternative 
methods developed to deal with different issues in a diverse range of domains so 
that we impossibly mention them all. Instead, we shall concentrate on those ap­
proaches that are tightly related to the one described in this thesis. Furthermore, 
we largely discuss the CSP-based approaches in order to compare them with our 
own.
The analysis of security protocols is one of very important applications of our 
CSP embedding. We shall briefly introduce many of other techniques for proto­
col analysis, which typically fall into two broad categories: model checking and 
theorem proving. Although both approaches have enjoyed success individually 
in this domkin, each suffers from its own inevitable deficiency. Subsequently, 
some hybrid systems are naturally proposed to harness their advantages of two 
approaches as well as avoid their disadvantages as less as possible. We discuss 
some of those hybrid systems that have been used in security protocol analysis, 
comparing ours with each.
Recently, more interest has been focused on embedding the semantics of one 
modelling language into another language, which allows us to deal with a much 
wider class of eases in system analysis. For the purpose of comparison with the 
approach presented in this thesis, we give an overview of other CSP embeddings 
that different semantic models are formalized in different theorem provers.
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7.1 Other CSP embeddings
there are usually four models—the traces model, the stable failures model, the 
failures/divergences model and the failures/divergences/infinite traces model— 
used in CSP. Which model is chosen depends on what properties we are going to 
model and verify.
FDR is a successful and powerful model-checking tool providing automated 
analysis and verification of CSP process descriptions. However, most classes of 
infinite-state processes are out of reach of model-checking with current techniques. 
Even though data independence allows model-checking of systems that have an 
infinite state space on account of an infinite datatype, but not of systems with 
an arbitrary number of concurrent processes.
The alternative is to take a theorem-proving approach, which allows us to 
reason about arbitrary processes. In contrast to model-checking, embedding the 
semantics of CSP into higher-order logics provides mechanical support for veri­
fying the correctness of properties in a system.
7.1.1 Camilleri’s early work
In the early stage, Camilleri [5] has shown how a theorem prover based on higher- 
order logic can provide a natural framework for mechanizing CSP so as to face the 
challenge of model checking. He mechanized the failures/divergences model by 
defining the semantics of the CSP operators in the logic and proving the algebraic 
laws as theorems.
Unfortunately, his mechanization was slightly restricted since both the seman­
tics of CSP and theorem-proving tools have been improved over the past decade. 
However, his work was admittedly one of the most important steps in gaining 
an understanding of how CSP should be mechanized on a higher-order logic, 
providing an excellent prototype for subsequent formalizations of CSP semantics.
7.1.2 A pragmatic traces embedding of CSP
Dutertre and Schneider [14] have embedded the denotational semantics of the 
CSP traces model in the theorem prover PVS. Massive work has been done by 
defining most CSP operators and a great number of algebraic laws, especially 
including the formalization of the fixed point theory that can handle the recursive 
processes. Since they aimed to implement the rank function theory in PVS for the 
purpose of verifying safety properties of security protocols, some CSP operators
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and primitive processes such as renaming, sequential composition and SKIP were 
not taken into consideration in their embedding.
In addition to the CSP embedding of the traces model in PVS, they have 
developed some pragmatic strategies to tackle practical systems. They proved a 
great many theorems to guarantee the soundness of the rank function theory and 
to build an authentication model in PVS. They also demonstrated how to verify 
the authentication property of several security protocols such as the Needham- 
Schroeder public key protocol. Their work has provided the motivation and 
foundation for much of our embedding of the CSP stable failures model and its 
applications.
7.1.3 CSP embedding in Isabelle/HOL
Tej and Wolff [67] have provided a basic platform of encoding the denotational 
semantics of the CSP failures/divergences model in Isabelle/HOL, along with 
verifying the consistency of theories and a number of algebraic laws. Also, their 
work nearly covered all CSP operators and primitive processes. Our experience 
suggests, however, that simply providing an embedding is far from sufficient to 
allow one to verify properties of systems in practice. To verify a property of 
a system, we usually have to prove many rather tricky theorems; for example, 
proving various inductive theorems is always a key step in the formal proof of 
recursive processes by which most systems are described indeed. We therefore 
have built up a large number of theorems and lemmas to support the verification 
of particular properties of practical systems.
Isobe and Roggenbach [22] recently proposed a new tool called CSP-Prover 
which provided an encoding of the CSP stable failures model. It appeared that 
this encoding, based on the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL, was essentially an 
extension of Tej and Wolff’s work; their formalization supported the theory of 
complete metric spaces as well as the theory of complete partial orders, allowing 
it to deal with a much wider class of properties of recursion. They also provided 
a brand-new interface so that the user unfamiliar with the theorem prover Is­
abelle/HOL was still able to use it with ease. Although it was a very new work, 
the CSP-Prover was also short of the support for verifying specific properties of 
a system. Parallel to their work, we have taken a similar approach in our model; 
furthermore, we have established a class of generic proof tactics, and shown how 
to combine the use of FDR and a theorem prover so that we are able to model 
and verify properties of many different types of system.
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7.1.4 More techniques extending CSP
There are more related work that we do not discuss in detail. For example, 
Brooke [4] uses Timed CSP and PVS and FDR to construct tool-supported proofs 
to verify properties of systems on an industrial scale. Another successful case is 
the programming language Circus [7,57], which combines CSP and Z to specify, 
validate and develop real-time programs. All Circus refinement laws are proved 
using the theorem prover ProofPower-Z.
7.2 Other CSP approaches to protocol analysis
Over the past decade, formal methods have been remarkably successful in their 
applications to the analysis of security protocols. The vast bulk of work to date 
have been concerned with protocol analysis no matter using model-checking ap­
proaches or using theorem-proving approaches. We discuss the approaches that 
are based on CSP or are related to the work presented in this thesis.
7.2.1 Rank function
Schneider has developed a model of security protocol analysis using the rank func­
tion theory [59]. This theory combining with CSP traces was largely concerned 
with the verification of secrecy and authentication properties.
For example, in the ease of authentication, we usually require that before a 
user B finishes running the protocol believing that he has been communicating 
with a user A , the user A must also believe that she has been running the protocol 
with B. Such a requirement can be easily expressed as a trace specification that no 
event from a set T has occurred unless another event from a set R has previously 
occurred. If the protocol satisfies the above requirement, it may be expressed as:
P sat R precedes T
V tr £ traces(P) • (tr \ R =  {) tr \ T =  {))
A rank function p is a function p: MESSAGE —> Z which maps the network’s 
message space to a set of integers. If we assign non-positive rank to those messages 
that the intruder should not obtain and positive rank to other messages generated 
within the network, the aim of the verification is to identify a fact that the 
intruder never acquires these messages of non-positive rank—in other words, only 
messages with strictly positive rank can ever circulate within the network. For the 
authentication, we may simple assign all messages in T a non-positive rank and
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then block all messages in R to occur; the protocol does provide authentication 
if no message of non-positive rank circulates under any circumstance.
To construct the proof, a number of proof rules are given in [59], For ex­
ample, in order to ensure that only messages of positive rank can circulate, it 
is necessary to ensure that each participant cannot introduce any messages of 
non-positive rank—that is, the participants should not transmit messages of non­
positive function unless they have received a message of non-positive function. 
The intruder cannot generate non-positive messages from the messages he or she 
collects over the network and the initial knowledge. Of course, the intruder’s 
initial knowledge must consist of messages of positive rank.
In practice, the protocols are expressed by the CSP traces and the construc­
tion of the proof is mechanically assisted by the theorem prover PVS. The trace 
semantics of CSP and a great number of specialized theorems about rank func­
tions have been embedded in PVS.
Obviously, one advantage of the rank function approach is that it does not 
suffer from the state explosion problem. However, whether we can find a proper 
rank function p is the crucial factor in the success of the verification and it needs 
intelligent efforts under some circumstances.
7.2.2 Rank Analyser
Another mechanical assistance for the rank function technique is provided by 
Heather’s RankAnalyser [19] which attempts to automate the verification of au­
thentication protocols.
To begin with finding appropriate sets R and T, the basic idea is to auto­
matically construct a ‘minimal 1-set’ rank function. In the RankAnalyser, a rank 
function p is restricted to {0 ,1 }. Thus, a minimal 1-set rank function p0 is a 
function that assigns the value one to those messages that must have rank one, 
and the value zero to all the others.
To be a suitable rank function, the RankAnalyser assumes that a protocol 
always meets the following rank function conditions:
• any message in a intruder’s initial knowledge should have rank one;
• any message that can be generated from messages of rank one should also 
have rank one;
• the participants should not transmit messages of rank zero unless they have 
received a message of rank zero;
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If every message occurring in the set T has rank zero whilst the protocol 
meets all above conditions, then p0 is a valid rank function and the verification is 
complete; otherwise it demonstrates that no rank function exists or the protocol 
might have attacks.
In fact, RankAnalyser is a variant of model checking. However, the message 
space of a protocol is usually infinite. Heather wisely partitions the space of 
messages involved in a protocol into a finite number of equivalence classes. Thus, 
all messages in an equivalence class have the same rank and a rank needs to be 
computed once for each class.
7.2.3 Casper and FDR
Casper [34] developed by Gavin Lowe is a compiler that converts protocol specifi­
cations in the form very close to the standard protocol notation into a script that 
can be implemented in the FDR model checker. Casper brings great conveniences 
when analysing security protocol since producing machine-readable CSP by hand 
is a rather time-consuming and error-prone process.
Capser provides a natural and flexible specification language that is very close 
to the standard protocol notation, allowing us to concentrate on the analysis of 
security protocols instead of wasting energy on the tricky task of coding the 
protocol into FDR.
However, it still cannot overcome the inherent limitation of model checking. 
Even though it has incorporated much of data independence technique during its 
script generation, the number of agents, nonces and protocol runs in practice is 
restricted to be minimal—that is, proving the correctness of a protocol is still out 
of its reach.
7.2.4 Data independence
Lazic and Roscoe have proposed a data-independence technique [28,29] on the 
application of model checking. A process P is data-independent in the type T 
if its perform does not depend on what T is. In other words, the type T, also 
regarded as a parameter of P, can be replaced with a small, concrete data type 
T', but can not affect P ’s properties that we concern with. With regard to the 
CSP model of protocols, it falls into a fact that we expect the specific properties 
of a protocol are data-independent with various types such as keys, nonces and 
agent identities. Of course, some conditions are imposed on the process P for the 
theory of data independence to be applicable.
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Roscoe and Broadfoot [3,54] have used these results in the CSP model of 
security protocols, which is able to tackle cases with infinite sets of nonces and 
multiple sequential runs of protocols. Thus, it may allow model checking to prove 
some general results to some extent. However, it cannot replace the position of 
theorem proving since many cases are still outside the scope of its analysis. For 
example, even though combining with the data independence theory, FDR cannot 
handle networks with multiple concurrent runs of protocols.
7.3 Other theorem proving techniques
7.3.1 Paulson’s inductive approach
Paulson has used his own theorem prover Isabelle [45] in the analysis of security 
protocols [46]. Such an approach is in many ways similar to the CSP approach 
described in this thesis—that is, the underlying conceptual frameworks both rely 
on event traces. Paulson has constructed an inductive specification for modelling 
a network running a particular protocol, and has established a vast number of 
laws for assisting in generating the proof. As a theorem proving approach, it 
allows that each agent can perform concurrent runs and play different roles si­
multaneously, and that the number of agents and enemies can be regarded as 
unbounded.
However, in contrary to our CSP approach, a controversial issue in the induc­
tive approach arises from a fact that the notation used in the protocol specification 
is in the form of Isabelle’s native language, and the manipulation during the proof 
construction is at a low level. Although it may make the proof generation more 
efficient, the very low-level specifications and operations may be very hard to 
deliver results to the non-specialist. In addition, the inductive approach cannot 
deal with liveness properties which is beyond the capability of the traces model. 
Apparently, our CSP embedding in PVS may provide much more flexibility and 
applicability in the analysis of security protocols.
7.3.2 TAPS
Cohen [9] has proposed a different verification approach for security protocols, 
which is implemented in an automatic verifier, TAPS. The key feature of such 
an approach is the construction of a strong secrecy invariant that partitions all 
messages that can be generated, and of the state of the system for each type of 
messages. TAPS models a protocol as a state transition system where a state
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consists of a set of executed transitions and a set of published messages. The 
secrecy invariant classifies conditions under which messages can be published and 
its stability should be preserved by all actions of the protocol.
TAPS proves safety properties of security protocols roughly equivalent to those 
proved in published Isabelle verifications, but rather quicker with very little user 
guidance. However, in order to generate the proof automatically, the capabilities 
of the intruder and the message space are fixed in TAPS. Also, since it is specially 
designed for verifying safety properties of security protocols, TAPS cannot be 
extended to deal with liveness properties such as fairness.
7.3.3 Stand spaces
Guttman et al. [69,70] have developed the stand spaces approach for the analysis 
of security protocols. Roughly speaking, a stand consists of a sequence of actions 
where a participant of a protocol may perform. For example, the stand of the 
initiator A in the Needham-Schroeder public key protocol may write:
( + { A . N A }p k{B), — { N A . N B } pk(A)> -\- {NB } pk(B ))
where the +  and — signs denote that the term is transmitted or received by the 
node respectively. Thus, each participant involved in the protocol is represented 
by one or more stands.
Stands may, of course, interact in accordance with the ways where participants 
may interact by exchanging messages. There are two causal relationships between 
the terms (or nodes) of the strand space:
• ni = +  2^ denotes two successive nodes on the same stand;
• ni — > ri2 implies that rii and 7Vi occur on different strands with =  A-t 
and ?i2 =  —t.
A bundle is a causally connected set of nodes on which analysis in a stand space 
is carried out. Obviously, an acyclic, ordered graph can be constructed according 
to a bundle in which terms as nodes and casual relationships as edges. For the 
strand corresponding to each participant of a protocol, we construct all possible 
bundles which contain all possible interactions with other participants. Reasoning 
certainly takes place on this set of bundles and various security properties of 
protocols can be investigated within the stand space.
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7.4 Hybrid systems for protocol analysis
As with our interesting combination of PVS and FDR, there have been some 
attempts in the field of protocol analysis to unite the automatic nature of model 
checking and the generality of theorem proving.
7.4.1 Athena
A tool, called Athena [64], has been developed by Song to provide a mechanism 
for automatic protocol analysis within the strand space model. Athena is a mix 
of model checking and theorem proving. Song has designed a logic based on 
the strand space model that can formally represent various safety properties of 
a protocol, and has also developed an automatic procedure for evaluating well- 
formed formulae in this logic.
Athena combines many techniques in order to formally reduce an infinite state 
space into a finite state space which can be verified using model checking. Fur­
thermore, it also exploits several state space reduction techniques. For example, 
the verification of Athena starts with a small network which may dynamically in­
crease if necessary; a number of lemmas have been proved and used to eliminate 
some unreachable states.
Whenever the evaluation procedure terminates, Athena will generate a coun­
terexample if the protocol has an attack, or provide a proof that the protocol is 
correct. However, the procedure possibly never terminate. In this case, termina­
tion can always be forced by bounding the size of the network; for example, the 
user may restrict the number of concurrent protocol runs and the length of mes­
sages. Obviously, it may compromise the proof of correctness on an unbounded 
network.
7.4.2 NRL Analyzer
The NRL1 Protocol Analyzer, developed by Meadows [39], is a verification tool for 
protocol analysis. It has evolved from a initial model checker into a system that 
combines the automatic nature of model checking and the generality of theorem 
proving. The Analyzer is based on the Dolev-Yao model where the network 
running a protocol is manipulated by the intruder.
1 Naval Research Laboratory
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The Protocol Analyzer has developed several phases in each of which a large 
amount of automated assistance is supplied to the user. In the early phase, 
a protocol is modelled as a transition system along with a series of particular 
transition rules, which corresponds to all possible actions happening within the 
protocol. The user of the Analyzer queries it by presenting an insecure state— 
that is, a state of the system in which the intruder has known the ‘secret’ message 
(which represents a possible attack). The Analyzer then implements a backward 
search to see if there exists a path leading to the initial state. The reverse of 
this path reveals an attack on the protocol. The insecure state is unreachable if 
there is no such a path. In this phase the Analyzer can only tackle some simple 
protocols with a small size of networks since it has to search the whole message 
spaces which are often infinite.
In the later phases most efforts concentrate on reducing the state space to a 
finite size so as to support an arbitrary large number of concurrent runs of the 
protocol. Many mechanisms are exploited; for example, various proved rules can 
assist the user in recognizing and discarding the unreachable states so that it can 
avoid the state space explosion. With more rules built in the Analyzer, it may 
perform the proof automatically in many cases.
However, the tool is not completely automatic and it requires quite a high 
level of user expertise. The rules of the protocol have to be accurately specified 
and the insecure states have to be identified. In some cases the procedures of the 
search need careful user guidance.
Chapter 8 
Conclusion
8.1 Summary of the thesis
In this thesis we have presented an embedding of the stable failures model of 
CSP into PVS that preserves the algebraic properties of CSP, and then used this 
formalism to prove liveness properties of concurrent systems. Our aim of the CSP 
embedding is not only to verify the consistency of theories and algebraic laws of 
CSP, but also to build up some strategies such that we may check properties of 
various infinite-state systems, especially for liveness properties which cannot be 
analysed in the traces model.
To demonstrate the power of such a CSP embedding, we have proved de­
terminism and deadlock freedom of the asymmetric dining philosophers problem 
with an arbitrary number of philosophers, and an example of layered routing. 
Theorem proving is a good complement of model-checking tools such as FDR, 
which can efficiently verify finite-state systems, but which cannot verify infinite- 
state systems without outside help. For example, FDR with hierarchical com­
pression technique [55] can check a large number of philosophers for deadlock, 
but still can not achieve a general conclusion.
One of the biggest advantages of a theorem prover is that it is possible to 
reason about systems with massive or infinite state spaces, admittedly at the 
cost of sacrificing automatic proof. Verifying a system like our example requires 
considerable work. However, PVS is a deductive system in which all completed 
proofs can be used in later proofs. In the course of constructing this proof, we 
have amassed many lemmas and theorems that will make proving properties of 
other systems substantially less time-consuming, both for us and for others.
The stable failures model, as well as allowing one to verify properties relat­
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ing to deadlock freedom, contains sufficient detail to specify many other liveness 
properties. We have built up a general platform that provides mechanical assis­
tance for formal analysis of liveness properties of systems. We believe that our 
model can be used in many different application areas, such as verification of 
security protocols and general communication protocols. For example, we have 
modelled and verified the Zhou-Gollmann non-repudiation protocol with respect 
to correctness of fairness, which requires that neither of two parties can establish 
evidence of origin or evidence of receipt while still preventing the other party 
from obtaining such evidence. Proving fairness in a theorem prover can help us 
to extract some general understanding of how to design such a kind of protocol.
We have also proposed the idea of using the process algebra CSP to describe 
the systems to be verified and constructing the proof of correctness by using a 
combination of FDR and PVS, in order to harness the power of the theorem prover 
for establishing results about an infinite-state system, whilst retaining the speed 
and automation of a model-checker for certain appropriate parts of the proof. The 
general procedure is that we model the (infinite-state) system in PVS and use 
PVS to reduce the proof obligations to finite-state checks; we run the translation 
tool, which will pick up the PVS script and the partially completed proof, and 
translate the proof obligations into an FDR script containing these obligations 
as assertions, and then run FDR on these assertions to complete the proof. We 
have developed a tool that can transform PVS scripts into FDR scripts, in order 
to speed up the process and to avoid introducing unnecessary human error.
8.2 Future work
There are a number of directions that future work can take. We are in the process 
of building up a general platform that provides mechanical assistance for formal 
analysis of liveness properties of systems. The stable failures model, as well as 
allowing one to verify properties relating to deadlock freedom, determinism and 
fairness, contains sufficient detail to specify many other liveness properties. For 
example, denial of service was a cause of much concern to cryptographic proto­
cols or general communication protocols since intruders may take advantage of 
the very protocols intended for the establishment and authentication of commu­
nication to use up our resources. For reasoning about network denial of service, 
we may specify it as a liveness property that a service request should never be 
refused in the case that each server has its limits on how many requests it can 
handle. Meadows [37] has developed a framework that could be used to apply
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existing tools to the denial of service problem. However, there is still much work 
that remains to be done, we expect to be able to use our work to deal with it.
Abuse-freeness is another possible liveness property that can be modelled and 
verified in our PVS embedding. We may consider that a protocol is said to be 
abuse-free if, at any stage of the protocol, it is impossible for any participant, say 
A, to be able to prove to a third party that A can control to complete or abort 
it. Such a property is often concerned with fair exchange and contract signing 
protocols and much work has been done in [26, 62] where they used different 
finite state tools to generate formal proofs. However, we would like to construct 
general proofs of the correctness of such protocols using our PVS embedding of 
CSP. Furthermore, with the accumulation of more experience, we will challenge 
the analysis of certain sophisticated systems or security protocols.
In our long-term plan, we hope to extend our model to the failures/divergences 
model which allows us to check more complex liveness properties of concurrent 
systems such as nondeterminism and divergence freedom. We would like then to 
extend it further to include infinite traces, which is an area that currently has no 
tool support at all.
Apparently, the current trend among the formal methods community is to 
combine various approaches to take advantage of their individual strengths. Our 
tool translating PVS scripts into FDR is one of interesting attempts which com­
bines the automatic nature of FDR and the generality of PVS. However, some 
aspects of the tool need to be improved.
• Currently, our translating tool may parse the most often used PVS syntax. 
We shall make the parser of the tool cover all necessary PVS syntax.
• Unfortunately, the translation is not completely automated since the dec­
laration of channels must be added by hand in the outputting FDR scripts 
under certain circumstances. We shall develop a mechanism to carry out 
the automatic declaration of channels during the translating procedure.
PVS is a semi-automatic theorem prover—that is, the user can finish the proof 
just using few commands in simple cases since it can make use of the build-in 
library and the various lemmas that have been proved previously. However, for 
constructing the formal proof of complex systems such as proving the correctness 
of security protocols, the work is quite labourious and time-consuming. Ulti­
mately, we hope that we may provide a tool which can prove the generality of 
concurrent systems, especially of security protocols automatically, or with little 
human guidance.

Appendix A 
The fairness specification in FDR
In the case that B acts as a responder,if A has proof of receipt, then B must be 
in a position to obtain proof of origin. Note that we allow all users to be able 
to announce their evidence in order to make the property more clear. The CSP 
specification is given as follows:
F A I R l ( t r ,  X )  =  evidence,  A . s r ( f c o n - A . B . L . K )  £  tr  
A  evidence .A.ss{ fEOR-A.L.C)  E  tr
evidence.B.SA(fEo o - B - L - C )  X  
A  (get .B .  T T P . s T (fc o n - A . B . L . K )  <£ X  
V  ev ide nc e .B . s t (/c o n - A . B . L . K )  X )
and the specification in FDR may write as follows:
comm = Union({{trans.a.b.m,rec.a.b.m|a.b.m<-Ucomni},
{g e t . a .b .m|a.b .m<-Rcomm},
{ |evidence I} ,
{| in fer|} ,
{ id le } } )
ASEOR = ev id en ce .A lice .
ske(sk(Bob), Sq.<fEOR,Alice,La, encrypt(Ka,AtoB)>)
ASCON = evidence.A lice. ske(skT,Sq.<fCON,Alice,Bob,La,Ka>)
B R E O O  = e v i d e n c e . B o b .
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s k e ( s k ( A l i c e ) , S q . < f E 0 0 , B o b , L a , e n c r y p t (K a ,A t o B ) > )  
B R C O N  =  e v i d e n c e . B o b . s k e ( s k T , S q . < f C O N , A l i c e , B o b , La,K a>)
G B R  =  g e t . B o b . T T P . s k e ( s k T , S q . < f C O N , A l i c e , B o b , L a , K a > )
R F  =  (
R F i  =  (
R F 2  =  (
e : d i f f ( c o m m , { A S C O N , A S E O R } ) @ e - > R F )  
S T O P
A S E 0 R - > R F 1  I G  A S C 0 N - >  R F 2
e : d i f f ( c o m m , { A S C Q N } ) @ e - >  R F I )
S T O P
A S C 0 N - >  R F 3
e r d i f f ( c o m m , { A S E 0 R } ) @ e - > R F 2 )
S T O P
A S E 0 R - >  R F 3
R F 3  =  | ~ | e : d i f f ( c o m m , { B R E O O , B R C O N , G B R } ) @
( e - > R F 3  [ ]  (  G B R - > R F 3
i ~ I ( B R E 0 0 - > R F 3 [ ] B R C 0 N - > R F 3 ) ) )
a s s e r t  R F  [ F =  N e t w o r k
In the case that B acts as a sender, if A has proof of origin, then B must be 
in a position to obtain proof of receipt. It is modelled as follows:
FAIR2(tr, X ) =  evidence.A.Sr(fc o n -A.B.L.K) G tr 
A evidence.A.sbDeoo-A.L.C) G tr
evidence.B. s a ( J e o r - B .L.C) X  
A (g e t . B . T T P M f c o N - A . B . L . K ) X
V evidence.B .spifc o n -A.B . L . K )  qL X )
and such a specification in FDR is given as follows:
A R E O O  =  e v i d e n c e . A l i c e .
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s k e ( s k B , S q . < f E 0 0 , A l i c e , L b , e n c r y p t ( K b , B t o A ) > )
A R C O N  =  e v i d e n c e . A l i c e . s k e ( s k T , S q . < f C O N , B o b , A l i c e , L b , K b > )
B S E O R  =  e v i d e n c e . B o b .
s k e ( s k A , S q . < f E O R , B o b , L b , e n c r y p t ( K b , B t o A ) > )
B S C O N  =  e v i d e n c e . B o b . s k e ( s k T , S q . < f C O N , B o b , A l i c e , L b , K b > )
G B S  =  g e t . B o b . T T P . s k e ( s k T , S q . < f C O N , B o b , A l i c e , L b , K b > )
S F  =  ( I ~ I e : d i f f ( c o m m , { A R C O N , A R E 0 0 »  @ e - > S F )
H I  S T O P
| ~ |  A R E 0 0 - > S F 1  | “ | A R C 0 N - >  S F 2
S F 1  =  ( | ~ | e : d i f f ( c o m m , { A R C O N } ) @ e - >  S F 1 )
| " |  S T O P
| ~ |  A R C 0 N - >  S F 3
S F 2  =  ( r | e : d i f f ( c o m m , { A R E O O } ) © e - > S F 2 )
| ~ |  S T O P
F " |  A R E 0 0 - >  S F 3
S F 3  =  | ~ | e : d i f f ( c o m m , { B S E O R , B S C O N , G B S } ) @
( e - > S F 3 [ ] (  G B S - > S F 3
I ~ | ( B S E 0 R - > S F 3 [ ] B S C 0 N - > S F 3 ) ) )
a s s e r t  S F  [ F =  N e t w o r k
Appendix B 
The bison-readable grammar of
v a r d e c l
c o n s t d e c l
r e c u r d e c l
f o r m u d e c l
t h e o r y d e c l  v a r d e c l  
t h e o r y d e c l  t y p e d e c l  
t h e o r y d e c l  c o n s t d e c l  
t h e o r y d e c l  r e c u r d e c l  
t h e o r y d e c l  f o r m u d e c l  ;
f o r m u d e c l :  n a m e  3 : 3 A X I O M  e x p r  ;
r e c u r d e c l :  e x p r  3 : 3 R E C U R S I V E  t y p e e x p r  3 = 3 e x p r  M E A S U R E  e x p r  ;
c o n s t d e c l :  e x p r  3 : 3 I D  3 =3  e x p r
I e x p r  3 : 3 t y p e e x p r  3= 3 e x p r  ;
v a r d e c l : n a m e  3 : 3 V A R  I D
I n a m e  3 : 3 V A R  t y p e e x p r  ;
t y p e d e c l : n a m e  3 : 3 t y p e t y p e  3 = 3 e x p r  ;
t h e o r y d e c l  : t y p e d e c l
t y p e t y p e  : T Y P E
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I N O N T Y P E  
I T Y P E P  ;
t y p e e x p r :  d e f i n e d t y p e
I e n u m e r a t i o n t y p e  
I s u b t y p e  ;
e x p r : n a m e  
3 ( ’  d e f i n e d  O '  
e x p r  * ( } d e f  i n e d  ’ ) 3 
i f e x p r  
t y p e e x p r  
e x p r  * + * e x p r  
e x p r  3 - 3 e x p r  
e x p r  5 * 5 e x p r  
e x p r  3 / ’  e x p r  
e x p r  J = 5 e x p r  
e x p r  L E  e x p r  
e x p r  G E  e x p r  
e x p r  P F  e x p r  
e x p r  E C  e x p r  
e x p r  I C  e x p r  
e x p r  O R  e x p r  
e x p r  A N D  e x p r
P A R  ’ ( 3 e x p r  3 ) 3 3 ( 3 e x p r  3 , 3
P A R  3 ( 3 e x u r  3 . 3 e x e r  3 ) 3 3 ( 3
e x p r  ; ) 3
p  3 ,  e x p r  3 ) 3 3 ( 3 e x p r  3
I E  3 ( 3 e x p r  } * ---------
I E M  3 ( :
e x p r  3 ) 3
,  e x p r  ’ ) 3 
e x p r  3 ) 3 3 ( ’  e x p r  3 ) 3 ;
d e f i n e d :  e x p r
I d e f i n e d e x p r
I F
I T T 7
e x p r  T H E N  e x p r  E L S E  e x p r  E N D I F
m u l t i e l s e :  E L S I F  e x p r  T H E N  e x p r
I m u l t i e l s e  E L S I F  e x p r  T H E N  e x p r  ;
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n a m e : I D
I N U M
I n a m e  3 , 3 I D  
I n a m e  V  N U M ;
d e f i n e d t y p e :  N A T
I I N T  
I S E T  
I P R E D  
I T R A C E  
I P R O C E S S
I d e f i n e d t y p e  5 [ ’  I D  * ]  3 ;
e n u m e r a t i o n t y p e : 3 { 3 n a m e  3 } 3 ;
s u b t y p e : ’ 1 3n a m e  3 I 3 e x p r  3 } 3
I * { ; n a m e  7 : 3 t y p e e x p r  5 | J e x p r  3 } 3 ;
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